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onstruction workers face numerous safety and health
hazards on their jobs. High injury-illness rates attest
to the seriousness of these hazards and would seem
to indicate that more attention must be paid to the

working conditions of building trades workers. Until recently
there has been very little information available to building
trades apprentices on the hazards, particularly health-related,
of their jobs. This manual not only provides information on
the hazards that are potentially created in the many phases
of construction, but suggests solutions for control or elimina-
tion of these hazards.

Both apprentices and more experienced craftsmen
should find the material in this manual to be useful in helping
them recognize hazards. Further, the information should
provide them with some of the necessary tools to improve
their working conditions.

Stanley M. Smith
Secretary-Treasurer
San Francisco Building &
Construction Trades Council
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HAZARDS OF INDIVDUAL TRADES Section 1 1

Construction work is very dangerous. But the hazards can be controlled and
workers' health protected.

REMEMBER: FOR CONVENIENCE WE ARE DIVIDN THE POSSIBE DA
YOU MIGHT FACE ON YOUR JOB NTO TWO CATEGORIES. WE CA'L THESE
SAFETY AND HEALTH IAZS.

WHAT ARE SAFETY HAZARD?

Most obvious to all workers are the safetyhaz tey face. In construction these
include: injuries from falling and flying objects; falls and slips from ladders and
scaffolds; electrocution; and strains and sprains from lifting and moving heavytools
and materials. Other factors such as poor lighting and housekeeping and misuse of
tools and equipment mayalso contribute to the danger. (See Section 2:111-SAFETY
HAZARDS for a description of these possible dangers and how to control them.)

WHATAE HEALTH HAZARDS?

Construction workers also face a wide variety of chemical and other health haz-
ards. Because marny of these hazards are hIdden, workers may not realize they are
being exposed. And as a result they may fail to link a job exposure to a slowly
developing disease or hearing loss. (See Sections 2:1-CHEMICAL HAZARDS and
2:11-PHYSICAL HAZARDS fora description of possible dangers and how to control
them. Also see Section 3:1-IDENTIFYING AND CONTROLLING ACTUAL HEALTH
HAZARDS IN YOUR WORKPLACE for more ideas on control methods.)

Some health hazards such as cement and carbon monoxide gas can quickly cause
harm while others such as asbestos dust or noise cause damage after longer
exposures. And some, now known only to cause short-term (acute) effects might
still be linked to long-term (chronic) permanent disease after more scientific
studies are done.

Fiberglass, for example, is now used as a "safer" substitute for asbestos in some
cases. But no one know whether it can cause lung disease in workerswho must use
it over a number of years. There's just not enough information available yet for us to
know.

HOW CAN YOU TCT YOURSEL FROM THESE HAZARD?
According to a Federal law passed in 1970, your employer is responsible for
proM'ding you wth a safe and healthful workplace. (See Section 4:1-OCCUPA-
TIONAL SAFETY AND HEALTH LEGISLATION for a description of employer and
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employee rights and responsibilities under this law.)

Although this responsibility includes knowing and controlling all hazards, your
employer still might not provide adequate control measures to protectyour health.
Plus construction sites are constantly changing as thework progresses, often making
control measures even more difficult to install.

Use this manual to
help you identify and
contl hazards

Keep in mind special
problems of
construction work

So how do you make sure your health is protected? Even though this is your
employer's responsibility, it may be up to you to protect your health. Find out the
hazards of your own and other trades workidng close by. And us this manual to
help you i ee pot l hazards well as control then. This
introductory chapter also refers to other chapters where you will find enough
information to do so.

In addition, keep In mind that constnrction work may cat special prob-
lems for identifying and controlling hazards. These include:

1) Construction sites te orary and chae constantly as the work
movs ahead and as new trades arrive on the sit
This also creates a problem for enforcing protective regulations. (See Section 3:11-
WORKPLACE STANDARDS and 4: -OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY AND HEALTH LEGIS-
LATION for a discussion of these limitations.)

2) Several trades may shae the same k area, exposing each other to
-_ haad

3) Especially on small sites, one trade may end up doing a task usually
perfored byanot trade, and may therefore be unawa ofteha

4) The wok is usually rushed, Inceig the dchnc that an accdent
might occur or that you Ionat notke a hamful chemical expo

5) ConstructIon wokes chn ge jobs often, and some work for a number of
dif t s duing t couse of a shigk yer
(See Section 4:11-{OCUMENTATION for how to keep records of chemical expo-
sures in such a situation.)

6) In addition, protective regulations are often difficut to understand,
and manyh en't regulated at all
And most hazard control programs are designed with factory, not construction
work in mind, and therefore might not be applicable to a construction site.

IDENTF"N ZARDS OF Y WCE
But before you can protectyourself, you must know the hazards of yourworkplace.
Some common safety hazards include:

Working off unsafe prec f , including ladders,*** scaffolds,***
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suspended platforms,*** and te frame itself

Using han-held or power tool**
Poor s eng*** and lghting

Some common health hazards include:
NoMe **
Vibration**
Teprtr Extremes
Cbon monoxlde gas*
Gas* and *ims* from weldng or sokeing*
Dust* from mbdng& ang t NW~an emltioni or remodeil oprtin

Vapors fogg ants5 aNd puint*

nTmN OTHR HAZARDS BY FOULOiNG A
CONTRUCTION PROJECT AS IT RISES

But not all trades are exposed to the same dangers. So to introduce some possible
hazards unique to each trade, let's look briefly at a constuction project as it rises,
and the resulting hazards.

The first operation on a new construction is excavating the site. This may involve Excawating the sit
drilling and blasting as well as the use of heavy-earth-moving equipment. These are
jobs for the operating engineer.

Safety hazards include:
Rokr#**
Ele0touion***
Mountg addinng hvyeqWp*
Whiping air hoss and o r hazafds cmpessed-air equlpment*

NOWE:

* These chemical hazards and possible control methods are covered in Section 2:1--
CHEMICAL HAZARDS, where they are listed by FORM-dust; gas, fume, mist; or vapor.
You might also refer to Section 3:1-4DENTIFYING AND CONTROWNG ACTUAL HEALTH
HAZARDS IN YOUR WORKPLACE for more control ideas, APPENDDI AAZARDS
OF WELDING AND SOLDERING for hazards of these operations, and APPENDIX B-
"DEAR DOCTOR," Parts A and B for a list of each trade's hazard-containing or producing
materials and operations and how they affect Fe body.

** These physical health hazards and possible control measures are covered in Section
2:11_-HYSICAL HAZARDS.

* These safety hazards and possible control measures are covered in Section 2:11-SAFETY
HAZARDS. Some are also listed in Section 1 :II-HAZARDS OF SPECIAL OPERATIONS.
You might also refer to APPENDIX A-HAZARDS OF WELDING AND SOLDERING for
hazards associated with these operations.
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Health hazards include:
Nolse**
WhAlAebod ion**
Dusts,* possibly including silica*
Exhaust emissons and carbon mo gas especially from enclosed-cab
equipment

Support work Support work is then done in preparation for the concrete foundation. These tasks
may involve operating engineers, abo, elic , pl , carpen-
ten, and Iron workers.

Safety hazards include:
Rolober"'
Ekecution"*
Mounting and DsonIng heavy equipment"'
Cave-In"*
Bum from welding and soldering
Wordng off the u ded form
WorIdng wth sharp mteias such as rebar
Using hand-held and power tools***

Health hazards include:
Noie**
Ha/arm vibration" especially from pneumatic tools
Wholebod yvibration** from heavy equipment
Mists' from form release agents*
Dusts and vapors' from sawing wood*

Foundation work The next step-the foundation is poured, exposing lbrs, cemnt maons,
and others to the drying and irritating action of concrete.

Safety hazards include:
Moving th hey conete elsewhee on the site often by mechanical aids
such as a "georgia buggy"
Wet, slippery
Whipping air ho and other dangs of pnemt tools

Health hazards include:
Noi"l"produced by concrete ready-mix trucks and mixers
Hand/arm Itbration" from tools used to settle the concrete
Concrete* and chemicals added for special properties*

Framing Frming is the next step-wood for housing construction, steel for commercial
jobs. The trades involved in this work include labors, capenter, Iron work-
en, asbestos and other Insulatn workers, and sheet metal workeus for
commercial jobs, and labres and cpents for housing. 1-1ayers and Hod
carre might also be on the site at this point.
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Safety hazards include:
Woddng off the ugualded *ame, ldder and other,pecous
surfaces***
Using ha nd power tools***
Electrcutlon***

Health hazards include:
Nollse, especially from riveting equipment
Dusts* from scraping the metal frame and cutting, sanding, or sawing wood, brick,
and other building materials

Dusts* from mixing insulation,* cement,* and grout*
Fume* and gases* produced by welding and soldering
Radatin** produced by welding*
Mists from spraying insulation,* "bright" dipping metals for soldering,* and solder-
ing fluxes*
Vaporn* from metal cleaners,* solvents,* and wood preservatives,* and plywood
binders*

In both commercial and housing jobs, elcrI6 ans and phlube are now on the Electrical w k and
site, often along with sheet metal wores and laborers. pluming
Safety hazards include:
Wodng off lad s and other prlecious surfaces***
Using hand-held and power taob***
Electrocution***
Burm from soldering and working with molten metals and acids**

Health hazards include:
Dusts' produced by drilling and cutting metal
Dusts* from handling and cutting plastic* and fiberglass piping* and ducts
Gases* from air conditioning and refrigeration systems
Fu an* gasen from soldering* and use of molten lead*
Acid mists from soldering fluxes* and "bright dipping"* metals
tapon" from solvents,* metal cleaners,* and plastic cements*

Both sites are now ready for roofing, which involves the use of asphalt, coal tar R ing
pitch, shingles, or tile. Mostly roofer and labores are involved here.

Safety hazards include:
Owns
Uftng and a g hot, hea _bma
Wong off d, steep
Using hand-d and pO toolsk*" including compressed-air tools***

Health hazards include:
Radltan" from the sun
Dusts* from shingles and tiles which could contain asbestos*
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Fuhes* (or emisbs ) from hot roofing matenals*
apo from oents* and resins* in cold roofing compounds and other materials

Finishing work Now it's time for the finishing work on both sites, invoMng tapers, carpen-
ter, gaz , pahiter, and r e.

Safety hazards include:
Haig to lift ad cary shap or heay mateias such as glass panes or rolls of
carpet and other flooring
Uing had-hl or power toob***

OBum from igniting torch fuel or solvents
Worldng off precaiu sUr S including ladders scaffolds, and suspended
platforns***

Health hazards include:
Nolbe" from portable air compressors
Dusts from insulation materials* and sanding taping compounds* or old asbes-
tos-backed flooring*
Dusts from sanding wood or wood fillers
G * from torches
MIsts from spraying paints* and other materials
Vapors* from solvents,* adhesives,* and paints*

USING THIS #ANWAI FOR FURTHE NFORMATION

REMEMBR: ITfS IMPORTA TO KNOM HAZADS 10 WHICH VOURE
B EXPOSED, INIlUDIG CHCL ONES, AND HOWTHEY AFFECT THE
BODY.

So use this manual to hep you ctyrf. Find out the hazards of your
job and how to control them. Then either go through the manual (with your
instructor) chapter by chapter, or refer to those sections that are most relevant to
your particularjob. Use safe work practices. And askyour employer to reduce your
risk with appropriate controls. Remember, this is his or her responsibility by law.

klnting possible

Identitying possibk
health hazards

For possible safety hazards that might affect your trade, see:
Section 1 :11-HAZARDS OF SPECIAL OPERATIONS
Section 2:111--SAFETY HAZARDS
Appendix A-HAZARDS OF WELDING AND SOLDERING

For possible health hazards that might affect your trade, see:
Section 1 :11-AZARDS OF SPECIAL OPERATIONS
Section 2:1-CHEMICAL HAZARDS (organized bytheir form-dust, gas, fume, mist,
or vapor)
Section 2:11-PHYSICAL HAZARDS
Appendix A-HAZARDS OF WELDING AND SOLDERING
Appendix B-"DEAR DOCTOR," Parts A and B
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For information on how specific health hazards can affect your body, see:
Section 2:1-CHEMICAL HAZARDS (including G. HOWTHE BODY FUNCTIONSAND
DEFENDS ITSELF)
Section 2:11-PHYSICAL HAZARDS
Appendix A-HAZARDS OF WELDING AND SOLDERING
Appendix B-"DEAR DOCTOR," Part B-Toxicology

For how to examine yourworkplace for hazards and keep records that might reveal
health hazards, see:
Section 3:1-IDENTIFYING AND CONTROWNG ACTUAL HEALTH HAZARDS IN
YOUR WORKPLACE
Section 4:11,--CUMENTATION

For information on controlling safety hazards, see:
Section 1 :11-HAZARDS OF SPEClAL OPERATIONS
Section 2:111-SAFETY HAZARDS

For information on controlling health hazards, see:
Section 1 :11-AZARDS OF SPECIAL OPERATIONS
Section 2:1-CHEMICAL HAZARDS
Section 2:11-PHYSICAL HAZARDS
Section 3:1-4DENTIFYING AND CONTROLUNG ACTUAL HEALTH HAZARDS IN
YOUR WORKPLACE
Appendix AAZARDS OF WELDING AND SOLDERING

For information on employer and employee rights and responsibilities under the
1970 Occupational Safety and Health Act see:
Section 4:1-OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY AND HEALTH LEGISLATION

For information on how to make sure your health is as well protected as possible,
see:
Section 3:1-IDENTIFYNG AND CONTROLLING ACTUAL HEALTH HAZARDS IN
YOUR WORKPLACE
Section 4:1-OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY AND HEALTH LEGISLATI)N
Section 4:11-DOCUMENTATION
Section 4:111-COLLECTIVE BARGAINING (contains sample health and safety lang-
uage)

For definitions of scientific and medical terms and abbreviations used in this
Manual, see:
GLOSSARY OF MEDICAL AND SCIENTIFIC TERMS
LIST OF ABBREVlATIONS

wing how health
hazauds aic th
bod

r C~~~~B
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Your pe
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HAZARDS OF SPECIAL OPERATIONS Section 1 11

EXCAVATiON

Workers involved in excavation are exposed to a number of hazards that don't
normally affect all construction woriers.

Anyone on the excavation site may be exposed to arry of the hazards generated by
the various trades, including operating engineers, laborers, drillers, and blasters.

Excavation is back-breaking, dusty work. It involves the use of heavy equipment,
including graders, dozers, shovels, trucks, tractors, drills, and cranes. Safetywhz-
awds include: injury from rolloveror being hit by falling or flying objects or materials,
electrocution, collision, and injury while mounting or dismounting equipment or
from coming into contact with unprotected pinch points or sharp edges.

Excavation workers also face the possibility of cave-in from improperly shored or
braced trenches or other excavations.

In addition, they may be exposed to a number of healthh , including:
carbon monoxide produced by combustion (fuel-buming) engines; noise and
vibration; and silica from drilling, blasting, and earth moving operations. (See
Sections 2:1-CHEMICAL HAZARDS and 2:11-PHYSICAL HAZARDS for how these
exposures can affect the body.) Silica is a particularly dangerous material. It can
cause permanent lung diseasewith enough exposure. And excavation workers may
be exposed to enough dust without adequate protection to possibly develop
silica-related disease.

Most of these hazards can be controlled by making sure equipment is well-
maintained, properly guarded, and equippedwith appropriate rollover protective
structures (ROPS), aovead protective strctures, and ladders or stairs for mounting
and dismounting. Wherever necessary, excavations should be shored or dug to the
correct angle of repose.

Who Is at risk?

What ar the safe
hazards of
excavation?

What are the health
hazads of
excavation?

How do you control
safty hazards?

In addition, proper and safe work practices should always be observed, especially
while working around other equipment and near electrical power lines. A traffic
control plan is essential.

Exposures to noise and vibration, carbon monoxide, and silica are not as easily
controlled.

Noise exposures can be controlled by modifying machinery or wearing personal
protective equipment such as ear plugs. But these measures must lower exposures
enough to protectyour health. Vibatin can be reduced by installing special seats

How do you control
health hazards?

NOISE, VIRATION,
CAON MONOXIDE
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and other modifications on heavy equipment. And by keeping equipment well-
maintained and property tuned, much can be done to eliminate these hazards as
well as lower cwbon monoxie levels.

Many excavation operations release quantities of silica. To be safe, wearapproved
respirators which should be supplied by your employer.

REMEAMER: THE ONLY REAL PROTECTION AGAINST HARM, WHETHER
AGAINST INUY DUE TO ROLLVER OR SLOWLY DEVEOPIG SILICA-RE-
LATED WNG DISEASE, IS PREVENTION.

So guard against these dangers. Use safe work practices. Know your possible
harmful exposures. And make sure your employer provides adequate protections
to guard you against harm.

For additional
Infog ation

For additional Informain, refer to these other sections of the manual:
Section 1 :1-AZARDS OF INDIMDUAL TRADES
Section 2:1-CHEMICAL HAZARDS
Section 2:Il-PHYSICAL HAZARDS
Section 2:111-SAFETY HAZARDS
Section 3:1-4DENTImANG AND CONTROLLING ACTUAL HEALTH HAZARDS IN

YOUR WORKPLACE
Appendix B-"DEAR DOCTOR," PartA-DirectoryofTrades and Hazardous Mater-

ials and Operations
APPENDIX C-OSHA REQUIREMENTS FOR A MINIMAL ACCEPTABLE RESPIRATOR

PROGRAM

BLA ING OR SHOTFDRNG

In blasting or shotfiring, rock, earth, or masonry are loosened by means of an
explosive charge. Normally a hole is drlled, the charge inserted, the hole stemmed
with wooden tamping rods, and the charge "fired" by means of a detonator or
fuse. Most blasting is done by borehole charges, although other methods may be
used, especially in mines.

Is blasting used
in construction?

What are the safety
hazards of blasting?

ELECTROCUTION

Explosives have a variety of uses in construction. Blasting is usually part of drilling
operations, and may be needed to break up rock and soil in excavations for large
buildings, dams, reservoirs, and tunnel construction. In addition, blasting may be
useful for leveling sites, setting foundation footings, or demolishing old buildings,
factory chimneys, and bridges.

Most blsting ccid are caused by flying objects, misfire, premature explo-
sion, using too short a fuse, inadequate waming systems, or not being able to get
away from the site after the fuse is lit. Injury also occurs from wearing inadequate
protective clothing or from returning to the site before all late explosions have
gone off.

Electocution is also a danger in electric shotfiring. And explosions can be set off

12
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prematurely by making connections to electrically charged power lines or by
electrical storms, stay currents, static electricity, and even electromagnetic radiation
from nearby radio, television, or radar installations. (See Section 2:1k-PHYSICAL
HAZARDS for a discussion of the types of radiation and how they can affect the
body.)

In addition, shotfirers and nearbyworkers may also be exposed to health hazads.
Blasting through rock can release large amounts of silica dust which can cause lung
disease if levels are high enough or if exposure occurs over a long enough time.
And the explosives create hazardous gases and fumes, especially in confined
spaces such as mines and tunnels.

With proper precautions, blasting and shotfiring operations can be fairly safe.

Make sure shotfirers are specially trained and certified. Set up clearwaming signals,
so others knowyou are firing and can clear the area. Never set off the blast until you
are sure everyone else is clear. Use a long enough fuse for the job. And remember,
you too need time to get clear.

Before returning to the site, allow enough time for late explosions and for the air
inside tunnels and mines to clear of harmful gases and fumes (in some cases, you
may need to wear respiratory protection). And aWays wear adequate head
protection.

To further reduce the danger of unexpected explosion, always properly transport
and store explosives. And be sure to use explosives before tey have a chance to
deteriorate. Keep all ignition sources such as cigarettes away from explosives.

After the blast, carefully check all blasting points to make sure there haven't been
arny misfires and that the surrounding area is safe to resume work. Allow at least 30
minutes before returning to the site (or 5 minutes for electric shotfiring). Misfires
should be removed only by competent persons using water or compressed air
(introduced through a copper orother noniron blowpipe). And always remove old
explosive material from holes before going on to the next job.

What ae the health
hazards of blasting?

How do you control
hazads?
MAKE SURE SHOTIRS
ARE TRAINED, AND THERE
ARE WARNING SIGNALS

WAIT UNTIL THE AREA IS
CLEAR BEFOE RETURNING
TO THE SITE

STORE AND TRANSPORT
EXPLOSIES PROPERLY

AFTER THE BLAST, CHECK
FOR MISFIRE

REM R: SHOTFUUWNG AND BLASTNCAN BEVW DANGEROUS. MAKE
SUR YOU AR WELLDROTECrE:WEMAEA HDGEA, D GUARD
AGAT ACCDENTAL RPRMAUEEI.

For additional information, refer to these other sections of the manual:
Section 1 :1-HAZARDS OF INDIVIDUAL TRADES
Section 2:1-CHEMICAL HAZARDS
Section 2:111-SAFETY HAZARDS
Section 3:1-4DENTI1NG AND CONTROLLING ACTUAL HEALTH HAZARDS IN

YOUR WORKPLACE
Appendix B-"DEAR DOCTOR," PartA-Directoryof Trades and Hazardous Mater-

ials and Operations

For additional
in tion
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SANMDSNG OR SHOTBLASTI (RSIVE BLASTING)

In order to clean buildings or to remove old paint from metal and other surfaces in
preparation for repainting, small particles of hard abrasive material such as sand or
steel shot are directed against the surface or building. This process may be used in
remodel work building and bridge maintenance, and in ship cleaning.

In construction, the abrasive is either applied dry by compressed air or damp by
compressed air and water pressure.

What are the safe

hazards?

What ar the health
hazards?

METAL DUSTS

CEMENT, BRIC, WOOD,
PAIT DUSTS

SIUCA

How do you control
say hazards?

How do you control
health hazards?

The blasting process itself is hazardous and can cause seriu Injuy. Operators
are alNays in danger of accidentally directing the blast stream at themsedves, or of
being injured when hoses break or the nozzle drops. In addition, sandblasters
often workoff ladders and scaffolding. Injuries due to falls and slips are common as
are back problems and other strains.

Abrasive blasters are also exposed to a number of ealth ha . Noise levels
can be loud enough to permanently damage your hearing if exposures last a long
enough time. And the blasting process produces flying particles and dusts that can
injure unprotected skin and eyes and, if breathed in, possibly cause long-term
damage.

Blasting steel or other metal surfaces, for example, might produce various kinds of
metal dusts. Blasting on iron could release iron oxide (rust) dust, which is known to
cause a condition called siderosis. Although siderosis doesn't seem to interfere
with breathing, it does result in abnormal x-rays.

Blasting on old buildings could producecement, brick, stone, wvood, or paint dusts
which might contain lime, lead, or other harmful materials. (See Section 2:1-
CHEMICAL HAZARDS for effects of these possibly harmful materials.)

In the U.S. sand is still the most common blasting material, exposing sandblasters to
the risk of silicosis from large amounts of silica. And even where exposures aren't
enough to produce this disease, tey might aggravate existing lung conditions.

To guard against accidents caused bydropped or brken hoses, the nozzle can be
equipped with a rush inhibiter and a dead-man's nozzle to shut off air flow if the
nozzle drops or breaks. And ladders should always be tied off foradded support.

There is a Federal standard for exposure to silica. According to it, your employer is
responsible for measuring air levels to make sure you're safe. But taking air measure-
ments might not always be practical on construction sites. To further protect
yourself from the hazards of silica exposure, ask your employer to switch to a safer
material such as steel shot if possible. Some countries have banned sand for use as
an abrasive material in blasting operations. And usingwet blasting methods is much
safer than using dry ones.

In addition, always wear an approved and well-maintained abaive blsting
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resplrator and eye and ear protection. These should be provided and maintained
by your employer. Also wear sufficient protective clothing. (See Section 3:1-
IDENTIFYING AND CONTROWNG ACTUAL HEALTH HAZARDS IN YOUR WORK-
PLACE for details about respirator requirements.)

For additinal _Ifoimaton, refer to these other sections of the manual:
Section 1 :1-HAZARDS OF INDMDUAL TRADES
Section 2:1-CHEMICAL HAZARDS
Section 2:11-PHSICAL HAZARDS
Section 2:111-SAFETY HAZARDS
Section 3:1-4DENTIPANG AND CONTROWNG ACTUAL HEALTH HAZARDS IN

YOUR WORKPLACE
Appendix B-"DEAR DOCTOR," PartA-Directoryof Trades and Hazardous Mater-

ials and Operations
Appendix C-REQUIREMENTS FORAMINIMAL ACCEPTABLE RESPIRATOR PROGRAM

WEAR AN APPOVED
ABRASVE WASTING
RESPIATO

For additional
ilnonatiIon

TUNNEUNG

In tunnel construction, the tunnel is first drilled, bored, or blasted ora combination
of these operations used. Then rock and other debris are removed (mucked),
tunnel supports installed, and finishing work completed.

The hazard to tunnel wokers depends upon the type of tunneling and the type of
ground throughwhich the tunnel must pass. In addition, special operations, such as
drilling, blasting, compressed air tunneling, and finishing work may create other
hazards.

Saftyh s include: cave-in; falling rock. fire and explosion; dangs ofwvoring
in a compressed air ervironment,* injury from the special heavy tools and equipment;
falling and flying objects; and possibly electrocution.

Health haa include: noise, vibration; dusts, possibly including silica if tunnel-
ing is through rock, and toxic fumes, gases, and vapors.

Falling rock and cave-in are the main causes of tunneling accidents. However, these
accidents can be greatly reduced. Examine rock and wall supports frequently to
make sure they are barred down and well-supported. This is especially important
for advancing tunnels. And stay under cover while the lifters are being dilled.
Finally, aNvays wear head and foot protection.

During tunneling operations, gases, fumes, and dusts may build up. Installing a
ventilation system will reduce these health hazards as well as the possibility of fire
and explosion.

Any ventilation systm must be able to remove hazardous materials from the
tunnel and supplyadequate clean air to theworkers. In addition, some may control
temperatures and high humidity. Tunnels may be adequately ventilated either by:
1) blowing clean air into the tunnel face, or 2) pulling the contaminated air away

What ar the saey

hazawds of tunneling?

What are the health
hazards of twuling?

How do you control
safety hazards?

How do you control

health haza?

VENLATION
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How do you make sure
the ventilation system is
working?
INSPECT IT OFTEN

MEASURE GAS, DUST, AND
FUME LEVELS

What ar the hazards
of special tunneling
operations?

DRIUNG

How can you control
drilling hazards?
KEEP EQUIPMENT WELL-
MAINTAINED AND TUNED

WEAR APPROPRIATE
PROTECTIVE CLOTHING
AND RESPIRATORS WHERE
NECESSARY

from the face. The second method usually keeps the tunnel clearer, but a combina-
tion of methods is often used.

To insure the ventilation system is working at all times, inspect it often. This is the
employer's responsibility but workers should also participate. In addition, the
tunnel air should be frequently monitored (measured) to determine gas, dust, and
fume levels, and to insure the tunnel environment won't explode and contains
adequate oxygen.

REMEM R: TUNNEL VENT1LATION SYSTEMS MUST KE EXPOSURES TO
DUS5, GAES, D FUMES AT SAFE LEVELS ASWEUAS DE ENOUGH
CLEAN ARTO WtORES.

Since many tunneling operations create special hazards, let's look at some of them
separately. (Also refer to the descriptions of drilling and blasting earlier in this
section.)

Driling may create special health hazards forworkers, including noise and vibration
from drilling equipment and the production of large amounts of tiny "respirable"
(breatheable) dust particles. These particles are small enough to get deep inside
the lungs where they may have harmful effects. Drilling through rock could produce
an acute form of the lung disease silicosis, for example. (See Appendix B-"DEAR
DOCTOR," Part B-Toxicology for possible effects of silica.)

Many hazards of drilling operations can be controlled.

To reduce noise and vibration, equipment should be well-maintained, properly
tuned, and muffled if possible.

In addition, prot,e clt for example heavy gloves, and hearing protection
such as ear muffs or plugs, or respiratos might be necessary. But make sure these
fit properly and reduce exposures enough to protect your health. Your employer is
responsible for all protective measures wherever tey are necessary.

USE WET DRILLING METHODS To reduce dust levels significantly, either replace conventional drilling methods
OR A DUST COLLECTOR with wet drIIIng or use drills that are equipped with dust extractors or collectors.

OTHER CONTROLS

BLASTING

Other provisions for controlling drilling hazards are covered earlier in this section
under A DRILLING.

Blsting also creates special hazards for exposed workers. There is a real danger of
injury from flying objects such as airborne rock or from premature explosion. Fumes
and gases produced by the blast, unless properly removed byventilation, can also
cause health problems. And in addition to possible free silica from blasting rock,
blasters and nearby workers may also be exposed to toxic materials from the
blasting powder.
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You can prevent injury and illness caused by blasting operations.

Blasters must be well-qualified, and strict rules set up and followed for storagm
and ue of any explosives.

Never allow any possible ignitin source such as a cigarette near a charged and
packed blasting hole, or near storage areas.

And obsedve proper safety Netions before igniting the charge. Make sure
that blast holes are properly packed, fuses are long enough to be safe, and
everyone is clear of the area.

Other provisions for insuring workers' health during blasting operations are covered
earlier in this section under B. BLASTING.

Tunnel workers may be required to work in aco_mp d airenviment during
the consuction of some sewers, aqueducts, bridges, or traffic tunnels. Compressed
air environments create special hazards in addition to those normally associated
with tunnel operations.

Most problems, aside from falling rock, cave-in, and the danger of being severed
from the compressed air source, are due to not being properly decompressed.

Decompression 11llnes, called the "bends," "air disease," or "caisson disease,"
can occur if you decompress too quickly. When that happens, nitrogen in your
blood vessels creates bubbles which can block normal blood supplies. And
nitrogen bubbles can also lodge in the joints and muscles, resulting in severe pains
there.

Symptoms of decompression illness include: dizziness; weakness; numbness;
and sometimes collapse, blindness, convulsions, behavior changes, or hearing
problems. In extreme cases, death could result. In addition, a permanent disabling
condition could develop if nitrogen bubbles block the blood supply to major
joints such as the knee, shoulder, hip, and so on. Then, the daily stresses of walking
and lifting may damage or injure the already unhealthy joint.

There are legal requirements protecting you against these hazards.

Federal law requires compressed air tunnel construction companies to provide
special decompression dcm-bers (manlocks) for compressed air workers at
their shift's end. Your employer must carefully regulate your decompression time as
well as the amount of time you spend under compressed air conditions. There are
special tables to determine these times. Basically the time spent decompressing
depends upon the compressed air pressure and the amount of time spent at that
pressure.

Proper decompression may still not completely protect you from developing
symptoms of the "bends."

How can you contro
blsting hazads?
USE AND STORE MATERIALS
PROPERLY

KEEP IGNITION SOURCES
AWAY FROM MATERIALS

OBSERVE PROPER SAFETY
PRECAUTIONS

OTHER CONTROLS

COMPRESSED ANR
TUNNEING

What are the hazards of
cmressed air tunneling?

DECOMPRESSION ILLNESS

What are the symptoms of
decompression illness?

How can you prevent
decompression illness?

SPECLAL DECOMPRESSION
CHAMBERS

CAN YOU STILL DEVELOP THE
"BENDS" IF YOUVE BEEN
PROPERLY DECOMPRESSED?
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How do you protect
yourself further?
GET ENOUGH SLEEP; AVOID
HEAW DRINKING

STAY IN CHAMBERS THE
REQUIRED TIME

AVOID CRAMPED POSITIONS

TAKE WARM SHOWERS OR
BATHS

DONT WORK WITH A COLD
OR OTHER INJURY

What should you do if you're
stricken with the "bends"?

Special kidntification

FINISHING OPERATIONS

For additional
imation

A number of precautions will further protect you from developing symptoms:
1) The night befe working In a copessed aireirn, get ogh
s andavoi heavy drdnIg.
Tiredness and heavy drinking can also contribute to decompression illness.

2) Spend the full amount of time in decompresion as deteined by the
Federal tabls.

3) During decompression, don't sit In cra d postions.
This allows nitrogen bubbles to gather and concentrate in the joints.

4) After decompression, don't slep or rest in a cr d position.
Your body may take a while to completely eliminate all nitrogen bubbles.

5) For up to 6 hours after decompression, take onlywan, not hot showers
or baths.
Hot water brings on symptoms of decompression illness.

6) Avoid worldng in ac ressed air envim_nt with a cold, fever, joint
sprain, or muck strain.
Strained muscles and sprained joints are favorite sites for the "bends," and illness
increases the risk.

Ifyou develop any symptoms of bends, even after proper decompression, immed-
iately contact a physician knowledgeable in this disease. And tell the company.
Never treat decompression illness by drinking alcoholic beverages.

In addition, Federal law now requires compressed air tunnel construction compan-
ies to provide workers with special identification bracelets or badges. These
badges also give instructions for treating the bends. Make sure your employer
provides you with such a bracelet, and wear it at all times.

REMEMBER: ThERES NO NEED TO SUFFER FROM THE uBENDS.' TO PREVEN
SYMPTOMS, MAKE SURE OU ARED D , ANDOVE
ADDfONA PRECAUTIONS.

In addition, special operations such as drilling, blasting, and finishing operations
such as welding, concrete, tile work, and electrical work may expose workers to
other hazards, including mnetal dusts and fumes, concrete, and grout. (See Section
2:1-CHEMICAL HAZARDS for how these materials might affect the body and
protections.)

For additinal ibformatin on hazards and protections, refer to these other
sections of the manual:
Section 1:1-HAZARDS OF INDIVIDUAL TRADES
Section 2:1-CHEMICAL HAZARDS
Section 2:11-PHYSICAL HAZARDS
Section 2:111-SAFETY HAZARDS
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Section 3:1-IDENTIFYING AND CONTROLLING ACTUAL HEALTH HAZARDS IN
YOUR WORKPLACE

Appendix A-HAZARDS OF WELDING AND SOLDERING
Appendix B-"DEAR DOCTOR," Part A-DIRECTORYIOF TRADESAND HAZARDOUS

MATERLALS AND OPERATIONS
Appendix C-OSHA REQUIREMENTS FORA MINIMAL ACCEPTABLE (RESPIRATOR)

PROGRAM
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CHEMICAL HAZARDS Section 2:1

INlRODNUCON

The body is a complicated collection of cells, tissue, and organs. And, much like a
football team, the body has special ways to protect itself against harm. We call
these the body's dekns stems or cnids.

But te body's defense systems can be broken down, overcome, or by-passed.
When this happens, injury or illness can result. Sometimes job-related injuries or
illnesses are tempoary, and you can recover completely. Sometimes, as in the
case of chronic lung diseases such as silicosis or with various cancers, these
conditions cause pemanent changes that may lead to death.

There are ways to protect yourselves against hazardous materials and conditions.
The most effective is pntion. When it is impossible to prevent exposures to
harmful materials, the next best protection is to reduce exposures through the use
of various controls.

Controlling hazards and informing you of arTy danger are your employers' respon-
sibilities. But in marty cases your employer doesn't know that a material is harmful
or hasn't controlled it. So it may be up toyou to make sure your health is protected.

REMEMBER: THE BEST ROTECTION IS PEVENTIO. WITH HAARO
MTERIAS, THEONLYWAYTO PREVEN HM IS TO KNOWTHE MATERIALS
AND KEEPEX I LOW ENOU6H TO BE SAFE.

Many chemicals used in the workplace can damage the body. Effects range from How do chemicals
skin irritation and dermatitis to chronic lung diseases such as silicosis and asbestosis ct the body?
or to cancer.

Chemicals can cause acute (short-term) or dhonk (long-term) effects.

Acute efcts are quickly seen, usually after exposures to fairly high levels or
concentrations of a hazardous material. For example, fiberglass can immediately
cause itchiness and skin irritation.

honick efcts usually take a long time to develop, and may be caused by
exposures to fairly low levels or concentrations over a period of time, sometimes
years. Asbestos, for example, can cause a number of chronic diseases including
asbestosis and lung cancer. These normally take betwen 10 and 40 years to show
up.

REMEMBIER: ACUTE EFFECTS AREMUCH EASIER TO UNKTOAJOB EXPOSUtRE
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THAN ARE CHRONIC EECS l5 SAFE, TEEP A CoD OF ALL
RES, WHETHER OR NOT YOU NOTICE ANY IMEDITE DA GE.

If you don't know what the material is, write down its trade name, its use, how it
okos and smells, and ary other helpful information. (See Section 4:11-DOCUMEN-
TATION for how to keep such records.)

Where in the body The body may be harmed at the point where a chemical touches or enters it. We
do hcemicals cause call this a local effect. Or the body may be harmed elsewhere. Then, we call the
damg? effect a systemic effect.

Local effects develop where a chemical comes into contact with the body, called
the point of contact. For example, when the solvent benzene touches the skin
(point of contact), it can cause drying and irritation (local effect).

SystemIke cts develop at some place other than the point of contact. Benzene
can be absorbed through the skin and breathed into the lungs (both are points of
contact). But after entering the body through either of these ways, benzene can
affect the bone marrow, leading to anemia. (In some cases leukemia has also been
reported from exposure to moderately high levels of this solvent; leukemia is a kind
of cancer affecting the bone marrow and blood.)

Effects are not the REMEM:ALTHOUGH MAY OFHE MATEIALS USED IN CONSTUCON
same In evey CAN HRM T BODY, NOT EVRONE WIL SUFER EFFECTS.
exposed person

And sometimes it may take years of exposure to fairly high concentrations of a
material to produce harm.

Thus, always be aware that many of the materials you use are potentally danger-
ous. Find out what's in them and how they affect the body. (See Section 3:1-
IDENTIFYING AND CONTROWNG ACTUAL HEALTH HAZARDS IN YOUR WORKPLACE
for specific information on controls.)

WHAT FORMS DO HARMFUL CHEMIALS TAKE?
Dusts Dusts are solid particles suspended in air. They may be produced by crushing,

grinding, sanding, sawing, or the impact of materials against each other.

Some dusts are biologically inert. That is, they don't seem to harm the body or be
changed by the body's chemistry into other harmful substances. Most harmful
dusts cause damage only after being breathed in, but some such as cement and
arsenic can also directly affect the skin.

The body's defenes against dusts are shown in the illustration of the body's
respiratory system. The most damaging dusts are small enough to get past these
defenses and too srnall to be seen with the naked eye.We call these "respirable" or
breathable.
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Your body's defenses against even large-sized dustr-mucous, the hair-like cells
called cilia, and special "dust-eating" white blood cells-can break down. For
example, some chemicals can dry out the mucous. And cigarette smoke paralyzes
te cilia. What is the result of such a breakdown? More dust particles are able to
reach the lungs.

Building trades workers are exposed to a variety of dusts. Some of the most WHAT DUSTS MIGHT BE
common dusts in construction, their sources (and some trades affected) are listed PRESENT ON
in the chart below. CONSTRUCTION SITES?

ASBESTOS (insulation and asbestos workers, demolition and remodel
operations)

SILCA (painters, tunnel workers, sandblasters)
CEMENT (concrete workers, masons, laborers)
PLASTER (plasterers and lathers)
FIBERGLASS (insulation workers and plumbers)
METALS such as copper (plumbers), galvanized (scrapers)
PLASTICS such as ABS and PVC (plumbers)
WOOD (carpenters)

REMEMBER: NOT ONLYAREWORIKES CREATING THE DUSTAT RISK, BUTSO
IS ANYONE WORICNG OR PASSING NEARBY.

Dust can travel or build up in a fairly large area, so plumbers, carpenters, and
laborers working above and below an insulation mixing or spraying operation may
also be exposed.

Asbestos is an e dangeous fbe. In the past, it was widely used as Asbestos
insulation in homes and buildings, and as mechanical insulation for pipes.

Pure asbestos is no longer used as an insulation material in many states. However,
building trades workers, especially asbestos workers, laborers, and carpenters,
may still be exposed to some asbestos insulation, and large amounts during demo-
lition or remodel jobs. In addition asbestos may still be found in some taping
compounds, asbestos cements, pipes, and floor tiles. Virnyl asbestos floor tiles may
be as much as 15 to 20 percent asbestos, which is released when old flooring is
sanded.

Asbestos can cause a number of very harmful, chronic diseases. These diseases HOW DOES ASBESTOS
take a long time to develop, sometimes 40 years. And once they've appeared, they HARM THE BODY?
are irrevm ibl.

Asbestos can cause asbestosis and various cancers. Cigtte smldng def-
initely a the risk of asbetosls and lug cancer. In fact, asbestos
workers who smoke have a 92 times greater risk of developing lung cancer than
nonsmokers who are not exposed to asbestos.

Asbestosls is caused by scar tissue surrounding tiny asbestos fibers in the lung's Asbestosis
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walls. This condition makes the lungs stiff, and reduces your breathing ability.

These fiber nev dissolve. So ifyou continue to be exposed to asbestos, more
and more fibers reach your lungs to interfere with your breathing. As this condition
progresses, you may notice you tire easily, have difficulty catching your breath, and
lose weight. After a number of years, working may be difficult or impossible. And,
heart disease could develop from the added strain placed on the heart.

REMEMBER: ASBESTOSIS DEVELOPS SLOWLY, BUT ONCE SCAR TISSUE HAS
FOMED, IT IS THERE FOR THE REST OF YOUR UFE.

Asbestos can also cause a number of cancers-lung, stomach, large intestine,
rectum, and mesothelioma. Mo theliom is a rare cancer of the chest, lung, or
stomach cavity linings. It was almost nonexistent until this century when asbestos
became widely used. Once it appears, mesothelioma is alws fatal.

Caner rates among asbestos workers are unusually high. They develop cancers of
the stomach, large intestine, and rectum at 3 times the expected rate for the general
population. And, 2 out of 10 asbestos production workers die of lung cancer, while
1 in 10 die of mesothelioma.

WHEN DO ASBESTOS-

RELATED DISEASES APPEAR?

HOW DO YOU PREVENT

ASBESTOS-RELATED
DISEASES?

Avoid exposure

Never sand or dry-sweep

asbestos materials

Make sure your employers

provide necessary

protections

These diseases are chronk and do not show up for many years. Asbestosis may
take 10 to 20 years to appear, while mesothelioma and other cancers may take 20 to
40 years. Smoking definitely increases the risk of some of these diseases. But
asbestos workers who don't smoke still are at much greater risk than unexposed
workers for developing mesothelioma.

REMEMBER: THE ONLY PROTECTION AGAINST ASBESTOS IS RVENTIO.
NOW'S THETMETOWO ABO EXPOSURE: IN TWENTYYEARSffITMAY BE

TOO LATE.

So be very careful. Avoid asbestos exposure wherever possible. This means
paying attention to what's in the taping compound you're sanding, or the floor tile
you're removing.

Never sand asbstos materls without adequate ventilation or without wearing
adequate respiratory protection. And never dry sweep any debris that might
contain asbestos. If you're involved in any kind of demolition or remodel job, be
aware that you might be releasing large quantities of asbestos dust and should be
protected.

Make sur your empkyrp s necessay ptections. According to the
current Federal OSHA asbestos standard, your employer is responsible for informing
you ot asbestos exposure above the standard by: posting a sign to that effect;
monitoring the workplace air; providing you with appropriate respiratory protec-
tion; and providing regular medical exams if your exposure is above the standard.

In addition, nev take workclohes home. Your employer should also provide
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you with disposable clothes and an appropriate place to change with separate
lockers for street and work clothes if your level is above that allowed by law.

Never take workclothes
home

Sources of asbestos exposures are sometimes surprising. Family members have
developed asbestos diseases from exposure to a worker's dustywork clothes. And
even short exposures to dust have caused these diseases.

(See Sections 3:1-IDENTIFYING AND CONTROLLING ACTUAL HEALTH HAZARDS
IN YOUR WORKPLACE and 3:11-WORKPLACE STANDARDS for more information on
necessary controls.)

Silka is another disease-producing dust which is released from moving sand or
from grinding or breaking up hard rock or gravel. At particular risk are sandblasters,
tunnelworkers, operating engineers, drillers, blasters, and painters. It usually takes
marnyyears of exposure before you notice any symptoms, but effects could appear
much faster, especially with concentrated exposures.

Silica

Silica can cause a chronk lung-scarring condition similar to asbestosis. We call
this disease silkouis. As with asbestos fibers, silica particles can get deep inside
the lungs to be surrounded by scar tissue. This makes the lungs stiff, reducing your
breathing ability.

And like asbestosis, silicosis Is irrvemible. As your exposure increases, so does
the scarring. Workers suffering from silicosis may notice they have trouble breathing,
tire easily, are short of breath, lose their appetite, have a constant (chronic) dry
cough, and can't do even light work. They may also develop other lung infections
such as tuberculosis (TB) and heart problems because the heart has to work
harder to pump blood through the stiff, scarred lungs.

Because of their intense exposures, sandblasters working in enclosed areas, tunnel-
ers using high-powered drills, and others exposed to extremely high silica concen-
trations may develop uacUte" silicosis. Then, symptoms may appear within 1 or
11/2 years of first being exposed.

REMEMIER: WITH BOTHACUTEANDNOR LY DEVELOPING C , THE
ONLY PROTECTION IS PREVENTION. ONCE THE SCAING HAS BEGUN, THE
DISEASE CAN GET WORSE EVEN IF YOU'tE REMOVD FROM FURTHER EX-
POSURE

So avod posur whenever possibk. Some countries now substitute steel
shot and other non-silica-containing abrasives in sandblasting operations. But many
U.S. companies still use sand. Good ventilation and housekeeping can also do
much to keep dust levels down. And, never dry-sweep any debris that might
release silica dust. (See Section 3:1-4DENTIFYING AND CONTROLLING ACTUAL
HEALTH HAZARDS IN YOUR WORKPLACE for additional measures.)

Make swe your emploe provides ns y pctions. These include:
informing workers of the hazard; monitoring exposure levels; and providing and

HOW DOES SILICA AFFECT
THE BODY?

Silicosis

"Acute" silicosis

HOW DO YOU PREVENT
SILICOSIS?

Avoid exposure

Make sure your employers
provide necessary protections
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maintaining adequate respiratory protection. If you're a sandblasteryour employer
must provide you with and maintain an approved abrasive blasting respirator.

NOSE: Large particles are trapped in
mucus and hair. They are blown out
when you blow your nose.

AIR TUBES: Particles impact on walls
of air tubes and are caught in mucus.
Tiny hair-like fibers (cilia) beat andmove
the particles up the airways-mucocili-
ary escalator. They are then coughed
out or swallowed.

AIR SACS (ALVEOLI): Tiny dust parti-
c/es are surrounded by special white
blood cells, then move out of the body
via the muco-ciliary escalator.

Many building trades are exposed to cemnt on their jobs, including cement
masons, brcklayers, hod cariers, plasterers, and laborers.

HOW DOES CEMENT AFFECT
THE BODY?

WHAT CHEMICALS ARE IN
CEMENT?

Portland cement

In dust form, cement can irritate the lungs, eyes, and skin, although it is not believed
to cause lung disease. Wet cement is also a hazard, affecting mostly the skin.
Bricklayers, cement workers, and others exposed to cement often report skin
irritation, rashes, and infections from both cement dust and wet cement.

There are a number of reasons why cement may be so irritating. Finely powdered
lime dust can irritate the skin even if the skin is unbroken. This reaction is more
severe if the exposed person is sweating or if the skin is broken. An allergic type
reaction to chromium salts in the cement is also believed to be a cause of skin
reactions.

Cemnt is usualy made up of clay, limestone (calcium oxide or lime), trace metals,
acid, and sometimes gypsum or sand. Other materials such as asbestos may be
added for increased strength or special characteristics. The exact composition
depends on the properties required for the particular job.

Normal portnd cement, for example, contains about 60 t6 70 percent lime
(calcium oxide), 19 to 24 percent silicon compounds (with 5 percent of this silica),
and smaller amounts of aluminum trioxide, iron oxide, magnesium oxide, and other
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additives. (SeeAppendix B-"DEAR DOCTOR," PART B for howthese materials can
affect the body.)

Asbestos is often added to cement used in spray stucco or portland cement
plaster, but the percent of asbestos is limited by law in some states. However, if
you're using these materials, it's best to find out hcw much asbestos they do
contain, and whether your state has any limits.

Chromats, sometimes a contaminant of kiln bricks, and cobalt, a metal additive,
can both cause allergic skin reactions in some workers.

Gypsm is used in the manufacture of Portland cement, gypsum structural tile, and
in some plasters and plasterboards. Gypsum is an alkali (the opposite of an acid),
and when wet it can cover exposed skin and enter the eyes causing the skin to
wrinkle and the eyes to tear. It can also irritate the air tubes and cause nose bleeds.

Cement may also include other occasional ingredients. H chloric (muriatic)
acId can irritate the skin. Sulphuic acid and calcum ompous can cause skin
rashes.

Chromates and cobalt

Gypsum

Other chemicals

Cement is also used in conte. In addition, concrete contains sand, gravel, or
crushed rock and other ingredients required for special properties. The exact

ingredients vary depending on what the particular job demands. Strength, for
example, is very important for constructing a high-rise office building, while water-
tightness is crucial for building a bridge or underground tunnel.

The hazards of concrete include those of cemen (described above) and silica
(described earlier in this section).

To prevent harm when working around cement or concrete, wear adequate pro-
tective clothing and gloves. And observe the kinds of controls mentioned for dusts
under asbestos and silica. (See Section 3:1-4DENTIFYING AND CONTROLLING
ACTUAL HEALTH HAZARDS IN YOUR WORKPLACE for more information on con-
trols.)

Metl dusts are produced by cutting and sawing metal pipes, scraping rust or
coatings off metal, drilling through chrome or other metals, and in other cutting and
sawing operations. To control exposures, follow basic precautions listed for other
harmful dusts (See Section 3:1-DENTIFYINGAND CONTROLLING ACTUAL HEALTH
HAZARDS IN YOUR WORKPLACE for more information on controls.)

Breathing Iron oxide or rust is knon to cause a condition, slderss, that results in
unusual x-rays. Iron oxide particles, like asbestos and silica, can get past the
body's defenses and become lodged in the lung walls. However, unlike the other
two, iron particles do not seem to cause disease symptoms.

Chrome dust produced by sawing or cutting chrome-plated metals can be ex-
tremely irritating and hazardous to the skin, nose, eyes, and lungs. (For more

WHAT ARE THE HAZARDS
OF CONCRETE?

HOW DO YOU PROTECT
YOURSELF WHILE WORKING
W1TH CEMENT OR
CONCRETE?

Metl Dusts

IRON OXJDE

CHROME
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information on its hazards see CHROMATES under C. FUMES later in this chapter.)

Fiberglass is now used increasingly as an insulation material. It is also used in pipes
and to line air conditioning ducts. This material may be released by handling or
mixing insulation material or by cutting or sawing pipes or ducts. So not only are
insulation workers at risk, but so are plumbers and sheet metal workers, as well as
anyone working nearby.

HOW DOES FIBERGLASS
AFFECT THE BODY?

Skin irritation

Fiberglass has not been well-studied yet for its chronic effects. But it is known to be
very irritating to skin, eyes, and lungs. Exposure has been known to cause nose

bleeds, cough, and chest pains.

Workers exposed to fiberglass complain of the fibers irritating their skin. They often
develop Itchy rashe as well as allergk skin reactIons, especiallywvhen working
in hot, humid weather.

Lung damage

Cancer

And there are some cases of lungd such as bronchitis and asthma among
fiberglass handlers.

Fiberglass might also have other, chronic effects such as cancer. In some studies,
animals have developed a rare cancer, m-esothkma, from being injected with
small fiberglass particles. But we don't really know how this and similar materials
affect humans. More studies need to be done.

Fiberglass may also be coated with resins. These materials can irritate the skin and
lungs. (See discussion of resins under E. VAPORS later in this chapter.)

HOW DO YOU PROTECT
YOURSELF WHILE WORKING
W1TH FIBERGLASS AND
SIMILAR MATERIALS?

Fiberglass is being used as a so-called "safer" substitute for asbestos. But it may not
be. So follow the same rules for careful use and strict exposure control as you
would with asbestos or other harmful dusts. (Also see Section 3:1-IDENTIFYING
AND CONTROLUNG ACTUAL HEALTH HAZARDS IN YOUR WORKPLACE for more
information on controls.)

These same rules hold true for other asbestos substitutes such as rock wool, slag
or mineral wool, and glass wool. No one is yet sure of their long-term health
effects. But all of these materials are known to at least cause skin itchiness and
irritation.

Wood dust Carpenters are often exposed towood dustwhen sawing wood, particleboard, or
pyood.

HOW DOES WOOD DUST
AFFECT THE BODY?

These workers may develop an asthma-lIe condition from working with Canadian
or Westem Red Cedar or Redood, often used forwindow frames, panelling, and
sheds. Scientists have found that woodworkers and fumiture makers suffer from
asthma and nasal (nose) cancer at a higher than expected rate for the general
population. Carpenters could also be at risk, but no studies have been done so far
to find out.
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In addition, fonmald in resins used to bind particleboard and plywood
might be released while these materials are being handled or sawed. (See section
on resins under E. VAPORS later in this chapter.)

Plumbers are exposed to plastic and resin dusts from sawing through PVC (poty-
vinyl chloride) and ABS (acrylonitrile-butadiene-styrene), and epoxy-lined pipes.
Again, follcw basic control measures that you would use with other toxic dusts.
(And see Section 3:1-IDENTIFYING AND CONTROLUNG ACTUAL HEALTH HAZ-
ARDS IN YOUR WORKPLACE for more information on controls.)

Plastic dusts can be irritating to the nose and throat although the risk in this case is
probably not that great. However, the acrylonitrile in ABS pipe may be a cancer
hazard. And the cements used to join plastic piping also create hazards. (See
section on solvents under E. VAPORS later in this chapter for more information on
plastic butadiene cements.)

Sawing epoxy-lined pipe can release "cured" resin dust which is irritating to the
skin and respiratory system. (See section on resins under E. VAPORS later in this
chapter for more information on the effects of epoxies.)

Plastics and resins

HOW DO PLASTIC DUSTS
AFFECT THE BODY?

HOW DO RESIN DUSTS
AFFECT THE BODY?

Gases are formless at room temperature, and always expand to fill their containers.
They can be changed into liquids or solids by increasing the pressure and decreas-
ing their temperature.

Toxic gams can directly irritate the skin, throat, eyes, or lungs, orthey may pass from
the lungs into the blood stream to damage other parts of the body. Some gases
such as carbon dioxide can also cause you to suffocate by replacing oxygen in the
air.

The body's defanes against some gases include smell, tearing eyes, and coughing.
For example, ammonia's irritating effects and odor wam workers of exposure.
However, workers may be exposed to some gases without knowing it. Carbon
monoxide produced by welding operations and intemal combustion engines has
nowaming properties. You can't see orsmell it, and it doesn't irritate the nose, eyes,
throat, or lungs. And other gases such as hyrogen sulfide, possibly released by
blown glass insulation, may dull your sense of smell after awhile. So this waming no
longer works.

HOW DO GASES AFFECT
THE BODY?

HOW DOES THE BODY
DEFEND ITSELF AGAINST
TOXIC GASES?

REMEMBER: T BODY'S DEFENSES FOR GASESAE NOT AS GOOD AS FOR
DUSTS. G-ASES EASILYGETDEEP INSIDEYOU LUNGSAND INTO THE BLOOD
STREAM WHERE THEY TRAVEL TO OTHER PATS OF THE BODY.

As with exposures to toxic dusts on a construction site, there may be very few
permanent controls possible. But always make sure anygasoline or diesel-powered
equipment is kept well-maintained. This cuts down on the amount of carbon
monoxide produced. And when welding or soldering, which are sources of a
number of harmful gases, make sure the area is well-ventilated or that you're
wearing appropriate respiratory protection. (See Section 3:1-IDENTIFYING AND

HOW DO YOU PROTECT
YOURSELF AGAINST
EXPOSURE TO HARMFUL
GASES?
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CONTROLLING ACTUAL HEALTH HAZARDS IN YOUR WORKPLACE for how to con-
trol particular hazards.)

REMEMBER: IT IS UP TO YOU EMPLOYRTO MAKESUE YOU ARE PROTECTED
BY NECESSAY CONROS.

WHAT GASES MIGHT BE
PESENT ON
CONSTRtUCTON SITES?

Carbon monoxide

HOW DOES CARBON
MONOXIDE AFFECT THE
BODY?

HOW MUCH EXPOSURE IS
TOO MUCH?

WHAT TRADES ARE MOST
AT RISK FROM CARBON
MONOXJDE?

Heavy equipment operators, welders, solderers, and nearby workers are the most
at risk from chemicals in a gas form. In addition, indMdual trades such as refrigeration
and air conditioning workers or plumbers and workers doing special operations
such as tunneling might be exposed to other harmful gases. (See Section 1:1-
HAZARDS OF INDIMDUAL TRADES and 1 :l-HAZARDS OF SPEClAL OPERATIONS
for more information.)

Carbon monoxide is probably the most widespread gas risk for construction
workers. It is a colorless, odorless gas formed by buming carbon-containing mater-
ials such as coal, oil, gasoline, wood, or paper. The chief source of carbon monoxide
in the general environment is the automobile. On construction sites, carbon
monoxide is present in exhaust from heavy equipment, generators, orcompressors.
It is also produced as a by-product of welding and soldering operations. (See
description of gases produced by welding operations later in this section.)

Carbon monoxide's main effect is to rob the bodyof its oxygen supply. After being
breathed in, carbon monoxide combines more readily with the blood's oxygen
carrier, hemoglobin, than does oxygen. So exposures to high levels of carbon
monoxide can prevent the body from getting enough oxygen, severely affecting
the heart and brain.

At first, you may feel headache, dizziness, and nausea. Higher exposures can
result in passing out, coma, or even death. Persons with existing heart conditions, if
exposed to carbon monoxide, are more likelyto sufferadditional heart damage as a
result.

And ifyou smoke catte, you already have higher levels than normal of carbon
monoxide in your blood stream. This is because a buming cigarette produces fairly
high carbon monoxide levels.

Awys pay attentio to symp s such as h , dizz , or nausea.
There is also a simple blood test which picks up carbon monoxide poisoning.
But this test is not normally given as part of a standard medical exam. So be sure to
request this test if you're exposed to high carbon monoxide levels on your job.

Because of theway equipment and vehicles move around the average construction
site, most building trades wokes are rlarly to thi hazard. At
greatest risk, however, are heavy equipment, lift truck and diesel equipment
operators, welders, and solderers.
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Working in well-ventilated areas and only using regularly serviced tools and equip-
ment will cut down exposure levels quite a bit. (See Section 3:1-IDENTIFYING
AND CONTROLLING ACTUAL HAZARDS IN YOUR WORKPLACE for specific control
measures.)

A number of gases are produced as a normal part ofte welding cycle. These gases
maycome from thewelding arc, the buming process, or compressed gas cylinders,
or they may be produced in the surrounding air byte action of ultraviolet radiation.
To protect yourself, work in well-ventilated areas and use respirators where neces-
sary. (See Section 3:1-IDENTIFYING AND CONTROLUNG ACTUAL HEALTH HAZ-
ARDS IN YOUR WORKPLACE.)

In arc welding, the arc changes oxygen and nitrogen in the air into ozone and
nitrogn oxide. Nitrogen oxides are also produced when copper is "bright
dipped" into nitric acid before soldering. Arc cutters and welders are at greatest
risk from these hazards on construction sites.

Both gases can irritate the eyes and the lungs as well as the lining of the mouth, nose,
and throat. And exposures can also cause a condition called punonay edem.
This is where te lungs literally fill with fluid, and thevictim can suffocate or "drown
on dry land."

Ozone, even at low levels, has been known to cause chest pains and wheezing. Its
symptoms can also resemble a heart attack. In laboratory studies, ozone has been
shown to cause genetic damage (that is, it damages the material in your cells that
controls heredity). Nitro dioxkk, at high concentrations, can cause chronic
cough and chest pain.

Used during World War I as a nerve gas, phosgene may be produced as an
urMwanted by-product of the welding process. Ultraviolet rays are given off when-
ever metals get hot enough to melt. During arc welding operations, ultraviolet
radiation can decompose chlorinated solvent vapors present in the air into phos-
gene. One such common chlorinated solvent is trichloroethylene, often used as a
metal cleaner.

HOW DO YOU PROTECT
YOURSELF FROM EXPOSURE
TO CARBON MONOXIDE?

Gase produced by
welding

OZONE AND NITROGEN
OXJDES

PHOSGENE

Low concentrations of phosgene are mildly irritating to the skin, eyes, nose, throat,
and air tubes. Skin contact causes dermatitis. If the gas dissolves in the lungs it can
cause bums, possibly resulting in pulmonary edema or pneumonia. Lage dose
can caus death.

In oxy-acetylene welding, the chemical reaction between oxygen and acetylene
gives off water and cwbon dioxie. Carbon dioxide is not directly harmful to the
body. But if present in very high concentrations in a confined space, carbon
dioxide can replace the oxygen in the air to the point where your body can't get
enough oxygen and you may suffocate.

CARBON DIOXJDE

In arc welding, carbon dioxide can also be converted to carbon monoxie by the
welding arc.
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ACETYLENE, PHOSPHINE,
ARSINE

Oxy-acetylene welding may result in exposures to acetylen gas. Acetylene itself
is not a very dangerous gas. Uke carbon dioxide, it can cause suffocation in high
enough concentrations, usually in a confined space. However, acetylene is some-
times contaminated by phosphine and arsine. Both are extremely hazardous.

Expxsure to asin can cause liver and kidney damage. This substance is a recog-
nized carcinogen (that is, it can cause cancer). And chronic exposure to even low
levels of sph can cause tiredness, tremors, and stomach problems.

Welding can produce other hazardous gases. H gen luo can be released
into the air from the use of fluoride-containing fluxes.

Hydrogen fluoride can combine with arty moisture in the air, or even saliva from
your mouth, to form hydrofluoric acid. This acid is highly irritating to the lungs, and
bums the skin. Chills, fever, and breathing difficulties may develop.

What othe gas could
you be emposed to?

AMMONLA

Building trades workers might also be exposed to a number of other gases on their
jobs. If you're a refrigeration or air conditioning worker, you might be exposed to
freon or ammonia described below. If you're a compressed air worker or blast in
confined spaces, you might risk exposure to other harmful gases. (See Section 1:1-
HAZARDS OF INDMDUAL TRADES and 1 J11-HAZARDS OF SPECLAL CONSTRUCTION
OPERATIONS for additonal information on your trade or operation.)

Refrigeration and air conditioning workers may be exposed to ammonia. Luckily,
this gas does have stngwamring ror tie-I ts odor and irritating effects. So,
it's unlikely you will be able to tolerate very high exposures, butyou still may suffer
the following effects.

Ammonia can cause headache, buming throt bronchitis, or pneumonia. If ammonia
is splashed in the eyes, they may develop ulcers (holes). And in liquid form,
ammonia can bum or blister the skin.

FREON Freon may be used as a coolant in air conditioning or refrigeration systems. This
gas has also been widely used to propel materials such as paints in pressurized
aerosol containers. In rare cases, inhaling freon can upset the heart's normal rtythm
and possibly cause death. Freon is also suspected ofdamaging the earth's protec-
tive ozone layer.

If possible, aoid aersol containers entirely. Not only are most propellants,
including freon, usualy hazardous, but they can explode easily. Don't smoke or use
other ignition sources such as welding equipment around this material. And make
sure the work area is well ventilated.

Flumes Fumes are solid particles in the air. They are usually formed when metals are heated
to their melting points, especially during welding or soldering. But fumes are also
produced by hot asphalt during hot tar roofing or road paving. We will refer to air-
borne materials coming off hot asphalt as emissions because not only are there tirry
solid particles suspended in the air but also liquid droplets. Coal tar pitch also
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produces such emissions when heated.

In welding and solderng, for example, fumes are produced by the metal being
welded or soldered, the solder, the electrode or welding rod, or by buming off a
metallic coating on the material being welded or soldered. In plumbing, lead
fumes are produced by molten lead still used occasionally on commercial jobs.

Although many fhme can also irritate the skin and eyes, these fine particles
primarily affect the body when they are breathed in. And because of their small
size, mary get past the body's natural defenses to reach and irritate the lungs.
Cadmium, for example, used in some silver solders (mary are now cadmium-free)
can cause the lungs to fill with fluid, causing pulmonary edema. Death could result.

But because of their small size and abilityto dissolve in other substances, fumes can
easily pass from the lungs into the blood stream, and damage other parts of the
body. Many affect the liver, kidneys, and nervous system. Coal tar pitch volatiles,
often used in place of asphalt in hot roofing, especially in the midvest, are known
to be extremely irritating and possibly cause lung cancer.

Those at risk should alwayswork in well-ventilated areas orwear respiratory protec-
tion where necessary. Never work unprotected near an open pot of molten lead.
And ask your employer to use cadmium-free silver solders. If using either of these
two materials, also request special blood tests with any medical exam.

Ifyou weld in confined spaces on hazardous materials such as zinc-coated or lead-
bearing materials, or use cadmium filler metals, your employer must provide either
ventilation or an airline respirator. And when working around hot roofing materials
wear adequate clothing as well as face, eye, and respiratory protection. (See
Section 3:1-IDENTIFYING AND CONTROLLING ACTUAL HEALTH HAZARDS IN
YOUR WORKPLACE for more information on respirators and other controls.)

Building tradesworkers are exposed to fumes from a number of different sources-
welding and soldering operations, plumbing, and hot asphalt roofing.

Many buildings trades workers are potentially exposed to lead. These include
cable splicers, demolition and remodel workers, painters, pipe fitters, plumbers,
roofers, sheet metal workers, and iron workers.

Breathing lead dust or lead fumes can be extremelydangerous. Lead afcts many
bodyste. The first symptoms of lead poisoning are inability to sleep, tired-
ness, and constipation. These symptoms can easily be overlooked by the worker.
With more severe exposure, other serious harm may become evident.

HOW DO RUMES AFFECT
HE ODY?

HOW DO YOU OCT

YOURELFWHE
WORN AOUND
RMES?

WHAT FUMES MIGHT BE
PRESENT ON
CONSTRUCTION SITES?
Lead

HOW DOES LEAD AFFECT
THE BODY?

Lead can cause stomach problems ranging from constipation to cramps. It can
affect the bone marrow and cause anemia. It can damage the nerves and affect
memory, as well as harm the liver and kidneys. Studies also show that lead can
affect repioduction in both males and females.
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HOW DO YOU KNOW IF
YOU'RE EXPOSED TO TOO
MUCH LEAD?

HOW DO YOU PROTECT
YOURSELF WHILE WORKING
WITH LEAD?

Welding hmes

CADMIUM

CHROMIUM

ZINC, COPPER, MAGNESIUM,
IRON, AND BRASS

Sometimes you may not realize you've been exposed to too much lead. Lead can
damage some parts of the body witout your developing arty noticeable symp-
toms. Then you need spc l bood tests to detect harm. But such tests are not
nomally given with medical exams. So be sure to request these special blood tests
if you're exposed to lead on your job.

AJI workers exposed to lead should have regular medical tests, especially special
blood tests to detect lead levels. And the workplace air should also be measured
(monitored) regularly for lead levels. This is your employers responsibility. As with
asbestos dust, orer should be careful not to bring lead-contaminated clothing
home with them. Lead workers' children have been found to have higher than
norm,al lead blood levels. (See Section 3:1,1DENTIMFING AND CONTROLUNG
ACTUAL HEALTH HAZARDS IN YOUR WORKPLACE for more information on con-
trols.)

Marry fumes are released during welding. Some, for example brass, cadmium,
nickel, titanium, copper, and chromium, can cause skin irritation. Breathing in the
fumes from some of these can cause more serious problems. So when welding or
soldering always work in a well-ventilated area, wear respirators where necessary,
and use "safer" materials such as cadmium-free solder wherever possible. (See
Section 3:1-IDENTIFYING AND CONTROWNG ACTUAL HEALTH HAZARDS IN
YOUR WORKPLACE.)

REAME F YOU FEEL SC WHILE WELDI, IT I PROBABLY DUE TO
SOMETHIIG RELEASED BY PROCESS. SO RTECT Y SELF FROM
WELDING IMIES AND GASES.

Cadnkmi is found in some silver solders and may be used as a filler metal for
brazing. It is commonly used in paint, so spray painters are also at risk. Breathing
cadmium fumes can cause stomach pain and lung problems. The first symptoms of
poisoning that appear include chest pains, cough, nausea, fever, and headache.

Very high short-term exposures can cause pulmonaryedema. Long-term exposures
may cause kidney or lung damage, and anemia. Cadmium is also suspected of
causing cacr.

Welders, solderers, and torch cutters may be exposed to chromium from vvorking
on chrome plated metals. Chroium cmp -Unds can cause itchy red patches on
te skin. They can also cause skin and nose ulcers (holes).

Welding on zinc-coated surfaces or on galvanized steel can release zinc oxide,
which causes a disease called metal m , also called "Monday morning
chills." This illness can also be caused by fumes from brass, magnesium, copper,
and iron, released when welding magnesium metal or alloys, copper pipes, or cast
iron and steel.

Symptoms of the disease last about 24 to 72 hours, and include chills, fever, nausea,
headache, and tiredness. This disease doesn't seem to have arry perranent effects.
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And only workers who are new to the operation orwho have been away from it for
awhile suffer the symptoms.

Electric-arc welders may be endangered by them"_angese in electrodes. It is an
irritant to the skin, lungs, and mucous membranes. Exposed workers have also been
found to have higher than normal levels of manganese in their blood and urine.
Exposure can cause serious nervous system disorders, such as difficulty in speaking,
which are similar to signs of multiple sclerosis.

Antimony is found in certain solders and some electrodes. Antimonyoxide is used
in some flame-retardant paints. This metal is irritating to the skin and mucous mem-
branes, and can cause vomiting, diarrhea, tiredness, and insomnia (inability to
sleep). Long-term exposure can affect the heart, liver, and white blood cells.

Sometimes aunic is in hydrogen gas used in brazing and galvanizing torches.
And it may be a pigment in certain flame-retardant paints. So solderers, welders,
gas and steam pipe fitters, and painters may be at risk.

Arsenic is a strong poison. Contactwith the skin can cause itching, buming, redness,
and swelling. Skin cancer may sometimes result. Breathing the fumes can affect
various intemal organs such as the lungs. Copper smelter workers exposed to
arsenic have a higher than expected rate of lung cancer.

Hot tar roofers and road workers may be exposed to hot asphalt fumes which can
be irritating to both the eyes and skin.

Coal tar pitch, which is also used for hot roofing, particularly in the eastem United
States, is also a skin irritant which can cause acne and allergic skin reactions in
exposed workers. It is also found in some paints. Coal tar pitch is known to cause
skin cancer. In coke oven workers, exposure to coke oven emissions (coal tar pitch
volatiles) have been linked to several kinds of cancer.

Exposure to the sun when working around coal tar pitch emissions (for long
periods of time) could result in a photosensitivity reaction in some sensitized
workers. However, this kind of reaction may not be a very common one.

Mists are drops of liquid suspended in the air. They may be created by gases

condensing to the liquid state, or by liquids being splashed or sprayed. Examples
of mists used in construction include: oil mist sprayed onto concrete forms; paint
spray mists; and acid mists produced by fluxes used in soldering.

Many mists can damage the body by being breathed in, or by coming in direct
contact with skin and eyes. Like fumes, mists are small enough to by-pass the
respiratory system's defenses and get deep inside the lungs. There tey pass easily
into the blood stream to move to other parts of the body.

Some mists such as kerosene are very irritating to the skin, eyes, nose, throat, and
lungs. Others can also cause long-term diseases. To protect yourself against expo-
sure, work in well-ventilated areas and wear respirators where necessary. (See

Asphalt emissions

Coal tar pitch emissions

Mists

HOW DO MISTS AFFECT
THE BODY?
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Section 3:1-4DENTIFYING AND CONTROLLING ACTUAL HEALTH HAZARDS IN
YOUR WORKPLACE.)

Oil mists and Ikeosene Oil mists and kerrsene are sometimes sprayed onto concrete forms as mold
release agents. They actually help release the wooden forms from the concrete
once the concrete has dried.

Oil mists can cause skin irritation and dermatitis. Inhalation of mineral oils can cause
a form of chemical pneumonia. And some mineral oils are knaon causes of cancer.
IKersene is also extremely irritating to the lungs, and may cause a type ofchemical
pneumonia.

Paint spray mists

Acid mists

Vapors

HOW DO VAPORS AFFECT
THE BOoY?

Many different chemical substances are used in the pigments, extenders, fillers, and
solvents that make up paint. Breathing paint spray mist may thus expose painters
and nearby workers to lead, chromates, cadmium, copper, cobalt, arsenic, mer-
cury, silica, asbestos, talc, and many organic solvents. Most of these hazards are
discussed in other parts of this chapter.

Fluorides, sulfides, and chlorides are all found in various welding and soldering
fluxes. During welding and soldering, these materials can combine with moisture
in the air to forTn hydrofluoric, sulfuric, and hydrocloric acid. AJI three can severely
bum the skin, eyes, and respiratory tract. High levels can overwhelm the lungs,
buming and blistering them, and cause pimony edea.

Aiso, acis used to "bright" dip netals before soldering may splash or spray,
exposing workers to the acid mist. Sheet metal workers are especially at risk

Vapors are gaseous forms of certain materials that are usually solid or liquid at room
temperatures. Vapors may be formed when liquids or solids are heated. Some
materials such as solvents form vapors without being heated.

Both vapors and the materials from which theyevaporate can harm fte body. Many
directly affect the skin, causing dermatitis, while some can be absorbed through
the skin. And as with gases and fumes, most vapors when breathed in pass to the
blood stream, and damage ofer parts of the body. Some of these materials can
also damage Fe liver, kidneys, or blood, or cause cancer.

Luckily, the Iitating effecs and distinct odor of marny harmful vapors wam
workers of exposure. But as with gases, this waming may not be enough. For
example, by the time you can smell benzene, exposures are too high.

HOW DO YOU PREVEN
HARM WHIEWORG
MOUND VAPORS?

When working around solvents, adhesives, resins, paints, lacquers, vamishes, paint
thinners and removers, and roofing materials, make sure the work area is well
ventilated. Wear protective clothing such as gloves. And where ventilation is in-
adequate, wear approved respirators, especiallywhile working indoors or in other
confined spaces. (See Section 3:1-IDENTIFYING AND CONTROWNG ACTUAL
HEALTH HAZARDS IN YOUR WORKPLACE for more information on protectios.)
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Take extra carewhen using solvent-containing materials on high or other precarious
work surfaces.And neverweld or solder in solvent areas, especiallyaround chlorin-
ated hydrocarbons such as trichloroethylene, a common metal cleaner.

Finally, comp_letey od mls whIch aweeselydaeu such as
benene, tb,oethy and carbon tracho . Youremployershould
provide "safer" substitutes wherever possible.

Mary products used on construction sites can release harmful vapors. Paint re-
movers, for example, may produce a number of solvent vapors such as benzene,
carbon disulfide, amyl acetate, trichloroetrylene, or carbon tetrachloride. Oil-
based paint may release turpentine and benzene vapors which may carry parti-
cles of lead, chromates, and cadmium. (See B. FUMES earlier in this chapter forhow
tese metals affect fte body.)

Most vapors produced on construction sites come from solvent. They are used
widely in cleaning and degreasing operations. Theyare alsocommon ingredients of
marry materials, including resins, paints, lacquers, and glues.

Some solvents such as soap and water are water-based, but most are organic.
This means they contain carbon, the basic element of all living (organic) things. All
organI sonkts can damage the body to some extent.

REMEMBER:NO SOLVENT ISCOMPLETELYSAFE- EVEN SOAPANDWATERCAN
RtITATE THE S IF CONAC lST LONG ENOUH.

Solvents are valuable because they can dissolve other substances. But they can also
dissolve skin fats and oils. Most of the solvents used in construction cause some
form of denatitis- skin dryness, cracking, redness, and blisters. This condition
can be uncomfortable, but it can also leave the skin open to infection.

Some solvents also have special pt such as low evaporation tempera-
tures. Latex paints, for example, contain solvents to help them dry quickly. But this
means that painters, carpenters, and nearby workers will more readily breathe the
evaporating vapors.

When breathed in, solvent vapors enter the blood stream and travel to other parts
ofte body, particularly the nervous system. Most solvents have a narcotc effect.
This means theyaffectthe nervous system bycausing dizziness, headache, feelings
of "drunkenness," and tiredness. One result of these symptoms may be poor
coordination which can contribute to falls and other accidents.

WHAT L VAPORS
MIGHT BE PRESENT ON A
CONSTRUCTION SITE?

Sokents

HOW DO SOLVENTS AFFECT
THE BODY?

Denmatitis

Special properties

Narcosis (feelings of
tiredness and drunkenness)

Exposure to solvents also increases the effects of alcoholic beverages. So having a
beeroroterdrinkafterwork mayaffectyou more than usual with the same amount
of alcohol.

Some solvents can damage other parts of the body. Mary such as turpentine and Liver and Kidneys
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methyl chloroform affect intemal organs such as the lie and kidneys.

Some, especially chlorinated hydrocarbons such as carbon tetrachioide and trich-
loroethylene, are suspected of causing cace. These two solvents should never
be used because of their acute affects on the liver and nervous system as well as
their cancer-causing potential.

Genetic damage and birth
defects

Some relatively "safe"
solvents may still contain
harmful materials

Most solvents are flammable

SOLVENTS COMMONLY
USED IN CONSTRUCTION-
CHEMICAL FAMIUES

AJcohols

AMYL AND ISOPROPYL

ALCOHOL

Some aromatic and chlorinated hydrocarbons have also been linked to gk
damage (changes in the parts ofyourcells that carry hereditary information). And in
laboratory tests, some solvents have caused birth defecs and damage in the

offspring of animals. So these materials should also be used with special care and
avoided where possible.

Some solvents such as toluene and petroleum naphthas may be contaminated by
benzene, an extremely dangerous material. Benzene has been found to cause bone
marraw damage, possibly resulting in anemia or leukemia. Benzene is particularly
dangerous because it can also be absorbed through the skin.

In addition, most solvents are highlyflammAble. Heating a solvent increases the risk
of explosion and releases additional harmful vapors and gases. So never heat such
materials or use them around ignition sources such as welding equipment or
torches. And never smoke near any solvent area.

Following is a list of solvents commonly used in co ruction. They are grouped by
chemical family, and include brief descriptions of their hazards, and either the
trades most at risk or common exposure sources. (For further infomiation on
particular materials, see Appendix B-"DEAR DOCTOR," Part B.)

Solvents in a particulargroup orfamly share similar properties. Thus, theyaffect the
body in similar ways, though to different degrees. And in many cases, solvents in
the same family can be substituted for each other.

Benzene and tuluene are both aromatic hydrocarbons. But benzene affects the
blood, whereas toluene does not. Both have some ofthe same cleaning properties.
So toluene is often used as a "safer" substitute for benzene.

REMEMIER: ZEEN A'SAEt SUS E ISNr COMPLETELY SAFE. TOWENE
MA K CONAMW4TEDWWH ANDTIS STLL EXPOSE m

TO ITS RISL AND EVEN "PURE' TOWENE ISNI COLET Y SAFE

AJI alcohols are highly flammable. Alcohols affect the body by irritating the skin,
eyes, nose, throat, and air tubes. They can also affect the nervous system, causing
sleepiness.

Two kinds of alcohols, any and --Isoopyl, are commonly found in paints and
vamishes. Both of these alcohols are mildly irritating. Exposure to high levels can

also cause headache, nausea, and drowsiness. Amy hol, if drunk as a liquid,
can cause diarrhea. And exremely high exposures to its vapors in enclosed areas
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can result in death.

Derived from benzene, these flammable solvents are used to dissolve rubber,
plastics, and paint. AJI members of this family can cause severe skin irritation and
sleepiness.

Benzene and xylene can affect the blood. And because benzene is readily ab-
sorbed through the skin, make sure protective gloves are impermeablewwhenworking
around this material.

If using any of the following aromatic hydrocarbons, make sure you work in well-
ventilated areas. And avoid the use of benzene or xylene where possible. Relying
on tese solvents' odors to wam you might mean you're still exposed to harmful
levels.

mom is particularly hazardous and should be completelyavoided. In fact, safer
substitutes are available so the's no reson to us beene at aN. HoNever,
benzene often contaminates these "safer" substitutes. It is also sometimes present
in paint and putty.

Benzene can destroy the bone marrow's ability to produce red and white blood
cells, possibly causing anemia (too few red blood cells) and blood-clotting diffi-
culties. Benzene has also been linked to leukemia (cancer that affects blood cell
formation).

Tounw is sometimes found in paint, and may be used as a substitute for benzene.
However, it is often contaminated with benzene and can therefore bevery danger-
ous. By itself, toluene does not seem to harm the blood or cause genetic damage.
But it can irritate the skin. And since its vapors affect judgment and reflexes,
exposure to toluene can contribute to accidents.

Xylene is most commonly found in paints and adhesives. It is a stronger irritant than
toluene and less dangerous than benzene. But xylene may also be contaminated
with benzene. And like benzene, xylene can cause red and white blood cell
changes.

Aliphatic hydrocarbons are generally less harmful than the aromatic hydrocarbons.
But they can still cause dermratitis and drowsiness.

Pe m t , found in coal tarand paints, is a mbture ofchemicals, including
benzene.

Et_ylenDec Wodde is most commonly found in paint and vamish removers. Its
vapors can irritate the eyes and throat, and cause nausea and vomiting.

These nonflammable materials are used as degreasers and general-purpose sol-
vents. AJI can cause dermatitis and drowsiness. Some can darmge thliver and
kidneys, and several are known or suspected cancer-causing agents. Some such as

Aromatic hydrocarbons

BENZENE

TOLUENE

WLENE

AJiphatic hydrocarbons

PETROLEUM NAMTHA

ETHYLENE DICHLORIDE

Chlorinated hydrocarbons
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tnchloroethylene can be broken down by radiation from arc-welding into harmful
gases.

CARBON TETRACHLORIDE

METHYL CHLORO)FORM

TRICHLOROETHYLENE

METHYLENE CHLORIDE

TETRACHLOROETHANE

Ketones

ACETONE

Acetates (esters)

Other solvents

CARBON DISULFIDE

TURPENTINE

avoid caon tetrachde. Even small concentrations of this
material can damage the lie and kn .

Methyl chiorofonn (1,1,1-trichloroethane) is considered saferthan otherchlorina-
ted solvents. It can still damage the liver, though less severely than carbon tetra-
chloride.

This material is found in paints and is often used as a metal cleaner. It can damage
the liver and kidneys and is also suspected of causing cncr.

TMetylene chlorde, often found in paint strippers, can irritate the eyes and skin,
and cause dizziness. When inhaled, it is changed bythe body intocabon monox-
ide. (See carbon monoxide underA GASES earlier in this chpter.) Some persons
exposed to this material in paint strippers have suffered heart attacks, possibly
related to carbon monoxide poisoning resulting from the exposure.

Tetrachooh , also found in paint strippers, is an extremely hazardous sol-
vent. It can cause severe liver and kidney damage, as well as narcosis or drunken-
ness. Tetrachloroethane can also be absorbed directly through the skin.

These solvents can irritate the skin, eyes, nose, and throat, and cause mild drowsi-
ness. High concentrations can cause dizziness. Long-term exposure can cause
chronic lung irritation.

Actone is the substance you smell in nail polish remover, and is one of the most
common industrial solvents. It is also one ofth lth , causing only minor
imtation or feelings of drunkenness at high concentrations. This material is found in
paints, lacquers, and paint removers.

These solvents can cause dermatitis, drowsiness, chest tightness, and eye irritation.
Painters may be exposed to one family member, ayl acetate, used in both paint
and vamish.

A number of other solvents used in constuction don't fit neatly into any of the
above families. These include carbon disulfide, turpentine, and solvents such as
butadiene used in plastic pipe cement.

Carbon dsulfie is used as a solvent for some resins as well as some paints and
paint removers. It can cause drowsiness and irritate the skin. Long-term exposure
can lead to behavIor changes, and possible heart and liverdiseases. This materal
can also affect 1u1roduction.

Turpntine, used to clean equipment or as a paint thinner, can cause an allergic
skin reaction. In high concentrations, its vapors can iritate the eyes and nose, and
cause headache. Exposure to high concentrations can also damage the kidneys.
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The cements used to join plastic pipe are hazardous, as are the solvents they
contain. tadlene in ABS pipe cement can irritate the eyes and mucous mem-
branes. Inhalation of high concentrations can lead to coma or death. And, on the
skin, this material can cause bums or frostbite because it vaporizes so quickly. So
be sure towearadequate protective clothing and gloveswhen wvrking around this
material.

Solvents are also found in mary adhesives and resins. In construction, these
materials are used to glue down carpet, sheet goods, tile, roofing, and wall mater-
ials, and join plastic pipe. Besides solvents, they may contain other hazardous
chemicals. To control exposures follow the same precautions as for othervapors-
wear protective clothing and gloves, work in well-ventilated areas, and use respir-
atory protection where necessary. (See also Section 3:1-4DENTIFYING AND CON-
TROLLING ACTUAL HEALTH HAZARDS IN YOUR WORKPLACE.)

Epoxy resin are particularly useful because thy are resistant to other chemicals
and weathering, don't conduct electricity, and harden (or "cure") at room temper-
atures.

In construction, epoxy resins are used in impermeable paints and as a primer on
hard floor surfaces. They are also used as a surface coat and adhesive for concrete
walls. Floorcovering mechanics can beexpsed toepoxiesas can painters, insulation
workers, and electricians.

The most common problem is derratitis usually an allergic reaction. But epoxies
can also Iitate and sendstize the lungs. Once the skin is sensitized, ary contact
immediately causes an itching reaction or allergic dermatitis at the point of contact.
The symptoms of lung sensitization are similar to asthm. The air passages tighten
up, making breathing difficult and causing you to wheeze.

REE_E ONCE YOU AE SENSITIZD TO THI MATEAL,AY CONTACT
WIUC EUSEANALLERGIC REACTION.ADBWEEN 4OA 50 F

ALl W ES ECOAE1SESZIT .

Epoxy resins are actually made up of four different kinds of chemicals: a resin; a
"curg" or hardening agent (usually anhydrides or aliphatic amines); ns;

and a catyt to speed up the reaction between the resin and hardening agent.
Most of these components can irritate the skin and other body parts. One "curing"
agent, trimellitic anhydride, has recently been labelled (1978) as "an extremely
toxic agent" by NIOSH.

Electricians may be exposed to chlbated and napthlne in
resins when they splice cables or work on transformers. Both chemicals are very

irritating to the skin, and can cause liver damage. Chlorinated dipherryls can cause

bumps all over exposed skin (Chloracne). And they also affect hereditary material
and are suspected of causing cancer.

Ethy1eediMbe is found in some resins, adhesives, paints, and paint strippers.

Adhesie and resins

EPOXY RESINS

How do epoxy resins affect
the body?

What chemicals are in
epoxies?

CHLORINATED DIPHENYLS

ETHYLENEDIAME
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"Acute" exposure can cause an allergic skin reaction, severe eye damage, head-
ache, nausea, and lung imitation and sensitization. Long-tern exposure can damage
the liver and kidneys.

POLYURETHANES
(ISOCYANATES)

How do isocyanates affect
the body?

SENSITIZATION

IRRITATION

Liquid resins are combined with _IsocyanaI to form _pouethm. These
materials have wide uses both in consumer and industrial products. On constc-
tion sites, they are found in seam sealers, polyurethane insulation, and as coatings
for electrical wire. So floor coverers, insulators, and electricians are at risk.

Even small amounts of foaming compounds can be hazardous. Two isocyanates,
toluene diisocyanate (TDI) and mettlene dipherrAyl isocyanate (MDI), are danger-
ous in both their liquid and vapor forms.

Many exposed persons become sensitized to these two compounds. This means
they develop an allergic asthma-like lung reactioh. And many become sensitized
even at the exposure levels allowed by OSHA.

REMEMIER: F YOU HAVE EVER DEVELOPED A RE ON TO EITHER TDI OR
MDI, YOU ARE PROAKY NOW S ED. AND EVEN SMALL A U
WIU TRIGGE AN ASTA A ON.

Syrnptoms include a dry cough, shortness of breath, breathing difficulties, and
sometimes choking. Some sensitized workers have even died during such an
attack.

Exposure to isocyanate vapors or mists can also irritate the nose, throat, and eyes. At
high concentrations, these materials can bum delicate eye tissue, and dry out
mucous membranes.

Amines (catalysts)

Solvents

FORMALDEHYDE-BASED
RESINS

PHENOL

Isocyanates are one hazardous ingredient of polyurethane resin foams. But _ans,
used as catalysts, can also cause skin and eye irritation at low levels. Higher levels
can bum the eyes, air tubes, and lungs.

Polyurethane resin foams also contain solvents, usually methyl...chl (See
the discussion of this material under Chlorinated Hydrocarbons earlier in the sol-
vent section.) These materials cause you to feel drowsy or numb if exposures are
high enough.

These resins are most often used to bond ply~od or particle-board and fiberglass
insulation, so carpenters may be exposed to fonnvaehydI vapors released while
handling or sanding such board. Phenol-formaldeyde, urea-formaldehyde, and
melamine-formaldehyde resins can all cause eye (tearing), skin, mouth, airtube, and
lung irritation. Few studies have been done onwork exposed to these resins. But
both skin and lung sensitization have also been known to occur.

In addition, liquid phenol and its vapors are very irritating to the eyes and skin. This
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material is present in phenol-formaldehyde resins as well as some cleaning com-
pounds, and will be released by heating coal tar pitch. Long-term exposure to this
material could damage the liver, kidneys, and nerous system.

Marry materials used on constrction sites are not onlyvery irritating, but can cause
sensitization or allergic reactions as well. Workers may develop sensitivities to
chromium in wet cement, turpentine used to clean up paint, formaldehyde used in
glues and particle-board, and numerous solvents used in a variety of different
building tades operations. (Many are described earlier in this section.)

One chemical not previously mentioned is MCIoto-sime. It is an ingredient of
some liquid glues used in wallpapering. So paperhngers and painters are at risk.
This substance has been known to cause an allergic skin reaction anong house-
painters using chloroacetamide-containing glues.

ison oak is common to the westem part of the United States, poison Ivyto the
east. These plants can cause an allergic skin reaction called allergic contact derm-
atitis.

1 NW

CHCETAMIDE

-4POION OAKAND IY

Statistics show that an itchy, blistery rash resulting from poison oak is verycommon
among Califomia building trades workers, where illnesses from poison oak have
been reported amrog electricians, roofers, cement and concrete workers, carpe-
ters, and floor covering mechanics.
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PHYSICAL HAZARS Section 2:11

NOISE

We encounter noise in all aspects of our lives. It is probably the most common
envronmental pollutant. And for many building trades workers, noise is a serious
occupational hazard. Operating engineers and other trades that commonly use
heavy equipment or power tools are often exposed to high enough noise levels to
damage their ability to hear.

We hea because our ears are able to receive sound waves, change them into
energy impulses, and pass these impulses to the brain for decoding.

How do we hewar?

As sound waves enter the ear, the eardrum vibrates, and passes on the vibration to
three tiny bones in the middle of the earcalled the hammer, anvil, and stirrup. These
bones pound against each other, sending the impulse through a thin membrane
into the fluid-filled inner ear. There the fluid moves tiny hair cells, causing them to
bend. This bending sends the message to nerve fibers, the auditory (or hearing)
nerve, then to the brain.

Noise is loud or unwanted sound. What some people may consider desirable What Is noise?
sound, for example loud rock music in a disco club, someone else may consider
noise. But any sound or noise, if loud enough, will affect everyone's health.

As sound, noise travels in waves. Thesewaves behave much like thewaveson a lake
surface. The furfer away from the source, the less pawerful the waves.
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We hear because our ears are able to pass sound waves through the middle and inner ears, to
nerves, then to the brain for decoding.

Cochlea (with tiny hair cells)



WHAT IS TI FREQUENCY
OF NOISE?

Is pitch the same as

(Vibration and radiation are also forms of waves. See Parts B. and C. of this section
for a description of the effects of these other physical hazards.)

F6Mquecy is the number of waves or cycles per second produced by a sound
source, and is measured in Hertz (Hz) units. The more cycles per second or Hertz,
the higher a sound's frequency.

Often, the term pitch is substituted for frequency. But pitch is actually an individ-
ual's judgment that a sound is eifer high or law. And whereas frequency can be
precisely measured, pitch cannot be.

To most people, the sounds of a flute or piccolo sound higher-pitched than tse
produced by a tuba. And in fact, the flute and piccolo do produce sounds (or
notes) with more cycles per second than the tuba.
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This brings us to the second characteristic of noise, its Int.nslty or dp WHAT IS INTENSITY
suw. Our ears respond to a wide varety of sound pressures. The most powerful (SOUND PRESSURE) OF
soundswe hear are at least 100,000 times more intense (or powerul)than the least NOISE?
powerful. Because such large numbers are difficult to visualize,we use a unit called
decibels (dB) to represent intensity or sound pressure.

As with the difference between frequency and pitch, people also often confuse
intensity with loudnes. Although they are related, loudness cannot be accurately
measured. It is an individual'sjudgment of how powerful or loud the sound seems.
Intensity, on the other hand, can be accurately measured in decibels.

Let's illustrate the difference between intensity and loudness. When the sound
pressure increases by ten decibels, most peoplejudge the sound to now be twice
as loud. And lowering the sound pressure by ten decibels makes it seem half as
loud to most people. So while the actual intensity can be measured as a ten-
decibel increase, a person perceives or "hears" te sound as twice as loud.

Many power tools and heavy equipment used by building trades
workers commonly produce high enough noise levels to damage their
ability to hear if exposures last a long enough time.

NOISE LEVELS PRODUCED BY SOME COMMON
HEAVY EQUIPMENT USED IN CONSTRUCTION
TYPE OF
EQUIPMENT

TRACTOR - DIESEL
No Cab - Full Load
TRACTOR - DIESEL
Cab - Full Load

NOISE LEVEL
In dB on
the "A" Scale

89.5 - 99.5
mean - 95

92.0 - 93.0

TRACTOR - GASOLINE91.5 - 97.0
Full Load Mean - 95.5
CONCRETE READY
MIX TRUCK
Full Load
SCRAPER

MOTOR GRADER
Cab
LOADER
No Cab - Full Load
PORTABLE
COMPRESSOR

88.0 - 93.0
Full Load

97.0 - 102.5

80.0 - 99.0

103.0- 106.0

85.0 - 100.0

POSITION OF NOISE
MEASUREMENT

3 Feet From
Operator's Ear

3 Feet From
Operator's Ear

3 Feet From
Operator's Ear

Unloading
Position

3 Feet From
Operator's Ear
3 Feet From
Operator's Ear
3 Feet From
Operator's Ear
5 Feet From
Unit

is loue th Same as
Inesiy
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How does noIs

affect the bodyl?

NOISE CAN DAMAGE

YOUR ABOLITYTO HEAR

Heing threshold shfts

TEMPORARY

PERMANENT

Does all noise affct
hIng the same?

CONTINUOUS NOISE

IMPACT NOISE

NOISE AlSO HAS OTHR
EFFECTS ON THE ODY

HIGH NOISE LEVELS CAN
ALSO CNTIUE TO
ACODENTS

How do you know
youie expse to
too much nois?

Hearing loss is the most widely recognized effect of noise. But too much noise can
also be annoying and ustrating. It can interfere with your ability to communicate
with co-workers. It can makeyou perform tasks poorly. And it can preventyou from
hearing nearby equipment or operatons.

Long-term exposure to too much noise can cause hearing damage. After you've
been exposed to a lot of noise, for example by working with a pneumatic drill all
day, the tiny hair cells in your inner ear become overworked, and can't send
messages as well as usual.

When this happens you may experience what we call a heaing theshold shift
(or los). This means thatte loudness (or threshold)atwhich you usually can hear
a sound has changed or shifted. And a sound may now have to be much louder
than usual before you can hear it.

At first, such shifts are _tepoawy. Unless permanent damage has been done, your
ears will recover if allowed to rest. But too much noise over a period of time can
cause permaet damage. Then Fe hearing threshold shift becomes irreversible.
And when this happens, there is no cure. Unlike certain other ear and hearing
problems, noise-induced hearing loss cannot be corrected by either surgery or
hearing aids. And it never disappears.

The type of noise to which you're exposed may have an important effect on how
your body reacts to the exposure.

The most common type of noise in our daily lives as well as on consuction sites is
called eontinuou noise. It is produced by most tools and equipment, and is the
cause of most noise-induced hearing loss.

hnpact NHoie is intermittant (or interrupted) noise. It is produced by gun shots,
explosions, powder-actaed tools, and blasts. If loud enough, some impact
noises can break your ear drum.

In addition to damaging your ability to hear, noise also causes odthr changes In
the body. It is a "stress factor," and has been linked to increased tension, blood
pressure and heart beat rates as well as to serious diseases of the circulatory (heart
and blood) and digestive systems.

High noise levels can also contribute to accident by preventing you from hearing
a machine's approach orwaming, ora co-workerswaming shout. This is especially
dangerous on construcion sites where marny activities are going on at the same
time.

The darrge noise does to your body depends on a number of factors including
exposure time, sound pressure or intensity (heard as loudness and measured in
decibels.), and type of noise (continuous or impact).

It's hard to know exactly how much noise is going to be harmful. Your body may
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wam you when you've been exposed to too much. And noise levels can be
measured (monitored) by special instruments designed for this purpose. In addi-
tion you can have your hearing ability tested by special hearing (audometric)
exams.

Your body will often give you a sign that you're being exposed to too much noise.

One sign of too much exposure is a t ry hen todsft. Remem-
ber, such a shift is a temporarychange in your usual abilityto hear sounds. So, ifafter
work you have to tum your car radio up louder than usual in order to hear it
comfortably, this is definitely a clue you were exposed to too much noise.

There are other signs of being exposed to too much noise:

1) If you can't hea a co-wo so -i an WIs away
This may mean noise levels are greater than the current O01IA standard (90 dB,
averaged overan eight-hourday), and maybe high enough to permanentlydamage
some people's hearing ability.

2) If your ears afte work

3) f you somt get headach orfe dizzy while at k
These are also signs of overexposure to certain toxic (harmful) chemicals such as
solvents or carbon monoxide. So it's important to bnow not only whete you're
exposed to high noise levels, but also what the particular chemical materials you
use are.(See Section 2:1-CHEMICAL HAZARDS for possible chemical exposures
and Appendix B-"DEAR DOCTOR," Parts A and B for how these materials might
affect the body.)

4) f othe workes at the saMe o n seem had of hearing
This could be a sign they are suffering from a job-related noise-induced hearing
loss, especially if teyve been using the same equipment or working at the same
type of job for a number of years.

5) W you or wur family and fends hae notiC you have tobk haig
This too could be a sign of a job-related, noise-induced hearing loss, especially if
you've been working at noisy operatons for awhile.

If you work in a noisy operation, you may want to kno more than that the noise
levels are bothersome. There are specially designed instruments for m g
sodpu . Some such as the sound level meter read outthe levels directly in
decibels. Others such as the dosimeter require analysis after the sampling period is
aver, which computes the average exposure in percentages of the standard.

SOWE SIGN OF TOO
MUCH EOSUE
Temporaryheg

You cant her a
co-woerssho

Your e ring
You get headache or ke
dizzy

Othe workers have
0u e he~ng

You have troubl he

NOISELES
PREOSELY

So if you think you're being exposed to too much noise, ask your employer to take
noise measurements. In addition some instruments can also be easily used by
trained Workers. Soyou maywant to learn to use one in order to determinewhete
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noise levels are indeed high.

This dosimeter must be
plugged into an analyzer
after the sampling per-
iod is over. It is one of a
number of small, varying
shapedandsized instru-
ments that are worn clip-
ped to the worker to
compute the average
exposure over a period
of tme.

Workers can be easily trained to use this sound level
meter. It measures exact levels of continuous noise in

decibels.
I~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

TAKE A HEARING TEST Even if you know how much noise you're being exposed to, how do you know
whether it is affecting your health or hearing? If you work around loud noise quite a
bit, you should have a hearn (or audauer) test each year. Hearing tests
measure your ability to hear sounds of different intensities at various frequencies.
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REMEM: ALTHOUGH PITCH AND LOUDNESS ARE RELTVE JUDGMENTS,
FREQUENCY AND INTENSITY CAN BE MEA ECISELY, AS CAN YOR
AUlY TO HEMAR TH

Before taking such a test, you should wait at last 24 to 48 hours after your last
ex)posure to noise. Otherwise the test will also measure the temporary hearing
threshold shift.

If noise has affected your hearing, the loss usually first shows up at the 4000 Hz
frequency. This is usually not very noticeable because the normal conversation
range is from about 300 to 3000 Hz. And most people are not aware of a hearing
loss until it begins to interfere with their ability to understand or hear speech.

In the charts below, note the reults ofseral hearing tets. The verticle scale is
for hearing threshold level (in decibels), while the horizontal scale is for frequency
(in Hertz). Points are plotted on the chart for how intense a sound must be at each
frequency to be heard. A person with normal hearing will hear most frequencies at
the same decibel level. When these points are joined together, they indicate your
individual hearing threshold.

When shoud you ha
such a tet?

How do you know If
youve sffed a
noise-induced hearing
oss?

THE AUDIOGRAM (TEST
RESULTS)

FREQUENCY (Hz)
250 500 1000 2000 4000 6000 8000
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This audiogram shows normal hearing. Note the points are pretty
much even at all frequencies.

continued on next page
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FREQUENCY (Hz)
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This audiogram shows a 4000 Hz dip characteristic ofnoise-induced
hearing loss.
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This audiogram indicates the loss has moved into frequencies that
may affect this person's ability to hear and understand normal
speech.
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Aithough it is not known exactly how much noise is going to cause hearing damage
or other body effects, we do know that long-term exposures to noise levels above
a certain level are more likely to cause damage. So there's a Federal stadaid

limiting the amount of noise to which you may be exposed over an eight-hour
workday.

The current OSHAstandrd for contI snoe is 90 decibels, averaged over
an eight-hour day. This means that you may be exposed to higher levels so long as
the total averages are no more than 90. And you may never be exposed to more
than 115 decibels for any length of time.

Are ther Fderal
Puelations limiting
noise e s?

WHAT IS THE CURRENT
FEDERL STANDARD?

There is also a separate standard for Ivpat noise, a ceiling limit of 140 decibels.
(See Section 3:111-WORKPLACE STANDARDS for an explanation of ceiling limits.)

Many people feel the current OSHA noise standard doesn't protect enough working
people. NIOSH research has shown that one out of five persons exposed to 90
decibels over a long enough period of time could suffer hearing damage. Simply
lowering the level to 85 dB would protect many more workers.

In addition, the standard allows you to be exposed to much higher noise levels,
even though for very short periods of time. Some researchers feel that these higher
exposures, even for short periods, are still more damaging than longer exposures to
lower levels.

REMEMBER: PERMANENT HOISE-INDUCED HEARING LOSS IS GRADUAL,AND
USUALLY FIRST SHOWS AT 4000 HZ ON AN A

WILL THE STANDARD
PROTECT EVERYONE'S
HEALTH?

Now do you control
exposures to noise?
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This chart lists permissible exposures above 90 decibels and the
amounts of time you can be exposed.
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Losing your ability to hear can be tragic. It can interfere with your entire life,
including your ability to work. And noise-induced hearing loss is permanent and
cannot be reversed. But hearing loss is not a necessary part of anyone's life.
Exposures to noise on your job can be controlled enough so you don't have to
suffer arty adverse effects.

Noise can be controlled at three points in the workplace, at its source, in its path,
and at the worker. AJthough the most acceptable and effective methods are to
control noise at its source, such controls may not always be practicable on con-
struction sites.

The most practical source controls for noise include:

1) Maintaining and repairing equment, and repladng wor pwts

2) Muffling exhaust stacks on dkisel equipnt

3) Modifying existing equipment with quieter parts or enclosing noise-
-rdun parts

When buying new equipment, the employer should look for manufacturers who
have designed equipment with noise-reducing features.

To cut down on noise in its pahway, increase the distance between yourself and
the noise source, or erect a barrier between yourself and the noise source. This
control may be more readily practical for construction workers than most source
controls. For example, keeping concrete ready-mix equipment and air compres-
sors outside the immediate work areas will do a lot to reduce noise levels in those
areas.

Noise levels can also be controlled at the worker. Aithough such controls may be
most practicable on construction sites, they don't protect nearbyworkers from the
hazards. And there may be problems associated with one of these control meth-
ods, the use of earplugs or muffs.

Examples of at-the-worker controls are:
1) Rotatins wokers in and out of noise areas
We call this an administrative control.

2) Providins frequent ret braks in a quiet, prefeably sound-proof aea
This too is an administrative control. And given the nature of construction sites, there
may not be any sound-proof area you can go to. However, this could be a
bargaining point for unions with members exposed to high noise levels. (See
Section 4:111-COLLECTIVE BARGAINING for examples of other health protecting
measures negotiated by some California unions.)

3) Providing enclosed, sound-proofwok statkns
For example, putting a cab on a tractor, especially if it is sound-proof, will cut down

SOURCE CONTROLS

PATH CONROILS

WORKER CONTROLS
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noise levels quite a bit (many tractors produce noise levels greater than 90 deci-
bels.)

4) Using personal proective devies such as ear plugs or muff
But there are problems with these devices. So they should be a last resort unless no
other methods are practicable. Oftentimes they don't fit properly, and can cause
infection in some cases by interfering with circulation and making you sweat.

Iyou nst us ear Ifyou must have ear protection, you should be provided (byyour employer)with a
choice of the type of protection you wish to wear, and be informed of how much
each type cuts down noise levels. Be sure to choose one that adequately protects
you.

REMEMBR: HEARING LOSS IS NOTA NECESSARY PART OF ANYONE'S JOB,
AND IN MOST CASES EPOSURES CAN BE CONTROLLED OUGH TO PRO-
TECT YOUR HEALTH.

VIBATION

Vibration is the rapid back-and-forth or up-and-down motion of a surface such as
produced by a tractor seat or a drill handle while equipment is operating. Many
tools and pieces of heavy equipment used on construction create enough vibra-
tion to harm the body.

What fonns can
vibration take?

How does vibration
affect the body?
WHOLWDY VIBATION

HAND/ARM VIBTION

There are two forms of vibration, low-frequency or "whole body" and high-
frequency or "hand/arm." "Whole body" vibration (3 to 14 Hz) is produced by
heavy equipment such as loaders. High-frequency "hand/armn" vibration (16 to
1,000 Hz) is produced by vibrating hand tools.

"Whole body" and "hand/arm" vibration affect the body differently.

Long-term exposure to "Whok body" vration has been linked to an increase in
heart disease, to problems with muscles and bones, and to problems with male
reproductive (genital) organs. "Whole body" vibration also causes strain and tired-
ness, and can affect balance or equilibrium. These effects may contribute to
accidents by interfering with judgment and accuracy.

"Hand/rn" vibration mostly affects the hands, arms, and sometimes the shoul-
ders. The most common problem for workers using vibrating hand tools such as
drills, chisels, or chain saws is called white finger. This condition starts as a
tingling feeling or numbness in the fingers after work. As exposure continues the
fingers or other affected limbs turn white.

Your fingers can recover from this condition if you stop working with the vibrating
tool for awhile. However, they will be very painful. And with repeated exposure,
especially in serious cases, the numbness can become constant and the fingers
swell and turn blue. Jackhammer operators have also complained of similar numb-
ness in the leg used to anchor the hammer.
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As with any other hazard, the best place to control vibration is at its source by
modifying the machine so it vibrates less. The second best solution is to isolate the
worker from the vibration source by installing special vibration-absorbing shocks
and springs or seats on heavy equipment, or by a vibration-damping material in the
handle of a tool. The least acceptable control is to limitworkers' exposure times. As
with other hazards, protecting you is your employer's responsibility.

How do you control
exposures to
vibration?

REMEMBER: BOTH FORMS OFVIBATIO CAN HARMYOUR ODY.ANDSUCH
HARM SHOUWD NOT BE A NECESSARY PART OF ANYONE'S JOB.

So be sure you are well-protected. Your employer should provide:

1) Equi and tools that are well-tuned and p ely maintained, with
all wom pawts and balaned
Out-of-tune equipment and dull cutting edges on drills and saws may increase
vibration. In addition you may want to persuade your employer to buy equipment
that produces less vibration. (See Section 4:111-COLLECTIVE BARGAINING for
information on sample health and safety contract language negotiated in Califomia.)

2) Heay equipment wih special vIration-absobing seats and viating
tools with viration-daping materas betwe the opator and the tool
These measures will cut down on the amount of vibration passed to the worker.

3) Frqnt ret breaks for those crafdprss wudng with vibating
equipment or tools
AJl of these measures will do a lot towards protecting your health.

KEEP EQUIPMENT
POERLY MAINTAINED
AND REPLACE WORN
PARTS

INSTALL SPECIAL
VNIATKO*-DAMPING
PARTS

PROVIDE FREQUENT REST
BREAKS

RADIATION

Radiation is a form of energy. And like sound and vibration, radiation travels in
waves which can be measured by their wavelernghs (in meters) and their frequency
(in cycles per second or Hertz units).

Just as we only hear sounds of certain frequencies-we can't hear either very low
or very high sounds-we can only see a small range of radiation frequencies. We
call this range visible light. Building trades workers are exposed to visible light from
the sun as well as from welding operations.

The electromagnetic spectrum can help us to visualize forms of radiation other than
light. The spectrum covers the entire range of radiation frequencies, from close to 0
cycles per second for electricity to 1024 cycles per second for cosmic rays. (1024
means you have to multiply 10 by itself 23 times: thus 103 means 10 x 10 x 10 or
1,000.) The spectrum includes, in order of lessening frequency: cosmic rays,
gamma rays, x-rays, ultraviolet rays, visible light, infrared rays, microwaves, and
electricity.

What Is radiation?

VISIBE UGHT

T1HE EECTROMGNETIC
SPECTRM
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What Is Ionizing
radiation?

HOW DOES ONIZING
RADIATON AFFECT THE
BODY?

What Is nonionizing
radiation?

Most people usually think of radiation as x-rays or atom bombs. These are both
forms of ionizing radiation.

In construction work, forms of ionizing radiation are rarely used. However, nuclear
guages (gamma and alpha radiation) may be used to test soil compaction before
building. And x-rays may be used to test the soundness of welds. Also, crafts-
persons doing reconstruction on atomic plants, laboratories, and medical or dental
facilities might also be exposed to ionizing radiation.

Exposure to ionizing radiation is known to cause cancer, reproduction system
problems, birth defects, and skin bums at high levels.

Most building trades workers are exposed to nonionizing radiation in the form of
visible light from welding operations, light fixtures, and the sun, and infrared
radiation (IR) and ultraviolet radiation (UV) from welding operations and the sun.

You feel infrared radiation as heat, and ultraviolet radiation causes sunbum.
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Visible light, if it is glaring, can tire the eyes, but it is not known to cause arty long- HOW DOES
term damage. Both ultraviolet and infrared radiation can damage the skin and eyes. NONIZING
The most common effects are sunbum and "welder's arc eye." But skin cancer from RADIATION
exposure to ultraviolet radiation is also a possible effect. AFFECT THE BODY?

short

long

short

UV: Long waves focused on retina;
short waves absorbed most at cornea

far

near

far

IR: Near IR absorbed by lens;
far absorbed at cornea

Ultraviolet (UV) and infrared (IR) radiation can both have harmful
effects on the eyes. These two diagrams show the parts of the eye
most affected.
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EFFECTS OF ULTRAVIOLET AND INFRARED
RADIATION ON THE BODY

INFRARED:
ACUTE: Burning of skin and
(short-term) redness (could cause

the skin to look blotchy)

Burning and blistering
of eyelid

CHRONIC: Chronic swelling of
(Long-term) eyelid. Caused by

continuous burning and
blistering

Cataracts - a clouding
of the eye lens, which
interferes with sight
and must eventually be
removed by surgery

ULTRAVIOLET:
"Sunburn" - ranging
from simple reddening
to serious blisters (may
contribute to risk of
skin cancer)
Conjunctivitis -
swelling and reddening
of mucous membranes
(lining) around the eye

"Welder's Arc Eye" or
"Eye Flash" - a gritty or
sandy feeling in the
eye, caused by an
effect on the cornea or
outer covering of the
eye

Skin Cancer - caused
by ultraviolet radiation's
effect on the skin

ULTRAVIOLET RADIATION
FROM WELDING
DECOMPOSES SOME
MATERIALS INTO MORE
HARMFUL CHEMICALS

CAN YOU MEASURE
EXPORES TO
NONIONIZING
RADIATION?

HOW DO YOU PROTECT
YOURSELF AGAINST
NONIONING
RADIATION?

One other problem with ultraviolet radiation is that it can change gases and vapors
into more hazardous compounds. It causes oxygen in the air to become ozone,
and nitrogen, also present in the air, to become nitrogen oxides. Ultraviolet radia-
tion can also break down solvents such as trichloroetrylene and carbon tetrachlor-
ide to form phosgene and hydrogen chloride (hydrochloric acid). (See Section
2:1-CHEMICAL HAZARDS, B. GASES for how these gases affect the body.)

You can measure exposures, but special equipment is necessary. And, due to the
constantly changing nature of construction sites and work, it would be difficult to
estimate each worker's average exposure. Therefore, if you are exposed and suffer-
ing from any of the heath effects listed on the chart, you should askyouremployer
for Incr1easd ptections.

If you work outside, cover exposed skin and wear protective clothing and sunglas-
ses to limit exposure to ultraviolet radiation from the sun. Welders should also wear
protective clothing-long-sleeve shirts, cuffiess pants, and heavy shoes. Make
sure protect clothing cover all e -pose skin. In addition, employers
should provide gloves, and the correct shade of tinted goggles, or preferably full-
faced shields, as well as respiratory protection where necessary. (See Section 2:11-
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CHEMICAL HAZARDS, B. GASES and C. FUMES for welding hazards and Section
3:1-IDENTIMFYNG AND CONTROLUNG ACTUAL HEALTH HAZARDS IN YOURWORK-
PLACE for information on respiratory protection.)

REMEMBER: SBURS, CATARACTS, CONJUNCTIVIS, SKIN CANCERf AND
OTHER EFFECS OF ULTRAVIOLT AND INFRARED R ION CAN BE PRE-
VENTED BY WEARING CORRECT CLOTHING AND EYE PROECTION.

So protect yourself. Make sure your employer provides necessary protective
clothing and equipment. (See Section 4:111-COLLECTIVE BARGAINING for exam-
pls of health and safety contract language.)

Ultraviolet and infrared radiation produced by welding operations can also affect
otherworkers in the area. So, they too should wear protective clothing and goggles.
For further protection, portable screens can be set up around welding operations.

TEMPERTURE EXTREME

Construction workers generally work outside and are exposed to heat, cold, and
the sun. (See Section 2:11-PHYSICAL HAZARDS, C. Radiation for how the body is
affected by the sun.) Too much heat or cold, especially if combined with high
humidities or high winds, can harm your health and interfere with work. Hot, humid
conditions can cause heat exhaustion, cramps, and even fainting, while working in
very cold conditions can result in chapped skin, frost-bite, or increase the effects of
vibration. (See Section 2:11-PHYSICAL HAZARDS, B. Vibration for how this hazard
affects the body.)

In most areas of the United States, exposure to high temperatures is seasonal. But in
the South or Southwest, temperatures may be high most of the year. If you work in
hot climates you may find you tire more easily than usual, and thatyour reflexes and
ability to perform work are dulled. Accidents are also more common in high
temperatures. The effects of heat can be worsened by high humidity, because it is
difficult to release heat from your body to the air as moisture in the air increases.

Usually your body has a mechanism for getting rid of too much heat. Just as a dog
pants in order to cool off, your body sweats and brings more blood to the surface
(skin). The sweat evaporates and air movement carries away excess heat, cooling
the body off. In addition, ifyou are exposed to high temperatures over a period of
time, your body can get used to the heat or acclimatize. Afterone ortwo weeks, the
heat won't have the same harmful effects. However, while getting acclimatized you
should only work for short amounts of time. Then, gradually build up.

Also protect nearby
workers from this hazard

What ar
temperaturm

Heat

HOW DOES YOUR BODY
PROTECT ITSELF AGAINST
THE EFECTS OF TOO
MUCH HEAT?

R: ALLOWING YOUR BODY A CHANCE TO ACCLMATIE IS VERY
IMPORTANT FOR CONSTRUCTION WORKERS WHO MUST SPEND A LOT OF
TIME IN HOT AREAS.
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WHAT HAPPEMNS WHEN
YOR BODY IS UNABLE TO
RECT ISELF?

Heat stroke

Heat exhastion

Heat cramps and "prickly
heat"

As with other physical and chemical hazards, temperatures that may harm one
indMdual may not affect another. It's also possible to be exposed to such high
temperatures that your body can't successfully acclimatize.

The most severe type of heat problem, heat stroke, occurs when the body's
ability to sweat breaks down. This usually happens if temperatures and humidity
(moisture in the air) are both very high. Because you can't sweat, your temperature
rises. When your body temperature reaches 108 to 112 degrees F., you can suffer
from mental confusion, loss of consciousness, convulsions, or coma. Heat stroke is
usually fatal (causes death) unless treatment is given right away.

Heat e un, a more common problem, occurs when you sweat too much.
The resulting loss of salt and water can cause headache, dizziness, nausea, and
even fainting. Drinking enough liquids could help you avoid this problem. And
contrary to some advice, salt tablets won't necessarily help you avoid this condition.

Heat cramps occur when the muscles used most--usually the arms, legs, ab-
domen-go into spasms. Pridy heat is a rash-like bumpy condition of the skin. It
is caused by sweat glands breaking just below the skin's surface.

REMEMBER: WHEN WORKING IN HEAT AND HUMIDITY, DO NOT IGOR
EVEN MINOR SYMPTOMS. THEY COULD MEAN YOU ARE BEING OVER-EX-
POSED.

HOW DO YOU KNOW IF
YOU ARE BEING EKPOSED
TO TOO MUCH HEAT?

Your body's ability to cope with high temperatures and the damage heat does
depends upon a combination of factors:

1) Temperature

2) Humidity (amount of moisture In the air)

3) Worldoad ( one doing hardw may be more afc
and humdIty hn oeone doing "Ilt work)
In construction, supervising can be considered "light" work, nailing as "medium"
work, and digging as "heavy" work.

4) Radiation of heat otom surroundingob and surfaces

5) Ventilation (amount of air movement)

6) Klnd and amou of clthing wom

7) State of health

8) Age
In persons over 40, the sweat glands are more sluggish and in the same environment
an older person will absorb more heat than a younger one.
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What is the heat stress
value?

HOW DO YOU REDUCE
HEAT EXPOSURES?

Modi equipment

Limit xposur

Prvd clean drinking
water

Cold

HOW DOS OUR BODY
PROTECT TSELF AGAINST
THE EFFECTS OF COLD?

Using radiation, humidity, air movement, air temperature, and workload a heat.
stress value can be calculated. There is no one single heat stress value that
determines a "safe" level for exposure. However, if you are feeling dizzy or
othrwise ffected, you are pbbly being posed to too much heat.

You can contro exposures to high heat by: limiting the exposure time; or by
lowering the amount of heat put out in the work environment.

In construction, lowering the temperature may be difficult. However, machinery
can be specially adapted to protect workers. Examples of such equipment
modifications would be: air conditioning cranes and equipment cabs; insulating
equipment; and painting equipment with reflective colors such as silver to keep
them from absorbing heat.

Examples of ways to limit worker exposues would be: job rotation; allowing
more rest periods; and providing an air-conditioned area such as a trailor for rest
periods.

In addition, employers are required by law to provide their employees with
enough clean drinking water on the job site to prevent harmful effects due to
heat.

In most parts of the United States, exposures to cold is seasonal, with the lowest
temperatures in the winter months. When you work in cold climates, your fingers,
hands, and toes may feel stiff or cold, and you may have trouble doing work that
requires manual dexterity, for example nailing or drilling. Because of these effects,
cold can contribute to accidents. And it could cause serious damage such as
frostbite.

To a certain extent, the body can protect itself against cold. While working in cold
temperatures you may notice you shiver, or that your fingers, toes, and skin feel
cold. Your body shivers in order to create heat, whereas your limbs feel cold
because blood vessels in the skin have becorme smaller ("constrict") to keep in the
heat.

However, unlike its ability to acclimatize the heat, the body doesn't really get
used to cold. Some outdoorworkers do develop a larger-than-normal blood flow
to their hands, so they may feel warmer than otherswho don't have this mechanism.

WHAT HAPPEMNS IF YOUR
BODY IS UNABLE TO
PROECT 1SEF?
Chill and rostbite

Working in the cold can affect your body in a number of ways. The most familiar
effects are chapped lips and skin, chill, and frostbite.

Chill may make you more susceptible to illness, while in extreme cases, frostbite
could result in having to amputate the affected limb. In frostbite, the skin and
underlying tissues actually freeze. And, when it's cold, the hands and feet are also
more easily affected by hand/arm vibration. (See Section 2:11-PHYSICAL HAZ-
ARDS, B. Vibration for how this hazard can affect your body.)
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Working in cold temperatures causes the body, including the brain, to generally Hpotermnbia
cool down. We call this condition hypothermia. Hypothermia can lead to a loss of
judgment and ability to work well.

REMEMBER: FOR OUTDOOR WORKR, EXPOSURE TO COLD CAN BE A SER-
IOUS JOB HAZAR. SO, PAYATrENTION TOYOUR BODY. ITMAY BETEWUNG
YOU YOU'VE HAD ENOUGH.

The damage cold does depends upon a number of conditions:

1) Tmratwe

2) Wind
Wind increases the effects of cold. We speakof this effect as the "wind chill factor."

3) Workload

4) Kind and amount of clothing

5) Indidual reaction

Thus, in San Francisco, although temperatures are mild most of the year, workers
often complain of the effect of cold due to constant winds. So if you are feeling
cold or stiff, and are having trouble using your hands, you are probably being
exposed to too much cold.

You can control exposures to low temperatures by: 1) limiting the exposure time,
and 2) raising the temperature of the work environment. For most outdoor construc-
tion workers except heavy equipment operators, the only practicable method is to
limit exposure. But cabs of cranes, trucks, and tractors can be heated lowering the
operator's exposure.

Limit exposures by wearing hand protection such as mittens or gloves. These keep
the hands from cooling so quickly, but they may interfere with dexterity. And wear
adequate cold-weather clothing such as wool and long underwear. Such clothing
forms an insulating barrier between the body's warm surface and the cold air.

Also take more frquent rut breaks. This reduces the amount of time spent in the
cold, but must be agreed upon with the employer. (See Section 4:111-COLLECTIVE
BARGAINING for information on health and safety contract language.) And take
breaks in a warm place such as a heated trailer. Again this must be agreed upon
with your employer who should supply the trailer.

HOW DO YOU KNOW IF
YOU'RE BEING EXPOSED
TO TOO MUCH COLD?

HOW DO VOU REDUCE
EXPOSURES TO COLD?

Umit exposures
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SAFETY HAZADS

WALKING/WORKING SURFACES

Walking and working surfaces are common sites for accidents in the construction
trades. Because of the nature of construction work that it is constantly changing as
the work moves along and new trades arrive on the site, the hazards of work areas
and walking surfaces are also constantly changing.

These are any surfaces upon which you may have to walk (or climb) or work. In
construction, such surfaces may be: verticle such as ladders; elevated such as
scaffolding; suspended such as swing stages and platforms; or slanted such as
ramps orwalkways. In addition almost every part of a construction site, including 1-
beams, roofing, decking, ditches, and shoring can become walking/working sur-

faces at some point during the job.

Accidents on these surfaces are mainly due to falls and slips, and to being hit by
falling or flying objects. For example, decking, until it is nailed or bolted down, can
move and lead to serious falls and injuries. And, since the site is often littered, even
walking can result in slipping, not to mention the risks of working on normally
slippery surfaces such as wet cement.

Specially constrctd woings such as s-

pend platforlm can lead to injury if they are poorly maintained, improperly
constructed, wrong for the job, cluttered, or slippery. To make sure you are safe,
leam the following requirements for these surfaces, and check out such working
surfaces before you use them.

Ladders can be either wood or metal, and single or doubled cleated (step). If
metal, do not use around electrical equipment or energized lines (such ladders
should be marked that they are metal and conduct electricity). Never use any

single-cleated ladder that's more than 30 feet high, or a double-cleated ladder
that's more than 24 feet high. Never use a ladderwith cleats that are not 12 inches
apart.

What are walking/
working surfaces?

What kinds of
accidents happn n

walking/worldng
surfaces?

How do you protect
yourselfw
worldng on specially
const d surfaces

such as ladders?

LADDERS

Before using a ladder, always inspect it to make sure it is in good condition, free of What should you do
any slippery materials, and is right for the task. Always make sure that: before using a adder?

1) Ckats (steps) aren't broken, d, loo, or missing, are firmly at-

tached to side rails, are eenly spaced 12 inches apart, and are ree of oils,
and slippery materabs

2) Side rails aren't b n, or ca d, and are firnly afttched to cleats

3) Locks aren't broken, oose, or missing
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How do you place a
ladder safely?

How do you use a ladder
saely?

Are job-built lIader
special?

4) Meal ladders aent corroded

REMEMBER: IF THE LADDER YOU ARE SUPPOSED TO USE IS DEFECTIVE, YOUR
EMPLOYER MUST TAKE IT OUT OF SERVICE.

In order to be safe, a ladder must be properly placed. Always:

1) Set ladder base at a distance from the structure equal to about one-
fourth of the ladders height to Nts top resting place
Thus a ladder20 feet from ground to top level should be set about 5 feet away from
the structure.

2) Rest ladder on firm, klvl surfaces
Never increase a ladder's height with boxes or barrels.

3) Guard or bar any ldder used near foot or vehick traffic

4) Clear area sroundIng both top and bottom of ldder to prnt trip-
ping or Injury rom fallngob

5) Open step laddes fully

6) Use ladders that extend 3 feet above top keels

After placing the ladder, inspect it to make sure it meets the conditions listed
above.

To use a ladder safely, be sure to:

1) Clean shoes and hands of grease, oil, and other slippery sbstances
before climbing.

2) Avoid climbing up and down ladders with tools and materIals as much as
possible
Where possible, use a lift or hoist for heavy equipment or materials.

3) NHer stand on the top rung to work

Although the basic principles outlined above still hold forjob-built ladders, they
may require special modifications to insure their safety. For example, ladders used
in deep excavations should have railings and bracing in the middle to support any
weight. And always use double-cleated ladders if they are used to both enter and
exit from a work area.

REM BER: FALLS FROMLADDERSAREAMONGTHEMOSTCMON NUES
IN CONSTRUCTION.
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So, to be saf

1) Inspect the condition of your ladder BEFORE using it

2) Never use a metal ladder around elctrical equipment or energized lines

3) Make sure ladder as well as your hans and feet ae ee of any slippery
submstances

4) NEVER use a ladder with cleats more than 12 inch apart

Like ladders, scafolds may be made out of either wood or metal. And as with
ladders, the main cause of injury is falls and slips. Carpenters, then painters, plaster-
ers, and laborers are the most common trades affected.

Accidents frequently occur because of the unsafe condition of the scaffold itself.
Scaffolds may be particularly dangerous if:

1) Built on unkvel or unstable soil

2) Supporting parts such as guy or anhor lines, platfonn plaks, guard-
rails, and coss bracing wae broen, cracked, loose, or missing

3) Vetical supports are out of plumb

4) Specal scfds, foreple tipped or rolld, are notscrly fastened
with either anchor or guy lines

So to be saf, always build a scaffd crrectly. And make sure the ground
below it can support the weight and give it stability. Then, before using the
scaffold, inspect it to make sure it is safe.

ALWAYS BUILD A SCAFFOLD
SAFELY AND INSPECT IT.

The rules for building a safe scaffold are pretty much the same for both wood and
steel. An experienced person should aways supervise the building and inspection.

Before building scaffolds always check the soil to decide how much weight it can
carry and whether it's stable. A soil testing engineer should always test and certify
unstable ground, for example sand or gravel. However, this might not happen at
many construction sites.

CHECK THE SOIL BEFORE
BEGINNING TO BUILD THE
SCAFFOLD.

Once you know the soil conditions, make sure the ground is level. And level it if
necessary. Then lay out the sills or base plates so they will give the scaffold good
support and stability.

Always inspect your materials before you begin building the scaffold. Make sure
all are in good condition and meet OSHA requirements. For example, platform
guard rails must be 2 x 4 inches and toe boards a minimum of 4 inches high.

INSPECT THE MATERIALS
BEFORE BEGINNING TO
BUILD.

How can you pevent
injur when working on
scafolk?
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How do you build a safe
scaffold?

Always inspect the
finished scaffold before
using it

Rolling scaflids

SUSPENDED PLATFORMS

Make sure wood materiabls arn't cacked, waped, or k , and that
steel matls aren't nsted, coroded, warped, or marred by kinks.

To build a safe scaffold, always build from the ground up. Take them down from the
top down. And as you build be sure to:

1) Plunb each level so it is aligned with the other

2) Anch the scaffold at least evey 25 fet of height and every 25 feet of
its length, and anchor vertickle ts fimly in the sill or base

3) Brace each faim to at last one other frame

4) Secure all locking deices and anchor line

5) Pootect all open ends with guard rails, mid-rails, and toe boards
Guard rails should be 2x4s, mid-rails 1 x6s, and toe boards at least 4 inches high.

REMEMBER: WOOD SCAFFOLDING PLATFORMS SOULD HAVE PLANKS EX-
TENDING AT LEAST 6 INCHES OVER END SUPPOT.

You will want to make sure the scaffold is well constructed before you use it. Use
te list above as a guide. And make sure the supports have been properly plumbed.

In addition, make sure:

1) The safold is well-constcted
Carefully examine all parts, and check its rigidity and stability before you place
weight on the scaffold. Also make sure base footing is secure.

2) Overhad protection is In place f there ls kgoin on above the
scafld

3) The scaffold itself is fee of litter, oil, or grease

Make sure rolling scafolds are safe. Always check to see that:

1) Scdfold isp ly cons d

2) Caster we the correct size

3) Caster locks are set whnvr the scaffold is in a fixed position

Many trades work from suspended platforms. Ironworkerwelders often weld offof
special cross-rigged platforms. Painters, concrete and brick masons, carpenters,
and electricians may use either swing stages or boatswain's (pronounced bosun's)
chairs.
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As with scaffolds, falls and slips are the most frequent causes of injury. Many of What are the haz of
these accidents are due to poorly built platforms, lack of or improperly attached speded platfons?
life lines, or faulty rigging.

Suspended platorms can be relatively safe. However, even when properly Can s e d platfrm
constructed, rigged, and attended, these platforms may still create problems. be made safe?
That'swhy it's always important to wear correctly rigged and attached life lines, and
to pay particular attention to the platform's load capacity.

To be safe when working on suspended platforms, make sure:

1) tform s p andmateiasareof quality and
condition, and meet OSHA equimets
For swing stages raised more than 10 feet off the ground, all outside edges must be
guarded by rails approximatety 42 inches high, a midrail, and toe boards 4 inches
high. Guard rails must be of 2x4s.

At a minimum, the boatwain's chair must be constructed of 1-inch thick hardwood,
at least 2 feet long and 1 foot wide.

2) Pltfms ar p ly rigged and tied by pcially trained worrs

3) Platfoms ae ancdored to prent swaying
Anchor swing stages to construction roof. Tie-in boatswain's chair during working
operations.

4) Platforms such as boatIwn' chairs ae attended wheneer occpIed

5) For lger platforss such as swing stages, no more than 2 persons use It
at once, unkl the stae has ben se callqy desIgned for lager loads
In addition, such platforms should be built to cany four times their intended
capacity.

6) Wo*er on such platfms always wear safety bels and life lines
Forworkers on swing stages, attach life lines to a substantial part of the construction
structure. Also run lines to the ground.

For workers on boatswain's chairs, lifelines should have an approved automatic
locking device or "grab." Extend the line from a separate anchoron the ground, and
keep it separate from the rest of the rigging.

REMEMIER: NEHER TIE UFEUNES OR RIGGING TO SCAFFoLDING, SWING
STAGES, ORA TEMPORARY PART OF CONSTRUCION.

7) Ssended platforms ar always dgged and operatd bytrained, exer-
nced peson

For boatswain's chairs, use only rope tackle rigging to raise and lower the chair.
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Inpct your materials
befe building a
mm- -ld tui

WOOD PARTS

RIGGING AND LIFELINE
PARTS

R|Igng

CAN YOU PREVENT
ACCIDENTS DUE TO
FAULTY RIGGING?

And someone should attend the rigging whenever another person is in the chair.

As with scaffolding materials, check to make sure each part is in good condition
and meets OSHA requirements.

For wood parts, check that:

1 ) They ar correct for thdir Intende use and kod
For example, the wood for the Boatswain's chair seat must be 1-inch thick hard-
wood, and at least 1 x2 feet in size.

2) They are In goodcntn and strng
Such parts should be free of cracks, warping, and knots.

For rigging and lifeline parts make sure:

1) All hooks, dngs, and locbdng deces are the proper size, In good condi-
tion, ad well kubricated

2) Rope Is the proper size and mateial
For example, rope used to rig a boatswain's chair should be a 5/8-inch diameter
manila rope orthe equivalent, and tiebacks for swing stages should be at least 3/4-
inch diameter manila or the equivalent

Accidents due to faulty iging are all too common in construction.

REMEMER: RIGGNG IS USED NOT ONLY FOR SUSPENDING PLATFORMS
AND OIGWOR , UTALSO FOR WFTINGANDMOVNG TOOLS,
EQUrMENT, AND M AlTS.

You can rig platforms safely. But to do so, you must be trained. And your materials,
wire line, manila rope, chains, and cable, must be urwom and in good condition.

Especially in large construction sites, the quality of your rigging may be very
important. Much of the work may be done on suspended platforms, and many
tools, materials, and equipment moved up and down beten levels. Even in
smaller coruction sites, for example housing, rigging is necessary to raise materials
and equipment to the roof.

Accidents can be prevented. To do so follow these rules:

1) Inpct rigngt materials befor you use thm

2)R anywor or stretched lnes, rope, or cha with woln orcrd
links or If stretced due to

3) Only operate rigging if you have been trained to do so
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4) Apply cabk dips correctly with the u-bolt on the line's dead end, and
the saddk on its live end

5) Never use cold-shut links in a load-bearing chain

6) Make angks for sling legs as lage as possibl-the smalkr the angk,
the Sreater the load each kg must cany

TRENCHES AND EXCAVATIONS

A trench is a narrow excavation made below the ground's surface. Generally, it is
deeper than it is wide, and its width is not more than 15 feet.

Workers in trenching and excavation operations face a number of hazards:

1 ) Bums, exposur to noxious gams, andelcution from utility lines or
pipes

What Is a trench?

What ar the hazards
of trnching and
excavation?

2) Cave-ins

3) Falling or flying materials and tools, especially since trench conditions
are oftenvy cowde

4) Slips and falls while climbing in and out

5) Working close to heavy machinery

A trench poses special problems, especially because workers must work in such
close quarters.

To guard against injury:

1) Always wear hard hats and other protective equipment, and be sure of
the site before you start excavating

How do you prevent

Injury?

2) Prevent cave-ins by digging to the correct angk of repose, using proper
shoring, and cutting down on vibration at the trnch edge

3) Provide exit ladders every 25 fet for tr sgter than 4 fet deep
Such ladders must be provided by employers, kept in good condition, and extend
at least 3 feet above trench edge (see section on Ladders earier in this chapter for
requirements).

Before you dig the trench, check the area for all utility lines. Then mark their position
accurately on the plans. If possible have utility companies shut off all lines carrying
gas, steam, water, or sewage. Be very careful when working around such lines. Make
sure electric lines and cables are grounded, guarded, or de-energized.

INSPECT THE AREA BEFORE
DIGGING THE TRENCH
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In addition, note where such lines have been installed. The disturbed or filled-in
ground around them will be less stable than the rest of the area. So you must take
this into account when planning excavations.

You cannot improve the stability of soil surrounding the trench site. Butyou can dig
at an angle that will allow the soil to rest without moving or sliding back into the
excavation. We call this the "cormct ang of repose."

DIG A SAFE TRENCH: USE
THE CRRECT ANGLE OF
REPOSE.

Usually, the soil engineer decides on the correct angle of repose before you come
onto the site. But if not, you must consider a number of factors before digging:

1) The soil's texture and stability
As illustrated below, solid rock, shale, cemented sand, and gravel can be dug at a
very steep angle (90 degrees). Loose sand, on the other hand, must be dug at a very
shallow angle (approximately 26 degrees).

APPROXIMATE ANGLE OF REPOSE
For sloping of sides of excavations

Note: Clays, Silts, Loams or
Non-Homogenous Soils
Require Shoring and Bracing

The Presence of Ground
Water Requires Special
Treatment

Original Ground Line

o 0c

@X = 0) X O~~~~~
C~~~~~~~C
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Digging a trench or excavation at the correct "angle of repose" is
one way to guard against cave-in. But the "angle" must be based
on the type of soil.

2) Nearbyvration and heavyequipentorst s, thetrench'sdepth,,
and poulbkl c ges In the sol due to water (*om water tabk epage or
rain)
All of these factors could affect the soil's stability, and thus contribute to cave-in.
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Shoring is a temporary support or barrier4system to keep soil out of the trench or
excavation. Shoring is always installed from the top dawn, and taken out from the
bottom up. It must be built high enough above the trench edge to prevent materials
from sliding into the trench from the bank. And it must be tight enough not to pull
apart.

SHORE A TRENCH
CORRECTLY.

The basic parts of the shoring system are:

1) Braces
These are struts which hold the whole framework together and prevent separation

What arm the basic parts
of a good shoring systen?
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USE A MOVEABIE TRENCH
SHIELD

What is a safe trench
shield?

2) Stringes or waes
These are horizontal wood pieces connected to uprights.

3) ShetIng or shet pillinp
A solid shield placed against the face of an excavation to resist pressure from the
sides.

4) Uprights
These are vertical supports directly touching the trench's outside walls.

Sometimes shoring is either not possible or not practical. For example, in very
unstable ground, or on very short jobs. In these cases you could use a moveabek
trench shield instead. Although the shield doesn't prevent cave-ins (unlike good
shoring), it does at least protect workers inside it.

To be safe, moveable trench shields should:

1) Be made of welded and bolted steel plae

2) Brace and s t therench walls hom the suface to the trenh bottom

3) Move ang theb as the w ok pe
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REMEMBR: SUCH SIHELDS SHOUIDONLY BE USEDWHEN SHORING
IS I1POSSILE 0R lMPRACTIL AN ARE SAFE ONLY SO LONG

AS THY STAY WITHIN THE SHIELD STRUCUR

Moveable shields have one advantage over shoring, hawever. They allow the trench
to be backfilled almost immediately, thus preventing accidents that might occur
around an open trench.

Cave-in is a major cause of trench and excavation accidents. The best precautions
against cave-in are measures already discussed: Inspct excavation and trench
sites before you start to dig; then inspect them regularly to make sure they are still
safe, especiallyaftera rain storm or ifwaterseepage isa problem; always digatthe
coiect "angle or repose" or shor trench p y; and use correct shoring
techniques (if water is a problem, extra uprights will be necessary).

In addition, the chances of cave-in can be increased by: equipment vibration;
heavy material or equipment located too close to the trench edge; water; and
unstable soil conditions. To guard against these problems:

1) AvoId putting a strain on trench or excavatin walls
Keep equipment away from trench or excavation bank, and position spoil pile and
equipment at least 2 feet from bank edge. And move heavy rocks or boulders far
away from the excavation or trench.

2) Keep water away from excaation and trench baks
Build diversion ditches or dikes or install a pump to remove any water build-up
inside trench.

How do you prevent
can-ins?

AVOID STRAIN ON WALLS

KEEP WATER AWAY FROM
BANKS

REMEMIBER: MOST INJURIES, WHICH ARE OFTEN FATAL, RESULTING FROM
EXCAVATION ACCIDENTS CAN BE EVENTED

Many hazards of small trenches, for example, working in cramped spaces, and the
inability to escape a soil slide may not be present in larger excavations.

However, to make sure a large excavation is safe, follow similar safety measures:

1) Find and note any utility lines on the plans

2) Dig at the correct angk of repose

Ame the hards Om
same In lae
excavations?

FOuOW SIMAR SAFE
RUM.

3) Use proper bracing and shoring techniques

4) Wear had hats and other app pr c

5) Set exit ladders every25 feet foreasy, safe, and qukkkexit (see section on
Ladders for requiremens).
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Are shoring
techniques the same
for larger
excavations?

Sometimes larger excavations require difent techniqu. For example, the cut
may be too deep for ordinary bracing to support the walls. In such cases, use steel
sheet piling. And if the sheet top is overloaded, tie back piling to a "deadman."
Sometimes, also, the excavation is deep and narrow enough so you can cross the
bracing from one side to the other. Then use cross-lot bracing.

EQUIPMENT AND TOOLS

Most building trades workers use portable tools at some time, and many kinds of
heavy equipment will be found on a construction site at all times.

Portable tools

How do you p nt
accidents?

Hand-held tools

HOW DO YOU USE THESE
TOOLS SAFELY?

Shap-edged tools

For the most part these are smaller tools that are easily caried and used by hand. For
hand tools, the worst hazards may be serious cuts. For electric, pneumatic, gaso-
line, hydraulic-powered and powder-actuated tools, hazards range from cuts to
noise, explosion, amputation of a limb, and electrocution.

Accdents due to these tools are a common complaint among building trades
workers. Some causes include: using damaged tools; not using the correct tool for
the job; not using a properly guarded or grounded tool; or using a tool in an unsafe
manner.

When using any tool, whether a hand-held or powertool, inspect it to make sure it's
not damaged and is appropriate for the job. In addition, always store unused tools
properly.

REMEMBER: THE EMPLOYER IS RESPONSIBLE FORMAICNG SURETOOLS USED
ON THE JOBSITE ARE IN GOOD CONTION AND THAT ALL TOOLS NECES-
SARY FOR TME JOB ARE AVAIlABLE ON THE SITE.

This is true even for trades that supply their own tools.

Hand-held tools may be sharp-edged tools such as knives, axes, wire cutters,
shears, and savvs; pounding tools such as hammers and mallets; chisels and
wrenches. Their main hazards are due to the sharp cutting or sawing edges and
from heads used for pounding.

To prevent accidents first Irspect your hand tools to make sure they are in good
condition. Then observe some basic rules for safe use: make sure your footing is
secure, especiallywhen using axes; cut and pound materials on firm work surfaces;
cut away from the bodywhen using knives; properly store unused tools and those
with which you've finished-for example, keep knives in pouches and axe heads
covered.

You can avoid accidents from blades or saw edges: always keep blades sharp and
make sure they are smooth and not chipped. Also the blade or other cutting edge
should be firmly attached to its handle, and the handle itself in good condition and
not cracked, loose, or splintered.
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The main hazards from pounding or driving tools are flying heads, and crushing
injuries. To prevent flying heads: keep hammers and mallet heads in good condition
and securely fastened to handles. Eliminate crushing injuries by keeping your eyes
on the work and using holding tongs where necessary (for example, when using a
sledge hammer to pound drivers).

Chisels can be hazardous for thosewho use them aswell as othersworking nearby.
The main danger is from airborne metal chips produced by hammering worn down
or "mushrooming" chisel heads. These flying chips can severely damage the eyes.
So protect yourself: keep chisel heads ground off, or replace the chisel before it
"mushrooms."

Use the basic precautions outlined above to prevent accidents when using other
hand tools.

H_namme and malkts

Chiel

Othr hand-held tools

REMEM: IANJRY CAN BE AVOIDED: NEVE USE DAMA TOOLS; USE
THE RIGHT TOOL FOR THE JOMB ALWAYS USE SAFE WORK PRACTICES.

Most injuries to workers using electric tools are due to coming into contact with
unguarded moving parts or due to contact with "hot" tools.

Guards may be your only protection from the sharp, moving blades and edges of
such tools. So, except to service the tool, never flip bak or Its guds,
and nevr U n ugarde tool. If the tool doesn't have a guard, ask your
employer to replace the guard or supply a properly guarded tool.

Some electric tools should have specific types of guards. For example, portable
circular saws should be guarded above and below the base plate and shoe. The
lower guard should retract while the blade is in use and move back over the blade
as the saw is removed from the work. Additional requirements for specific guards
of other hand tools can be found in both the federal and state laws.

Building trades workers using electric tools also face the possibility of bums or
falls due to electric shock or electrocution.

To protect yourself from this danger, us onlyp rly g ed or double-
Inulated tools.

In a properly grounded tool, the current resulting from a short or other fault in the
tool's electrical system is carried away from the operator by the ground. Other-
wise it may pass through the operator's body, causing electric shock and possibly
burns or falls.

There are two acceptable methods to ground tools:

Electrc tools

SHOULD ELECTRIC TOOLS
BE EQUIPPED WITH
GUARDS?

DOES ELECTRKffV CREATE
SPECIAL HRDS?

How do you pvent
elctcutin?

GROUNDING

1) Enclse elctricity-conducting wirs In a cablk or cord that ends In an
approved three-prong grunding contact
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2) Encls ee y ouctlng wires in a metal case with a special
gounding attachment

GROUND-FAULT CURRENT
INTERRUPTERS

DOUBLE-INSULATION
TOOLS

Employers are required to provide approved ground-fault curent Int t
(GFCI) for all 120-volt, single phase, 15 and 20-ampere receptacle outlets on
construction sites which are not part of the permanent wiring of the building or
structre. A/GI`I is actually a fast-acting circuit breakerwhich can shut off electricity
in a fraction of a second. This protection is required In addition to other OSHA
requirements for grounding.

You can also use double-insulated tools which don't need to be grounded. To
identify such tools, look for a special label saying the tool is double-insulated or a
special symbol of a square within a square, shown here. ([ ).
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To use electric tools safely, follow these rules:

1) Always inspect a tool before you use It
Make sure it's properly guarded. That is, all exposed gears, cutting edges, and pinch
points must be covered. Also make sure the tool is either properly grounded or
double-insulated. And make sure tools and plugs are in good condition and that
wires aren't frayed.

2) Follow safe work practkes wheneve you us elctric tools
For example, always start and stop saws outside the material being cut, and move
them away from the body. Also push sanders away from the body, and keep a
Class-A fire extinguisher nearby.

3) Never use ekctrk tools whenyourhands arewet oramoudwater-water
Is a good condctor of eleCity
If you have to work on a wet surface, wear rubber gloves and shoes or boots with
nonconducting soles. Keep electric lines out of traffic areas and away from corro-
sive chemicals and hot surfaces.

4) And, when repairing a tool or dhging parts, always unpWg the tool
This helps prevent accidental startup and possible electric shock Beforeyou begin
to work, be sure to retum the guard to its protective position.

HOW DO YOU USE
ELECTRC TOOLS SAFELY?

Inspe tools

Use tools away rom the
body

Don't use tools around
watr

Unplug tools whik
repairing them

REMEMB_: YOU DONT NEED TO RISK ELECTROCUTN OR INJUY WHEN
USING ELCTRIC TOOS. FOLOW SAFEWORK PRACTES: AVODWO NG
ON WET SURFACES, MAKE SUE TOOLS RE P GUARDED, INGOOD
CONDImON, AND EItHER GROUNDED ORDOR LE IN ED.

Building trades workers often use compressed air to power staplers, paint spray-
ers, and insulation spray guns. The chief hazard with these tools is injury from a
whipping air hose, or being struck by a nail or staple.

You can prevent accidents and injury by securing couplings between air hoses and
tools. Either chain hoses together, insert a safety wire between coupling holes, or
connect hoses with an automatic locking connector. To make sure air supply shuts
off if the line breaks, equip the manifold with a safety device. And make sure the
compressor is not too powerful for the specific tool.

MJr-powered
(pneumatic) tools

HOW DO YOU USE THESE
TOOLS SAFELY?

REMEMBER: INSPECT A TOOL BEFORE YOU USE IT, AND ONLY USE TOOLS
WITH SECURECOUPLNGSANDANAUTOMATIC CHECKVALVEON THEMANI
FOLD.

Then, make sure you have a good grip on the tool, and that your work surface is
steady.

OmI ressedir abrasiv blsting equipment requires extra precautions. To
prevent harm: inspect tools, machines, and hoses before using them; repair or
replace all defective parts; and make sure nozzle is firmly attached to the hose and

DOES BLASTING
EQUMENT CREATE
SPECIAL HAZARDS?
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equipment with a "deadman's valve" to automatically shut off the blast ifyou drop
the blasting nozzle.

In addition, the machine operator and blaster should use special signals to com-
municate with each other.

Power-actuated
tools

HOW DO YOU USE THESE
TOOLS SAFELY?

The tool

Powder-actuat tool (also called powder-activated) shoot out fasteners at
high speeds due to the firing of a cartridge. And like firearms, these tools can fire
accidentally. They should therefore be used with the same care as guns and other
firearms.

Because of thed s associated with pawder-actuated tools, most states regu-
late their use. In many states, operators have to be specially trained, tested, and
licensed before using such a tool, and some states set age limits.

To use these tools safely:

1) Always insPet the tool before you use it
Make sure it is in good condition; has a guard to prevent richochet, has been tested
according to manufacturer recommendations, and is provided with properly sized
cartridges for the particular job.

The work surface

Safe work practices

WHAT IF TOOL MISFIRES?

2) Irpct the work surface and matedals you are fastening
Make sure that easily penetrated materials are backed so fasteners won't pass
through completely and possibly injure a worker behind the material or under-
neath, materials are not easily shatterable such as glazed tile or glass block, area is
free of flammable materials and is considered a "nonexplosive" atmosphere.

3) heck them fa sdiections for sak operation of the tool
Do this afteryou've made sure the tool and work area are safe, and that others in the
area are protected against possible richochet. And only use such a tool if you're
specially trained and licensed.

To pent the possibility of misfire or other de t, never load the tool
until ready to use; make sure the bore is clear before loading; make sure other
workers are outside the line of fire; and never point a power-actuated tool at
another person, even if it is unloaded.

While using the tool, keep your head and body behind it and wear goggles to
protect your eyes from flying particles. Leaning on the tool will help keep it at a
straight angle to the surface and help the shield do its job.

If for some reason the tool mfires, follow the manufacturer's directions for
unloading the cartridge. Then dispose of the cartridge properly, usually in a pail of
water.

REMEMBER: POWDER-ACTUATED TOOLS ARE D OUS. SO MAKE SURE
YOU ARE PROPERLY TRAINED, AND E WORK, ALWAYS CHECK THE
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TOOL, AND TNEWORKAREA, TO PRO NO ONYYOtSELFWT FELOUW
woRm.

These are tools powered by special fluids under high pressure (similar to the
principle of pneumatic or compressed-air tools).

Certain hydraulk tools, for example booms, are increasingly used in construction
because they provide a lot of power from a fairly small energy source. The main
hazards to watch out for are: fire from ruptured hoses; falling or slipping on leaking
fluid; or oil, which is under high pressure, penetrating the skin.

To prtc ty wh using hydraulk tools: carefully inspect all hoses and
fittings beforeyou use them; use only fire-resistant hydraulic fuels; and immediately
clean up all leaks.

AJthough gasoline-powered tools are not extensively used on construction sites,
chain saws are probably the most common.

The dangers of these tools are very similar to those of electric tools. Cutting surfaces
and chains can cause cuts and other injury if tools aren't used correctly or properly
guarded. In addition, the fuel is flammable, so refueling while a tool is hotornearan
ignition source such as a cigarette could cause fire or explosion.

To p t youw if when using gasoline-o ed tools: make sure you are
properly trained in how to use and refuel the tool; inspect tools for defects before
you use them; aMvays use safe wvork practices; and never refuel while the tool is hot.

Many types of heay equipmet are used on construction sites, including back-
hoes, dozers, cats, front-end loaders, cranes, material and personnel hoists, and
trucks used to transport both wvorkers and materials.

Certain equipment such as cranes, excavation equipment, and hoists require
specal satt plecautions. In addition, since many pieces of equipment are in
the same area, some sort of traffic control plan is necessary for their safe opera-
tion.

Oftentimes we only think ofguads as protecting machine operators against moving
parts such as saw blades or grinding wheels. But heavy equipment should also be
provided with special structures to protect against accidental startup, rollover, and
falling objects.

There are a number of ways to guard against accidental start-up. Cover control
levers so operator can't accidentally bump against levers and start up equipment;
replace off/on switches with keyed ignitions; place a padlock through the hole in
the starter-engaging rods; or equip ignition with locking devices to protectworkers
servicing equipment from accidental start-up.

Hyraulic tools

Gasoline-Powered
Tools

Havy eqipment

HOW DO YOU PREVENT
ACCIDENTAL START-?
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HOW DO YOU PREVENT
INMAUY DUE TO
MOUNTING AND
DISMOUNTING?

HOW DO YOU PREVENT
INJURY DUE TO ROLLOVER
OR FAUING OBJECTS?

Are ther speial
regltions for excavation
equipment?

Falls and slips due to mounting or dimountin heavy equipment are also
frequent complaints of building trades workers. To protectyourself, make sureyour
equipment has a safe route designed for mounting and dismounting, for example,
with steps or short ladders. Regularly inspect these steps or ladders for broken
welds or other damage. Keep them in good repair, clean, unslippery, and clear of
material and other debris.

In addition, many types of equipment should have special kinds of guards to
prevent roloer or injury to the operator or others nearby from falling or flying
objects or parts.

For example, hydraulic booms should have a coveroverthe safetyvalve controlling
the hydraulic cylinder. This guard will prevent the valve's being knocked off and the
boom falling on the operatororothersworking nearby. And anyequipment used in
areas where falling or flying objects are a danger must be equipped with overhead
protection, for example, a canopy or cab shield.

Excavation equipment often operates on steep banks of dirt and rock, risking
rollover. Fedral (and sta*t) regulations now reuWi that equipnt such as
does, loadeS, and trator be equlpped wit rollover poective stuc-
tur (ROPS). According to these regulations, all newequipment must come from
the manufacturer completewith such protection, while older pieces of equipment
are to be modified. (See Federal and State regulations for timetables.)

REMEMBER: NEVER WORK UNROTECTED IFROLV OR FAIUNG OBJECTS
ARE DA S. YOUR EMPLOYER IS EEDBYLAWTO PROVIDE DOZES,
LOADERS, TRACTORS, AND OTHER EXCAVAION EQUIPMENT COMPLET
WITH ROLLOVER PROTECTION AS WELL AS CAB SHIELD OR CANOPIES IF
NECESSARY.

TRAFFc CONTROL PLANS There should be a traffic control plan, especially on excavation sites where many
vehicles may be on the site at once, all moving in different directions and often on
uneven ground. Under such conditions, such vehicles may easily collide with each
other orwith workers. To prevent such accidents, make sure traffic control patterns
are set up between equipment operators, are well understood by everyone on the
site, and are followed.

In addition, particular types of equipment such as cranes may require special
precautions.

REQUIREMENTS FOR
SPECIAL TYmS OF
EQUIPMENT

Crane

HOW DO YOU PREVENT
BOOM COLLAPSE?

A number of accidents frequently occur whenever cranes are used, for example
boom collapse, overtuming, load spillage, and slips and falls. In addition, electro-
cution, although a less frequent accident than these others, is always a possibility if
you are working around povver lines, and is the most frequent cause of fatal crane
injury.

Boom collaps is a danger that can result from overloading a crane, or structural
failure. To guard against collapse, never exceed the posted load limit and frequently
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inspect the boom for bent or broken parts. Ask to have defectie cranes
removed Inmdiately.

Overturning usually occurs because the crane is unstable, or the operator upsets
the crane balance by overreaching. To eliminate this possibility, position crane on a
level area with stabilizers or outriggers. And wheneveryou lower the stabilizers, be
sure to wam others nearby with the audible waming device.

HOW DO YOU PREVENT
OVERTURNING?

To further guard against overtuming, only operate crane ifyou are well trained. And
be sure to position load with the help of hand signals from a worker outside the
cab.

Although eletrOcution is always a hazard to the crane operator working around
power lines, it can be prevented. Placing a red flag on top of a boom will often help
you better judge distances between the boom and power lines.

HOW DO YOU PREVENT
ELECTROCUTION?

In addition, Federal and state regulations have the following specific requirements
for working around power lines:

1) Ekectrical distribution and power lines must be kept de-negized and
visibly grounded at the point of work, or

2) Irsulating barriers must be erected to prevent physical contact with
power lines, or

3) If lines are neither deenergized nor Insulated, then there must be at
least 10 feet at all times between any part of the crane and the power line

REMEMBR: ANY CONTACT WITH ENERGIZED POWER UNES OR EQUIPMENT
COULD RESULT IN SEVERE BURNS OR ELECTROCUTION. SO MAKE SuRE
POWER UNESARE DE-ENERGIZEDANDGROUNDED OR INSUIATED, OR KEEP
EQUIPMENT AT LEAST 10 FEET AWAY.

Hoists are used on construction sites to move materials, equipment, and workers.
There are Federal and state regulations goveming their construction and use. These
regulations have different requirements for material hoists and personnel hoists.

Hoists

Because these requirements differ, never use a materials hoist to carry workers.
Alvvays post a "NO RIDERS" sign on such a hoist.

Federal regulations require that all hoists be inspeted regularly (every 3 months
for personnel hoists). Inspections should include lines, engine, brakes, and safety
devices for emergency stops. In addition, other general requirements for both
types of hoists include: load capacity posted; doors or gates (also bars for material
hoists at the entrance to the hoists); and overhead protective covering.

Personnel hoists should have in addition: cars permanently enclosed on all sides

INSPECT ALL HOISTS
REGULARLY

PERSONNEL HOISTS
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and top, except for the doorway which should be provided with car doors or
gates; electrical safety contact on door to keep hoist from moving while door is
open; and a provision for inspections records to be maintained and kept on the
job.
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IDENTIFYING AND CONTROWNG
ACTUAL HEALTH HAZARDS IN YOUR

WORKPLACE

m"A7HZARDS

To begin answering this question, look around yourjob site while keeping in mind
possible hazards (See Sections 1 :-HAZARDS OF INDIVIDUAL TRADES, 1:11-
HAZARDS OF SPECIAL OPERATIONS, and 2:1-CHEMICAL HAZARDS for ideas.)

Then ask yourself such questions as:

1) Can I swe a lot of dust aou Insultion mbidi and sprayng operations,
while cutting inulation or pipe, or durin demolition or remdell opera-
tions?
If so, remember there are probably a lot of smaller, that is "respirable" or breath-
able particles thatyou can't see. And these are the ones that do the most damage if
they reach your lungs.

Now do you know If
youre being
exposed to a toxic
material?

ASK YOURSELF ABOUT
VOUR WORK AREA

2) Can I see smoke and hume ound welding or soldering operatons?
These are hazardous metal fumes.

3) Are painting, ing, or othe operations invoMng solent going

on In the sam aea as welding?

If so, highly toxic gases such as phogene might be produced as a by-product.

4) Are ressors or generators used in closed spaces? material-

moving equip nt used In my wowkarea, and Is It svic regulary?
Any fuel-buming engine will give off some carbon monoxide, but a well-tuned
engine produces less. Remember, you can't smell or see carbon monoxide. So
ventilation must be good whenever this type of equipment is used.

5) Do I notice strong soket odor whik painting, gluing, lcqei, or

ckaning metals? Do I us solvents to clean materials om my skin? Do I use
svts or ahesiv as part of my job?

Most adhesives and paints contain some solvents. Also, solvents are used to clean
up and thin these materials. Some solvents wam of their presence by giving off
distinctive odors. But if you can smell some solvents such as benzene, your expo-
sure is already too high. And some chemicals wear out your sense of smell so they
no longer wam of their presence after awhile.
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Many solvents at levels lower than the standard can still affect your coordination
and reflexes, creating a real safety hazard.

ASK YOURSELF ABOUT
ANY HEALTH EFFECTS

Sometimes your body will give you a clue that something in your workplace is
harmful. The way it reacts may be telling you that you are being exposed to too
much of one or several hazardous substances.

REMEMBEt: SEVERAL SUBSTANCES IN THE WO CE MAYACTTOGETHER,
ANDTHE EFFECTS OFTHESEC TIONS HAVE NOTBEEN WELL STUDIED.

This means that several materials in combination maybe more dangerous than ifyou
were exposed to them separately.

Halve you no0tied any
-m- -
relatd to a job
epomuire?

Pay particular attention to ytoms that you feel at work but not at home, and to
symptoms experienced byotherworkers in the same or similar operations. To track
down health hazards, keep a notebook or "log" of symptoms, when you exper-
ience them, and possible causes. As some of the symptoms getworse, you will feel
them at home also.

The following table lists a number of health symptoms and their knoan causes in
construction work.

HEALTH SYMPTOMS AND JOBELATED CAUSES

ORGAN OR SYSTEM
AFFECTED

SYMPTOMS C~4ON CAUSES

REDNESS, DRYING,
ITCHING

METAL DUSTS OR FUMES,
SOLVENTS, ADHESIVES,
RESINS, FIBERGLASS AND
FIBROUS INSULATION,
FORM RELEASE OILS,
ARSENIC, CEMENT DUST,
PAINTS

U.V. AND I.R. RADIATION,
ACIDS

RINGING, TEMPORARY
DEAFNESS

REDNESS, TEARING,
PAIN

SNEEZING, COUGHING,
SORE THROAT

EXCESSIVE NOISE,
INFECTION OF THE
MIDDLE EAR

SMOKE, AMMONIA, ACID
MISTS, CEMENT DUST, U.V.
AND I.R. RADIATION,
SOLVENTS

AMMONIA, OZONE,
DUSTS, COPPER DUST OR
FUMES, SOLVENTS

SKIN

BURNING

EARS

EYES

NOSE
THROAT
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ORGAN ON SYSm
AFMCID

LUNGS

NERVCOUS SYSTEM

SYMOMS

WHEEZING, SHORTNESS
OF BREATH

DIZZINESS, HEADACHE,
TIREDNESS, DRUNKENNESS

COA~~N CAUSES

OZONE, TDI,
FORMALDEHYDE, SIUCA
AND ASBESTOS (CHRONIC
EXPOSURE), FIBERGLASS,
METAL (COPPER, ZINC)
FUMES

SOLVENTS, CARBON
MONOXJDE, ASPHYXTANT
GASES (ACETYLENE,
CARBON DIOXIDE),
PHOSPHINE

Soretimes you can find outwhetheryou're being exposed to a hazardous material
by checking the labels on solvents, paints, adhesives, insulation or other materials
you use. Look for a list of Igredients, hnlIn pecauons, and first aid
mm.

Unfortunately, few materials used on thejob list specific contents on their labels. In
many cases, a material won't even have a label. But if it does, you may find that the
only indication that the material is harmful is the caution not to drink it or splash it in
your eyes.

An example of a common label is one forvinyl cushion adhesive. Although it does
include the material's use, the only precaution listed is to use very little of the
solvent (1,1,1 -trichloroethane)twhen cleaning off smears because the "solvent may
harm the floorcovering." What about exposed workers?

An ideal label should list the material's use, its ingredients, possible hazards (both
skin and inhalation), and emergency first aid measures.

For example, labels for a two-part urethane foam system are illustrated below:

CHECK LABE

Onm
Mabel

What would a good label
look like?
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LABEL A
CONTAINS ISOCYANATES (TDI, MDI, PAPI)
MUST BE MIXED WITH SECOND COMPOUND BEFORE USE;

SEE INSTRUCTIONS
WARNING: HARMFUL VAPORS, FIRE HAZARD
AVOID ALL POSSIBLE CONTACT WITH ISOCYANATE

LIQUIDS AND VAPORS, INCLUDING INHALATION
IN CASE OF SKIN OR EYE CONTACT, FLUSH WITH WATER
IMMEDIATELY REMOVE EXPOSED PERSON FROM AREA,

AND GET MEDICAL HELP



Now that youw
identfied hazads,
wat do you do
next?

Now you've looked around your workplace, read any available labels, and identi-
fied any symptoms that may be job-related, what do you do next? In most
cases the above process will allow you to narrow the possibilities down. And you
can always request information from your employer. Next you will want to measure
exact exposures to these materials.

MEASURING (MONITOING) HAZS

How do you monitor
for chemIal hazaw?

To find out the exact exposure levels, the air level of the specific substance(s) must
be measured. We call this process monitori.

Monitoring the workplace is important for both employees and employers: em-
ployees because tey may be exposed to dangerous materials; employers be-
cause, under the OSHAct, they are responsible for controlling workers' exposures.

Thus, it is the eoyusrsponibility to monitor the workplace air.

Quite a few instruments are available to monitor the air. Generally these should be
used by trained persons such as industrial hygienists. An industrial hygienist is a

person trained to: measure exposures to chemical hazards and harmful physical
agents; evaluate the seriousness of the exposure; and recommend and often design
control measures. But employees can leam to use the instruments, and even do
initial sampling (measuring) to discover if there are any problems.

_REMEMER: NO MATTEt WHO DOES THE SAMPUNG, WORKE HAVE THE
LEGAL RIGHT TO BE INORMED OF THE RESULTS.

Air sampling instruments or set-ups can be direct-reading or require laboratory
analysis.

DRECT-REAING
INSTRAMENTS

Direct-ading ms are particularly useful because they can give a read-
ing in a short time period, and can thus help pinpoint problem areas quickly. But
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LABEL B
CATALYST FOR URETHANE FOAM SYSTEM
MUST BE MIXED WITH OTHER COMPOUND BEFORE USE;

SEE INSTRUCTIONS
WARNING: ALKALINE VAPORS: SEVERE SKIN AND

BREATHING HAZARD
CONTAINS ORGANIC AMINES WHICH CAN CAUSE SKIN

AND EYE IRRITATION
CAN BE ABSORBED THROUGH UNBROKEN SKIN
SEEK MEDICAL HELP IMMEDIATELY IN CASE OF

EXPOSURE



they generally are not as accurate as laboratory-analysis instruments.

Such pump and director tubes are made by a number of different manufacturers.
Aithough they look different, all use the same principles. But equivalent parts made
by different manufacturers are not interchangeable.

When air is drawn through a chemical-filled tube, the chemical's color changes in
proportion to the amount of a particular substance present in the air. These tubes
are available for more than 100 gases and vapors. Some have been certified by the
National Institute of Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH), the research agency
under the OSHAct.

Other direct-reading instruments pull air directly through a sampling opening and
read out the hazardous material's concentration on a meter. Such devices may be
used to test carbon monoxide and explosive gas levels.

RMEMBER: DIRECT-READING INSTRUMENTS ARE EASY TO USE, BUT SmLL
REQUIRE SME TRAINING. ALWAYS K SUE TO USE THE ROR INSTRU-
MENT OR PART THAT' DESINED FR THE PARTICULAR SUBS ou
WANT TO M E.

Thus, using a methane tube to measure carbon monoxide wouldn't do you any
good.

These are more elaborate sampling systems. They usually have a manual or electric-
ally-powered pump and sample collector. The collector may be a filter for dusts or
fumes, a special bottle (called an impinger), cylinder, or bag, ora tube filled with an
absorbing substance. This type of sampling is good for measuring average concen-
trations over the sampling period. Remember Federal and state permissible expo-
sure limits are for 8-hour average exposures.

How do pumpn
detector tube StWu
work?

SAMPLES THAT REQUIRE
LAORTY ANALYSIS
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The sample collected in this pump and filter setup can be analyzed
in a laboratory to give the average concentration for the sampling
period.

Now tt -ou
e,

wha do Vou do
next?

If the substance is regulated by an OSHA standard, you should compare the
measured levels with the allowed permissible exposure limit (PEL). Most PELs are in
the Federal Occupational Safety and Health Standards, Section 1910.93. (See
Section 3:1-WORKPLACE STANDARDS for an explanation of PELs.)

However, marry substances are not yet regulated by OSHA And some may still
cause health effects at levels within legal limits.

So what do you do? If exposure levels of a regulated substance are above the PEL,
then exposures will have to be contolled. If the substance is not regulated, or if
levels are below the PEL but you still feel you've experenced health effects, there
are other altenatives.

For example, you and/or your employer can ask to have NIOSH study the situation
in your vorkplace by requesting a Health Hazard Evaluation. (To request such a
survey, see Sections 4:1-OCCUPATIONAL SAFEIYAND HEALTH LEGISLATION and
4:11-DOCUMENTATION.) Or, if there's a state plan, the state enforcement agency
probably has a consulting service for employers. In such a case you could askyour
employer to seek their help.
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CONTROLUNG CHEMICAL HAZARDS

Once sampling shows that workers are being exposed to dangerous levels of
hazardous materials, these exposures must be reduced and controlled. This is also
the employer's responsibility.

The three points to control airbome hazards are at their source, in their path, and at
the worker.

Source controls are most effective because they actually remove the substance
from the workplace environment.

Types of source controls are:

1) Local t ventitn
These systems remove materials from the workers' breathing zone (nose and mouth
levels). In construction sites such systems are often not possible, altough at times
portable fans could be installed, especially to protect painters, floor coverers, and
others working inside in confined spaces.

2) Proce
For example, mix fibrous insulation in bags to keep dust down instead of dumping
dry materials into a hopper, then adding liquid.

3) SutItutibn of "safe materak
For example, use pure toluene instead of benzene, or the relatively harmless
acetone for more dangerous solvents. However, even these "safer" substitutes are
not entirely safe and may still cause health effects.

AJthough path controls don't eliminate the harmful substance itself, they can help
reduce workers' exposures. One type of path control is to increase the distance
between workers and the exposure source. For example, keeping a gasoline-
powered generator outside the work area limits worker exposure to carbon mon-
oxide.

Controlling hazardous substances at the worker is the least effecti control method.
However, in construction it may be the only possible protection.

Source contIols

OCAL EXHAUST
VENTLATION

PROCESS CHANGES

SUSTfmUON OF
"SAFER"MATEAS

Pah conrols

At-the-worer
controls

Types of at-the-worker controls include personal protective equipment such as ear
plugs and respirators, job rotation, and frequent breaks.

Workers should be provided with repirator when other controls cannot be
used, are being planned or installed, or do not control exposures completely.
Respirators can also be used for back-up protection in emergencies.

REMEM : RESPIRATORS MAY NOT OVDEW WITH ENOUGH
IPOECllON.
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Are there problems with
weaing spirators?

There are a number of problems associated with weanng these personal protective
devices (see OSHA guidelines in Appendix C for respirator program require-
ments):

1) They may not givea good face seal

2) They may not be properly ckaned or maintained

3) They may be equipped with the wrong canister, c , or fiter, or
these may not have be wy

4) They may be impr rly wom

5) Few spirators are well oh tested to insure that theyworkp ly
and are sae
6) They can kiterfere with sight

7) They can be hay and aard, and inter with wok

8) They are difficult to brt thr and can create ral hazrds for
pp with or hat problems

9) They give a false sense of security
The hazards still exist and if respirators do not provide adequate protection,
workers are still exposed.

But If you must wear a
respirator, make sure It is
ap prved and it fits

What kinds of respirators
could you use?

AJR-PURIMNG
RESPIRATORS

If you must wear a respirator, at least make sure your employer provides one that is
approved by NIOSH and MESA orMSHA (Mine Safety and Health Administration).
Check the respirator box for their statement of approval, their seals, and a specific
approval number preceded by "TC." And make sure you get a good fit and face
seal. This may be particularly difficult for people wearing glasses or with beards
and other facial hair.

There are three major types of respirators-air-purifying, air-supplied, and self-
contained breathing apparatus.

Air-pufng reprators draw the wearer's breathed-in air through a pad, chem-
ical cartridge, or chemical canister to filter out dusts, fumes, vapors, or gases. These
respirators can only be used when there is enough oxygen in the air to support life.
That is, when the air is more than 19.5 percent oxygen.

Building trades workers might use this type of respirator for low levels of asbestos,
silica, solvent vapors, metal fumes, and various gases while welding, soldering,
sanding, or drilling.

Filters, cartridges, or canisters are replaceable. They are coded for particular sub-
stances against which they will protect you (see following Table). They will not
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protect you against any other material. For example, wearing a respirator for organic
solvents is not going to prevent your breathing in asbestos fibers.

Filters, canisters, and cartridges also have limited litimes. So they must be
replaced once their expiration date has passed or if they are no longer working
properly. Your employer should train you to recognize when the respirator is not
working right.

In order foryour employer to select the proper filter or canister and foryou to make
sure you're well-protected, several things must be known:

1) What the hazdou bance Is

2) affects the body

If, for example, the substance is isocyanates or ammonia which can both irritate the
eyes, the respirator should be full face.

3) The tnce's air kle (deteimned by monitoring)

4) The OSHA standard (PEL)

5) The a-mot of exposuwe time

How do you choose a respirator?
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This two-strap respirator helps insure thatyou geta good face seal.
But always wear the top strap over the ears.



REMEMWE: ONLYtUSE APPROPRIATE CARTDGES AND CANISTERS.

Otherwise, wearing the respirator may not do you ary good. Make sure cartridges
and canisters are replaced often enough, and the respirator fits you properly. AJso,
make sure the respirator protects you against all the hazards you are exposed to.

AIR-SUPPLIED RESPIRATORS Air-supplied epirator supply clean air to a face mask. They should be used
when oxygen supply is limited, when workers are exposed to very hazardous
materials, or when exposure levels are so high that an air-purifying respirator does
not give enough protection.

These respirators can suppty air either continuously or only as the worker breathes
in. Air is supplied through an airline or hose from an outside source.

SELF-CONTAINED
BREATHING APPARATUS

Special contros
"complete"

ASESTOS

A seWcontaIned breathIng a ts is a type of respirator that supplies clean
air from a tank or rebreather worn by the worker. This type will provide protection
forvarying amounts of time depending on the size of the tank. When materials in the
airare "immediately" harmful to life orwhen the concentration ofthe contaminant is
unbknwn, a self-containing breathing apparatus can be used.

Certain standards, for example asbestos, may require control measures in addition
to a PEL. However, very few materials used on construction sites are regulated by
such "complete" standards.

The Asbestos Standard has a PEL of 2 fibers/cc (with fibers longer than 5 microns)
and a ceiling limit of 10 fibers/cc. But it also requires the following additional
protections:

1) EngIneringcontrok
To eliminate the possibility of exposure, any operation generating asbestos dust
should be enclosed, isolated, or equipped with exhaust ventilation or a dust
collection device. Vacuuming dust released from sanding old asbestos-backed
flooring is an acceptable dust collection control.

2) E etlaon
In addition, exhaust ventilation must be provided forall hand or power tools which
produce or release more than the current Permissible Exposure Limit (2 fibers/cc,
with fibers measured at more than 5 microns in length).

3) Handling only of wet tos
Only wet asbestos is to be handled, mixed, applied, cut, or removed. Handling
asbestos in itswet form reduces or eliminates the danger of inhaling airborne fibers.

4) Wetting ofany asbetos-containing materI before its removed from Its
container
AJI asbestos-containing cement, mortar, grout, or plaster must either be wetted
before it's removed from its container, or mixed in a completely enclosed process,
or the process equipped with exhaust ventilation.
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5) SpeIal a or
Workers spraying asbestos-containing insulation or irvolved in demolition or re-
moval of pipes, structures, or equipment insulated with asbestos must be pro-
vided with a powered air-purifying, "Type-C" air-supplied, continuous flow, or
pressurized demand respirator. (See discussion of respirators earlier in this chap-
ter.)

6) Special clothing
Workers exposed to more than the ceiling limit (10 fibers/cc, with fibers greater
than 5 microns in length) must be provided bytheir employers with coveralls, head
covering, gloves, and foot covering. Workers exposed to asbestos at arty fixed-
location job, for example during remodel, must also be provided with special
change rooms, separate clothes lockers forwork and street clothes, and laundering
services.

Thus, a worker removing asbestos ceiling insulation during a remodel job must be
provided with full protective clothing, an air-supplied respirator, as well as a
special change room, separate clothes lockers, and laundering services.

The standard also includes special precautions for persons laundering contamin-
ated clothing-remember, families of asbestos workers have developed asbestos
disease from contact with contaminated work clothes.

7) Waming signs and labels
Special caution signs warning of exposure must be posted at any site where
airbone concentrations of asbestos may be greater than the PEL. And any raw
materials, scrap, waste, debris, and products containing asbestos must be special-
ly labelled, except where fibers have been modified by a bonding agent, coating,
binder or other material so no fibers will be released during handling.

CAUTION
ASBESTOS
Dust Hazard

Avoid breathing dust. CAUTION
Wear assigned protective equipment.

Do not remain In area CONTAINS ASBESTOS FIBERS
unless your work requires it. Avoid creating dust.

Sreathing asbetos dust Breathing asbestos dust may
may be hazardou to your health. cause serious bodily harm.

Posting of this sign is required by law wherever Any container with unbonded asbestos ma-
there is a danger of asbestos exposure. terials must be labelled with this warning.
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8) Airmauemts
This standard also requires employers to take air samples at regular intervals to
determine worker exposures.

9) MedIkal scening
The employer is required to provide preplacement medical examinations for
exposed employees, and annual exams for workers exposed above the PEL.

10) e and acce to records
In addition, employers are required to keep records of these examinations for at
least 20 years, and a number of persons are to have access to them upon request-
the Assistant Secretary of Labor for Occupational Safety and Health, the Director of
the National Institute of Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH, the research
agency of OSHA), authorized physicians and medical consultants to OSHA or
NIOSH, and, upon the request of the employee or former employee, his/her
personal physician.

So, if you're exposed to asbestos on your job, observe whertr or not your
employer is meeting the above requirements. And keep records of exposures,
where exposures occurred, training in safe work practices, when air measurements
were taken and the results, and when you were provided with medical examina-
tions and the results. (See Section 4:11-DOCUMENTATION for more information on
what these records should include and how to set them up.)

What standarDs

dont inckde
specific contls?

POLYURETHANE FOAM

Unlike the asbestos standard, many standards don't include specific controls.
Always follow safe work practices anyway, especially if you are exposed to highly
toxic materials. (See Section 2:1-CHEMICAL HAZARDS and Appendix B-"DEAR
DOCTOR," PARTS A and B for possible exposures.)

Poyurethane foam is used by insulators and other trades. It presents not only a
pawerful skin and breathing hazard, but it is also a fire hazard. (See Section 2:1-
CHEMICAL HAZARDS, E. VAPORS for more infomation on the hazards of this
material.) To reduce the risk of skin and lung sensitization and fire, follow these
practices when working with foam:

1) Wer an approved respirator Ia vnilation cant be provid
Ventilation systems are rarely possible on constuction sites. There are special
respirators forthe isocyanates part ofa two-part foam system. Soaskyour employer
to provide you with this protection.

2) Wear other protectie equip such a safety go a v

3) Don't kt sap foam build up and nev smoke or use an open fme
aroud foaMing opeation

4) h eda report any symp s iclding breathing and skin prob-
an to you s sor
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5) If you spray ban, wear a hooded, air-supplied mask to prot your
lumgs, es, and sIdn, and wear full p ctie dothing
Footwear should be made of rubber or other materials to keep out foam.

Most solents can harm the skin as well as affect coordination. And many can also SOLVENTS
damage internal organs such as liver and kidneys. Some trades such as floor
coverers, plumbers, sheet metal workers, ceramic tile setters, and painters use
solvents as a regular part of their jobs. And other trades may be exposed to their
harmful vapors from working nearby. (See Section 2:1-CHEMICAL HAZARDS, E.
VAPORS, for information on how solvents affect the body.)

To reduce the risk of overexposure and fire, follow these practices when using
solvents.

1) Never use ar solvent sloppily
All are potentially hazardous, and few have been adequately tested for long-term
effects. In addition most are fire hazards.

2) Find out the scientific nme ofthe dcemicals towhih you we psed
You may have to request this information from manufacturers marketing their pro-
ducts under brand names.

3) Ask your eploye to substitute usa p such as purt
for benzen
But remember, such substitutes reduce the hazard, but do not eliminate it. "Pure"
toluene still can harm the body. Beware of substituting untested substances. And
make sure substitutes are uncontaminated with more harmful materials. (See Sec-
tion 2:1-CHEMICAL HAZARDS, E. VAPORS, for a discussion of possible contam-
inants.)

4) Comptely o , cbon tetrachorde, trichloroethylene,
carbon disulfide, methyl butyl Iktone, doxane,, and nitobene
There are safer substitutes.

5) Be aware that benzene may be contained in toluene, xylene, p u
naphtha, and gasoline
When using these substances try to find out how "pure" they are.

6) As much as practical, make sure areas where sot and adhesives are
being used arealv iated

7) Have check-ups, including lab tests, by a doctor of your choice

8) Wash yourhands frequently, butnevwith organcksovtsorabrasiv
Use mild soap and water and follow up with a protective cream.

9) Wear pritectve equipnernt such as respirator, glove, and coweralls if
necsay
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And make sure gloves especially are resistant to materials used. For example,
toluene dissolves rubber, so you wouldn't wear rubber gloves as protection.

10) hmedlately dchag any clo ked by dhemical age

REMEMBR: MANY MATERIALS USED ON CONSTEUCTON SITES CAN HARM
TDE BODY.

And many of these have not been adequately tested for us to know their hazards or
are not regulated by "complete" standards which prescribe work practices, medi-
cal exams, or regular air measurements.

What else Can yOU dO
yurelf?

KEEP RECORDS

KOWTE MATEALS

KOW YOUR RHS

So what can you do to protect yourself? AJthough it's your employer's legal
responsibility to protect your health (See Section 4:1-OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY
AND HEALTH LEGISLATION), he/she may not know all of the hazards, or control
them. So it may be up to you.

Keep records of everything related to job conditions and your health, including
symptoms, materials used, health effects in others working nearby, and controls
and protection provided on your job (See Section 4:11-DOCUMENTATION).

Kowthe matels you are using and how they can affect the body(See Sections
1 :-HAZARDS OF INDIVIDUAL TRADES, 1 :11-HAZARDS OF SPEClAL OPERATIONS,
2:1-CHEMICAL HAZARDS, and 2:11-PHYSICAL HAZARDS, and APPENDIX B-
"DEAR DOCTOR," PARTS A and B).

And know yow under the law (See Section 4:1-OCCUPATIONAL SAFElY
AND HEALTH LEGISLATION).
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WORKPLACE STANDARDS Section 3:11

Job safety and health standards protect workers' health by regulating job condi-
tions. All workplace standards are part of the 1970 OSHAct, and are therefore
enforced by the Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA). Safety
and health standards come from two sources: 1) The OSHAct establishes proce-
dures for Federal OSHA (or equivalent state agencies where there's a state plan) to
set new standards, and 2) existing standards incorporated by the act.

SAFETY STANDARDS

Safety standawds cover situations that can cause accidents and injury. For ex-
ample, safety standards regulate tunneling and drlling, machine and tool guarding,
work practices, trenching and shoring, concrete construction, and walking/working
surfaces. Safety standards for construction are listed in the Federal Register, Part
1926.

HEALTH STANDARDS

Health standads cover exposures to aircontaminants and other materials that can
lead to illness anc disability. For example, these standards regulate: chemicals in
the forms of dusts, gases, vapors, fumes, and mists; noise; vibration; and laser and
microwave radiation. Health standards for construction are listed in the Federal
Register, Part 1910.

Health stands requIre some extra explanation. Usually, they limit the
amount or concentration of a material that can be present in the workplace air. This
is because most harmful materials enter the body by being breathed in. We call
these standards permissible exposure limits (PELs).

Usually permissible exposure limits (PELs) are averaged over an 8-hour workday. What ar Permissible
This means you can be exposed to the limit for eight hours. Oryou can be exposed Exposure Umits
to even higher concentrations so long as the 8-hour average stays within the limit. (s)?
The following table gives permissible exposure limits for some substances com-
monly found on construction sites.
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WHAT DO PPMAND
MG/M3MEAN?

WHAT DOES A "C" NEXT
TOA PEL MEAN?

Notice that the chart above gives PELs in both PPM and MG/M3. These abbreviations
are fte units in which air contaminants are measured. Most substances are mea-
sured in parts per million (PPM) or milligrams per cubic meter (MG/M3). The
following chart explains these two units as well as others used to measure airbome
chemical contaminants.

Notice that chkofornn and mangane are preceded by the capital letter C.
Sometimes higher exposures than the PEL may be especially dangerous because
these substances may cause harm immediately with even short-term exposures
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PEL
SUBSTANCE

PPM MG/M3

Acetone 1,000 2,400
Ammonia 50 35
C-Chloroform 50 240
Copper dust and mist 1
C-Manganese 5
Phenol -SKIN 5 19
Ozone 0.1 0.2

UNITS FOR N E C ICAlS

PPM Parts of a substance per million parts of air
(1 PPM is roughly equivalent to 1 inch per 15
miles)

MG/M3 Milligrams of a substance per cubic meter
(M3) of air (1 cubic meter equals approxi-
mately 1 cubic yard)

UG/M3 Micrograms (ug) of a substance per cubic
meter of air (ug = 1/1,000 of a milligram-
this unit may be used when very low ex-
posures are allowed)

MPPCF Millions of particles per cubic foot of air
(mainly for dusts)

FIBERS/CC Fibers per cubic centimeter of air (used for
the asbestos standard, which also states the
fibers must be greater than 5 microns in
size)



above the PEL. Then the numerical exposure also sets a ceiling limit. This is marked
by a C alongside the PEL. This means no exposure above a ceiling limit is allowed.

Notice also that phenol is followed by-skin. Some substances such as phenol and
benzene can be absorbed throgh the sicn. Then, the PEL is marked with -SKIN
(or an S in some state standards). PELs for such skin-absorbable materials are often
lower than if the material's only means to enter the body is by being breathed in.

A few standards also include safe work practices and requirements for medical
screening and air measurements. We consider these "compkte" health stand-
ards because they include more than a PEL. Examples include asbestos, benzene,
and vinyl chloride. (See Section 3:1-4DENTImNG AND CONTROLLING ACTUAL
HEALTH HAZARDS IN YOURWORKPLACE fora detailed description of the asbestos
standard.)

You can't rely on numerical permissible exposure limits, or even the few OSHA-set
complete standards alone to fully protect your health. At best, PELs and standards
are only gukies to protecting your health. This is because:

1) They coer too few of the posibe substances used In the workplace
There are PELs for some 500 substances. But an estimated 500,000 chemicals are
now used in workplaces, and each year another 5,000 or so are introduced. Most
have not been tested adequately for long-term health effects.

WHAT DOES "-SKIN" NEXT
TO A PEL MEAN?

What are "Complete"
Health Standards?

Do PELs and
"Complete" Health
Standa fully
ptc wokes'
health?

2) Very little Is known about most tane used In the workplace
Although PELs are based on the best available information, this information may be
incomplete or outdated. Most of the 500 PELs were adopted in 1970 from already
existing standards. And, even new OSHA-set standards may not adequately pro-
tect your health since they too are based on the best available information.

3) St ds andeipolimits regulate singk substanes
They do not considerwhat happenswhen several can combine to produce effects
far more harmful than either one causes by itself. We call these synergistic effects.
Nor do they fully consider what happens when substances are changed in the
body to more harmful materials.

4) The OSHA standard-setting and rvsion process takes a lng time
Since the OSHAct's passage in 1970, OSHA has set onlya few health standards. As
of September 1977, therewere new standards forasbestos, vinyl chloride, 14 other
carcinogens, coke oven emissions, and benzene.

REMEMIER: PELSAREATBESTAPPROXIMATE GUIDESTOWHAT IS SAFE, AND
MANY ARE OUTDATED.

Thus, you could still suffer health effects even ifyour exposure falls within or below
the legal exposure limit, or is not regulated. So pay attention to the signals your
body gives you. Keep track of your exposures and effects: your experiences could
be important for discovering a harmful substance or for preventing harm to yourself

How do you make
suit your health Is
protected?
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and fellow workers. And get involved in te standard-setting process. After all,
you're the one who's being exposed and must bear the risk. (For further details on
how to protect yourself see Section 4: SELF-HELP APPROACHES TO WORKPLACE
HEALTH AND SAFETY.)
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OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY AND Section 4:1
HEALTH LEGISLATION

The Occupational Safety and Health Act and equivalent state laws guarantee
individual workers the right to a safe and healthful workplace. This act is certainly a
step in the right direction. However, it does not yet protect all workers from
suffering injury or illness due to a job-related condition.

There are many reasons for this. Scientists may notyet know for sure that a particular
material can cause canceror have other harmful effects. And even if such effects are
krown, there may not yet be a standard regulating job exposures. Where standards
do exist, they may still not adequately protect your health. This is because many
were adopted in 1970 from previously existing standards which may have been
based on old information. In addition, the Act's enforcement agency, the Occupa-
tional Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) is still badly understaffed. So, it's
difficult for OSHA to do routine inspections, and to reinspect workplaces where
violations are found.

Although the OSHAct is not as powerful a protection as it guarantees, workers can
maximize its abiliyto protect them by knowing what rights and responsibilities are
guaranteed them, and by exercising these rights. And unions can further these
protections. They can file complaints to make sure individuals aren't penalized for
exercising their rights under the Act. They can keep records of accidents and
illnesses, and the results of any monitoring or medical screening programs. Unions
can also identify potential hazards by surveying their membership and the work-
place itself. And, unions are increasing their role in changing workplace conditions
by bargaining health and safety language into their contracts.

In 1970 the Occupational Safety and Health Act (OSHAct) became law. It assures
"so far as possible every working man and woman in the nation safe and healthful
working conditions..."

HOW DOES THE OSHACT AN WORIERS A SAFE
AND HEALTHFUL C E?

To accomplish this goal, the OSHAct sets up three agencies to administer and
enforce its provisions.

The best known is the Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) in
the Department of Labor. The other two are: the National Institute of Occupational
Safety and Health (NIOSH) in the Department of Health, Education and Welfare;
and the Occupational Safetyand Health ReviewCommission (OSHRC), an indepen-
dent, President-appointed administrative court.
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OSHA, NIOSKH, and
OSHRC

Athough thy have independent responsibilities, the three OSHAct agencies com-
plement each other. As you can see by the chart below OSHA administers and
enforces the Act; and sets standards, NtOSH does research and recommends
standards to OSHA, and OSHRC reviews appeals of OSHA's enforcement mea-
sures.

FUNCTIONS OF THE OSHAct AGENCIES

OSHA (Department of Labor) NIOSH (Departmnent of Health, OSHEC
Education and Welfare)

ENFCES STANDARDS by doing DEVELOPS NIOSH HEARS EMPLOR AND EMPLOY
employee and routine, self-initiated D from research-dtese APPEALS (empbyees, even when they
inspections, then issuing citations, fines documents recommend safe exposure ha no appeal rghts, can still "ELECT
in cases of violation limits, and include suggested safe work PARTY STATUS," and participate and

practices, monitoring and medical testify at such hearings)
SETS STANDARDS after elaborate screening requirermt
review and hearing process whereby
experts (scientific, engineering), TEST SAFETY AND HEALTH
employees, employers, and other EQUPMN such as monitoring
"interested parties" can comment and devices
testify

DOES RESEARCH on hazardous
CAN SUE employers for not meeting materials, including health hazard
standards or for "willfully" violating evaluations at the request of employees
the OSHAct employers, or OSHIA

REVEWS NIOSH CRITERIA TRAN occupational safety and health
DOCUMENTS professionals

REVIEW5 applications for temporary
and permanent variances and notices of
contest for citations from employers

RESDNON
CPs FROM EMPLOYES

lRANS occupational safety and health
professionals

Does the OSHAct
potect all wokers?

The OSHAct does not cover:

1) Worklaces coVered by other federal asm
Thus, workers covered by the Atomic Energy Act are not covered by OSHA

2) Federal e _mployee
However, the Act does require Federal agencies to set up and maintain their own
comprehensive safety and health program.

3) State or lcwal pubIk e
These groups are covered only by state plans, where they exist.
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So, who does the OSHAct cover? It protects employees in all businesses affecting
interstate commerce with one or more employees. This is an estimated 57 million
workers in 4.1 million workplaces in the United States and its territories.

Yes, under the OSHAct, the e r must provide a safe and healthful work- EmpIyOyS amC
place. To accomplish this goal, the employer is required to: pONibk for

wokes' heafth
1) Make sue the wkple meets OSHA safty and health standards
This includes making sure employees have and use safe, property maintained tools,
equipment, and any protective equipment or clothing required by OSHA stand-
ards.

2) Wan emplyeb of poteanl hazads by pos , lbls, sign, or color
codes whee rqulred
For example, ary time asbestos dust is in the workplace air, your employer must (by
law) post a sign to that effect. And materials must be labeled to wam of the use of
fluxes containing fluorides and filler metals containing cadmium.

3) ProAId and pay form ea nts (monitong) of air contminat and
medical examinatins requlred by a few OSHA standards
The asbestos standard, for example, requires the employer to take air measure-
ments at least every year, and to provide medical examinations at least every six
months if levels are above the standard.

4) Record all work-rlated injues or illnesses feven or more em plyes
ar affected, and post a summ ay ch yer durin the entir month of

Summaries should be posted at a place easily noticed by employees. As part of
your personal records, you may also want to keep track of such injuries and
illnesses. (See Section 4:11-DOCUMENTATION.)

5) Repot to the neaest OSHA ofice each Injury or lines caung the
death of at let one peron, or the hosalizatin of fie or mor

6) Post OSHA citations at or near the site of the violation

7) Inform emploee oftheir rights and respoibiities (by at lat posti
the OSHA poster in the worplce)

8) Not discriminate against empkryees for exercisng their rghts under the
OSHAct
These rights include, for example: filing OSHA complaints requesting infornation
on your work area; obseMng monitoring; requesting to see the records of the
resulting measurements; insisting to your employer that a work process is hazard-
ous; appealing abatement dates; and petitioning for standards.

Emphres ha the
The Act gives employees the right to make sure their workplaces are safe and rght to make sure tewir
healthful. wkp Ce ar safe
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Thus, employees have the rghts to:

RIGHT TO INFORMATION 1) Ask for and ecele nntlon fromyys on safty and
healt haz In your wrk a, on how best to be pe ed, and on
what to do In cae of accdent or exposue to a toxic mat l
Remember, the employer is required to inform employees of all dangers in the
workplace, and to know about any possible dangers.

2) Ask NIOSH for Information on possiblydang marIaes or combina-
tions of s used In the worpae
Employees can ask NIOSH to do a health hazard evaluation if there seems to be a
very serious problem. WorKers doing so can also ask to have their names kept
confidential from the employer.

RGHT TO MONITORING
RESULTS

GHT TO ROTECTE

EQUMENT

RJGHT TO REQUEST AN
OSHA INSPECTN

RIght to an infonnal
review of OSIAs deciin

not to hPect

Right to a closing
confeene

ight to appeal the
abatemnt period and

3) Observemn (monitorIng) UVan ha m b In the
rkplace, a see th records of thee mesueents

Workers or worker groups such as unions can request and keep copies of such
records in their files (See Section 4:1-CUMENTATION for how to set up a
record-keeping system.)

4) Be povded with proper and wellj-min ed potecte equipmen and
clothing w re c
It is usually the employer's responsibility to provide, maintain, and also pay for such
equipment.

5) Ask for an OSHA Insection (or state Inspection If thee's a state pro-
gram)
Employees requesting an inspection ("filing an OSHA complaint") can also ask to
have their names kept confidential from their employers, if they wish.

Employees (or their representatives) requesting an inspection also have the right to
be informed of any actions OSHA takes on such requests, and have an Infomal
review ifOSHA decides not to inspect. (You can have your name kept confidential
from your employer if you wish.)

In addition, during the inspection, the employee representative has the right to
accompany the compliance officer, and ask for a coinS conference to discuss
any findings, including recommendations for citations. Any employee also has the
right to approach the compliance officer and discuss health and safety problems in
the workplace.

When the inspection results in a citatin, the OSHA area administrator sets an
abatemet pErIod. That is, the amount of time the employer has to correct the
violation. Employers may be cited for either serious, other, orde minimus violations.
Notification of citations are sent to both the employer and the employee represen-
tative. Employees have the rights to:

(A) A4ppeal th " asoblen s"s oftheatmtperod (with OSHIC)
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(B) Bk told by the empor of any appkaton for Mporay or per-

(C) Appealtorayorpermanvas (with OSHRC) and
testif at resuti g hearngs

6) Elet "prty staus" wih OSHRC (or the equilev state agency, If
the's a state pam) for any employr-a e atment ped or
catIon
This gives employees the right to participate in such hearings, receive copies of
testimory and all relevant evidence, introduce evidence, testify, cross-examine
witnesses, and introduce wibtnsses. This also helps extend the employee's limited
rights to appeal under the OSHAct.

7) Fik a complaint wih OSHA if dislminatd against for ex ing your
rhs under the OSHAct
You must file such a complaint within 30 days of the discrimination event unless
there were "extenuating circumstances."

HOW DO YOU REQUESTAN OSHA INSPECTION?

Any employee may request an OSHA inspection. To do so, write a letter or fill out
an OSHA complaint form (see sample form at end of chapter). Then send it to the
nearest OSHA area office (or the state enforcement agency if there's a state pro-
gram).

If someone could be immediately killed, injured, or made ill, there's an _IMMInet
dang situation. In case of imminent danger, telephone the nearest OSHA area
office (or state enforcement agency). Then follow it up with a written complaint
form or letter.

The written complaint form or letter is very important. It guarantees thatOSHA has a
written record and will inform you of whether it decides to inspect and of the
inspection results.

The written complaint also protects you against employer discrimination. It docu-
ments your complaint and serves as evidence ifyou are later discriminated against.
(See Section 4:11-DOCUMENTATION for specifics on record-keeping.)

It's very important that yourwritten complaint form or letter explain in detail whyan
inspection is necessary. The complaint should include, for example: the work
process; the number of persons injured or made ill by the hazard; whethr it's a
health or safety hazard; and whether you've tried to solve the problem by discus-
sing it with your supervisor, employer, or company medical director.

OSHA most commonly refuses to inspect for one of these two reasons: 1) if the
complaint doesn't show enough cause, and 2) if itwas filed to harass the employer.

RIGHT TO ELECT PARY
STATS

GHT NOT TOBE
DISINATOD AGANST

Why should you
inspection

In writing?

Now do you make
sut OSiHA will
Inspect?
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What does OSHA do
when It recei a
complaint?

When OSHA receives an employee request for inspection, it must either send a
compliance officer to the workplace (without notifying the employer) or notify the
employee that it has decided not to inspect and why.

Employees have the right to ask for an informal conference with officials from the
nearest OSHA Area Office to discuss aryOSHA decision not to inspect. After the
informal conference employees may request a review of the decision from the
appropriate OSHA area office if they still aren't satisfied.

MH ISECTON

MH CLOSNG1

CONFELCE

What should ep y
do a their dosng
conkarence?

During the inspection, the compliance officer notes down hazardous situations
and conditions. The employee representative may point out problems to the
compliance officer, provide background information, and suggesttheofficertalkto
various other employees on the floor.

After the inspection, the compliance officer meets with the employer for a closing
conference. Employees ortheiremployee representative also have the right to such
a conference if they ask for It.

Employer and employee closing conferences can be held together: It is up to the
employer. The employee representative can ask the compliance officer to set a
definite time and even come back later, rather than wait around for the employer's
conference to finish. The law does not require the employer to allow the employee
closing conference on the worksite. So you could hold it somewhere else, for
example the union hall if there's a union.

At the closing conference the employee representative should:

1) Ask the complinc officer to descrbe ail s i hazards and stand-
ards voAtlomAfound

2) Make sr the compll e offier knows about all oth complaits and
relevant details

3) Take witte not ep thee In your 0emploee recors
(See Section 4:11.-DCUMENTATION for details on record keeping.)

4) Ask about OSHApo thes
The compliance officer must apAin: how penalies are determined; howabatement
periods are set, that you can appeal the abatement period; that the employer can
request temporary or permanent variances; that employees can appeal ary such
variances if granted by OSHFA,* tt if the violation is not corrected within the
abatement period employees can writeOSHA and ask for a re-inspection; and tha
if te violation is corrected, but occurs again, employees can also write OSHA
requesting a re-inspection.

NOT ONLYMUST COUANCE O DSO MG E
SflUATIONSPOSTA NOTICE OF 1 T AT TH HAZARD SITE,
MT TH MUST ALSO IIPFM OHD WLOE AND EMPLOYEES OF THE
HAZARD AT THE S CNE
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If tere are arty violations of health and safety standards orthe General Duty Clause, W if thee Is a
Section 5(aX1)-2"Each employer shall furnish to each of his employees employ- ction?
ment and a place of employment which are free from recognized hazards that are
causing or likely to cause death or serious physical harm"-OSHA should issue a
citation. After the closing conferences, citation forms are sent to the employer.
Where the inspection has resulted from an employee complaint, a copy of the
citation is also sent to the person who filed the complaint.

Citations list:

1 ) The vltion and worsite affected
(See Chart below for a description of the possible types of violations.)

2) SpeIi_c cntrol measures, espcbily forvltims of heah standads

3) The abatement period, that Is the amount of thee the employer hs to
correct the hazard

Employers must post citations for 3 working days or until violation is corrected,
whichever is longer. If theviolation is notcorrected bythattime,write OSHA(orthe
state program) to ask for a re-inspection.

REMEMER : THE PENALTYAND MENrP ODDE IN LARGE PART
ON THE KI OF CITATON.

There are four types of citations-de minimis, other, serious, and notices of immi-
nent danger. As shown in the chart below, the more the violation could endanger
workers, the more serious the penalty. Citations for serious violations are also given
for repeated or willful violations, and imminent danger notices are also posted for
failing to abate an already cited hazard.

How aic paltks
determined?

TYES OF OSHA CIATONS
1WE DEFINION EXaTE ATION M ALTY

so o

DE MNMIS Does not directly
affect vvres' health
or safety

Has direct effect on
wvorkers' health or
safety, but probably
won't cause death or
seroLs harm

Tripping hazard

Recordkeeping
requirement
Carbon monoxide
air leMs greater than
50 ppm

S YES OPTIOKN
(not necessary)
$1,000 is top limit

No partitons
between toilets

ormm

NoDe Minimis
Notice- does
not hae to be
posted

No
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TYPE DERN~ON EXAWLE TATInON AL&TEMaNT PENALTY
POSTED PEOD

SERIOUS Has a "substantial No guards on ES YES MANAOY
probability" of machines such as (necessary)
causirg seious saws or punch $1,000 is top limit
physical harm, and presses
emplaoer should
havepkown about Carbon monoxide
the hazards air lewls greater than150 ppm

NOTICE OF Has a "reasonable Unhred trenches A

IbENT certainty" of causing (necessary)
DA1GER serious harm or death Failure to abate a

immediately or prevously cited
before the hazard hazard
can be corrected
throh regular OCSHA Levels of a chemical
procedures-citation that are high enxo
and abatement to lkock you out or

cause coma or death

Carbon monoxide
air lewls of 500 ppm

*Work process or machine is shut down until hazard is corrected. Ifte empkber does not immediately
correct the hazard, OSHA can seek a federal district court order to shut down the violating vvork process or
machine.

Can OSHA Initiae
?2-

Yes, by law OSHA is supposed to do routine, unrequested inspections. Routine
inspections must also be unannounced, and an employee representative can
accompany the compliance officer and request a closing conference. If there is no
employee representative, the compliance officer must interview a "reasonable"
number of "affected" employees during the inspection.

CAN EMPLOYERS CHA CITATIONS, PENALTIES, AND
~ WC MIENT S?

Yes, employers can challange all of these. They have the right to:

1) Challnge citations by fling a notice of contet with the nearest OSHA
area office wIWin 15 da of recivIg the ction

And, the emplyr is required to notify employees of arny such challenge. Em-
ployees can then "elect party status," and hus participate in the resulting hearings.
The Review Commission must also notify employees of its resulting decision.

2) Appeal penalt with OSHRC
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3) t a t aya c ft. the n t OSHAaa offie It
can't copyby the end of the abatementfl period aNd If thycan prov
employees Will be equaly pr td ais ha
Again, employees can participate and testify at resulting hearings. And again,
OSHA must let employees know of te results of such hearings.

4) R a permantvace fi the nearest OSHAaea offie If able
to p that a ltern1ave control method Is "at let as efecth"a
equire by the catin
Again, employees can "elect party status," and participate and testify at resulting
hearings. And again, OSHA must let employees know of the results.

5) Appeal the atement peiod with the OSHRC
Hoever, employees can also appeal te "reasonableness" of the abatement
perod with OSHRC-that is, if they think it too long ("unreasonable").

CAN EMOYEES CHALLN OSHA DECISIONS ON
EMPLOYEt APPEALS?

AJlthugh employees have fewer rights to appeal than do employers, employees
can challenge:

1) The"reaonabeness"ofanOSHA-setabatement p dbypeSto
the OSHRC

2) Temporaryorpermantvai rd byOSHA, again by appling
to the OSHRC
Remember, temporaryand permanentvariances are onlygranted after: the employ-
er has made an application with OSIiA; OSHA has reviewed te application and
decided whefer to hold a hearing; and OSHA has held a hearing and decided to
grant the variance as a result of evidence presented.

3) Emp peals by "elcting paty status"

REMEMIER: EMPLOYEES CAN ALWAYS 'ELECT PARTY STATUS," AND PARN-
CIPATE IN HEAINGS.

This means they can receive copies of all relevant testimony and evidence, intro-
duce evidence and witnesses, cross-examine company wibtesses, and testify
themselves.

WHAT DO YOUI DO IF YOUR EMPLOYER HASDATED
AGAINST YOU FOR EXERCISING YOUR RIGHTS UNDE
TK OSHACT?
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The OSHAct protects employees who file complaints or otherwise exercise their
rights under the Act. You have been discriminated against if, because you com-
plained to OSHA (or the appropriate state agency, if there's a state program) about
unsafe working conditions and practices, you were:

1) Discrd

2) Threatened withdiscarge

3) Demoed

4) un_d

5) Dscriminated against In any othe maner affecting your job

Can you still filk a
dilintin
complint with
Feeral OSHA if th

is a state p gam?

Howdo you filk a
discimination
compnint?

When should you fik
a discrimination
complaint?

For some state programs, the courts have limited this protection. That is, they have
decided that employees must file "formal" written complaints to be protected. If
you work in such a state, you can still file a discrimination complaint with Federal
OSHA even if you aren't protected byyour state program. This is because Federal
OSHA also protects employees against "informal" complaints made to the em-
ployer, OSHA, or other regulatory agencies. Some state programs such as Califomia
also protect workers discriminated against for refusing to work in imminent danger
situations.

To file a discrimination complaint, call the nearest OSHA area office (or appro-
priate state agency if there's a state plan), visit the office, or write a letter of
complaint. Ifyou visit or call, always follow up with a written letter. This may beyour
only proof of having made such a complaint.

You must contact OSHA within 30 day of the discriminating event. And your
complaint must include enough details to persuade OSHA you have a case. (See
Section 4:11-DOCUMENTATION for the kinds of infomation you should include.)

In some cases, OSHA can "waie" the 30-day requirement. That is, you can wait
longer to file the complaint. But to do so, you must show "extenuating circum-
stances," for example:

1) The discrimnaton has been "coninuing"

2) Your emplyr concakd or misld you about the for your
discrimity traent
3) Durig that 30-day periodyou atempted to use thegance or arbitra-
tion paocedurs udr your colkctive bagaining a nt

If your situation falls into one of these categories be sure to mention it in your
complaint.
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OSHA (or the equivalent stateagency if there's a state program), after receivingyour
complaint, must review the facts and decide whether to conduct an investigation.
IfOSHA decides your case is justified, an investigatorwill thoroughly interviewyou
as well as fellow employees and otherwibtns familiar with the case. The
investigator will also talk with your employer, supervisor, and other management
witnesses.

You and your employerwill be notified of the investigation results within 90 days of
OSHA's receiving the complaint.

In addition, in some state, an administrative hearing will be set once the state
agency has determined you have a case. If there is a hearing, you should present the
most convincing case possible. And you maywant to have union health and safety
committee members (have a letter from the local union president authorizing their
appearance), witnesses, qnd even legal counsel with you at the hearing.

At the hearing, be prepared with copies of all supporting documentation including
any correspondence with your employer and others, state reports, records of
phone conversations, and personnel records. Also, have someone take notes of
everything thatgoes on. These notes will be useful documentation, especially ifyou
are dissatisfied with the hearing's outcome and want to request a rehearing. (See
Section 4:11-DOCUMENTATION for details on how to keep such records.)

If the investigation or state agency hearing determines your case has merit and there
is sufficient evidence t? process your case through the courts, OSHA or the state
agency will attempt to negotiate a settlement with your employer. Such a settle-
ment will include reinstatement to your job, full back pay, and clearing of your
personnel records. OSHAwill also insistyouremployerposta notice atyourjobsite
warning against future job safety and health discrmination.

But your employer may refuse to settle. Then,OSHA can take the case to U.S. District
Court. The court has the power to issue an order requiring the employer to reinstate
employees to their former positions with full back pay and clear all personnel
records. The court may also protect the employees from further discrimination.

The OSHA investigation (or state program hearing) might decide you don't have a
justified case. Then you and your employer will be notified with an explanation.
You can disagree by requesting that OSHA's deputy assistant secretary review the
decision. To request such a review, write the nearest OSHA area office. However,
be prepared to explain why you disagree with the investigation results and to
provide additional information that may not have been considered in support of
your case.

What hmaphp
OSHA vrcelv yow

discimination
complaint?

WHAT HAPPEN IN
STATES WHICH PROVIDE
A IS lATIVE
HEARINGS?

WHAT IF THE
INVESTITION DECIDES
IN YOUR FAVOR?

WHAT IF THE
INVESTIATION DECIDES
IN VURM FAVOR NT YOUR
EMPLOYER WONI SETFE?

WHAT IF THE
INVESTION
DETERMINES YOU DONT
HAVE A CASE?

If there's a state program and you're dissatisfied with the hearing results, you can
request a rehearing from the appropriate state agency. Your request should explain
why the decision was unreasonable. Include any relevant notes taken at the hearing
as well as the original documentation supporting your case.
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REMEMIER: GOING THROUGH THE OSHA NT PROCEDURE, FOR
EXAMPLE, RE G AN NCTON, SHOULD ONLY K ATEMPTED
AFTER OTHR MEASURES HAVE FALED.

So before you file a complaint, ask your employer or supervisor to change hazard-
ous work processes. Or go through your health and safety committee if you have
one.

You can also use your grievance procedure to correct health and safety problems.
And your union might want to negotiate specific health and safety language as a
further protection. (See Section 4:111-COLLECTIVE BARGAINING for examples of
such contract language.)

WHAT IF THERE IS A STATE PROGRAM?

Some states have theirown OSHA plans. The OSHAct encourages states to admin-
ister and enforce their own occupational health and safety programs if at least as
effective as the Federal program. Like the Federal program, such states can set
standards, inspect workplaces, cite and fine employers, and decide on appeals of
enforcement measures.

As of September 1977, twenty-one states and one territory(Virgin Islands) had their
own programs:

MARYLAND
MICHIGAN
MINNESOTA
NEW MEXJCO
NORTH CAROLINA
OREGON
SOUTH CAROUNA

TENNESSEE
UTAH
VERMONT
VIRGIN ISLANDS
VIRGINIA
WASHINGTON
WYOMING

How do yu
complain about the
state program?

If you work in a state with such a program, ask for inspections, file discrimination
complaints, and appeal citations and variances with the appropriate state enforce-
ment agency. You can also file complaints against the state program with Federal
OSHA if you think the state has not adequately protected your rights.

State plans are monitored by the Federal OSHA. That means thatOSHA has to make
sure the state program is indeed as effective as the Federal program.

If you think the state program has not met its responsibilities, you can complain to
Federal OSHA. To do so, file a written complaint against state program administra-
tion (CASPA), with the nearest Federal OSHA office.
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You may want to filk a CASA If the aIpprpratei state agency ha not:

1) Aeqae follweduponyo equestfor

2) Conduted a thuly orcp ctn

3) Issed ct for known IoltbaIons

4) Folwed stat OSHA rule and reultIm

5) Protected your g t dI matIn
Some states may have even more protections against discrmination Fan Federal
OSHA. In Califomia, for example, employees are also protected against discrimina-
tion if they refuse to work in hazardous conditions.

6) Followed proper procdures for granting Ias

When it receives a CASPA, Federal OSHA decides whether to take corrective
action, then notifies you in writing of its decision. As with anyOSHA complaintl be
sure to include all relevant facts and information. This is all OSHA has to go on. (See
Section 4:11-OCUMENTATION for more informnation on what to include in a
CASPA.)

IfOSHA decides not to take corrective action, you can ask Federal OSHA officials to
re-evaluate the case. To do so, write the nearest OSHA area office. Afterwards you
will be notified in writing of their final decision.

WHE DO YOU FILE A
CASPA THE
STATE?

WHAT DOES FEDEAl

OSHA DO WHEN IT

RECEVES A CAPSA?

WHAT IF YOU'RE NOT
HAPY WITH OSHA'S
RESPONSE?
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DOCUMENTATION Section 4:11

Keeping records of matters related to health and safety is an important way for
workers and their unions to protect individuals' health from job-related hazards.

WHY SHOULD YOU KEEP HEALTH AND SAFETY RECORDS?

As we saw in Section 1 of the Manual, construction work is usually dangerous.
Conditions and jobs change so quickly on the site that hazards may appear and
disappear often in just enough time to cause serious injury or sow the seed for
future illness.

Not only are construction workers injured by obIous, usually avoidable hazards
such as unguarded tools, ungrounded electrical equipment, or unshored trenches.
But everyday they are also exposed to countless hidden hazards such as hot melt
tape when laying carpet, emissions from hot asphalt or coal tar pitch, fiberglass
and other dusts from insulation operations, invisible carbon monoxide gas, solvent
and resin vapors from paints and adhesives, or asbestos dust from sanding spackle
and sheet rock tape.

Some hidden hazards take years to produce disease. And you may never even
realize you have been exposed to anything harmful. So, unless you keep records,
you may never be able to link a chronic illness or injury to a job condition.

WHAT INFORMATION CAN THESE RECODS INCWUDE?
If you're concerned about your health, keep recos of (that is, document) all
matters related to job conditions.

REMEMBE: NOT ONLY ARE YOUJ AT RISK FROM THE CONDITIONS OFYOUR
OWN JOB, BUT NEARBY JOBS COULD ALSO USE MATERIALS OR CREATE
HAZIARDS THAT MIGHTHM YOUR HEALTH.

So pay attention tojob conditions around you. AJso include this information in your
records.

Since construction work is constantly changing, marry building trades workers keep Ketping a health and
track of their job conditions in a special calendar or Wo. Note that the following safty log
sample log includes: date; job location; employer; tools used that day; materials
used that day; infornation from labels; and job/duties performed that day. Any
convenient pocket calendarwould also be perfectly adequate so long as you note
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dcwn te abcve infQmatbon. (See Section 2-HAZARDS for infonmation on pos-
sible hazardous job conditions to watch out for.)

HEALTH AND SAFETY LOG
EMPLOYER:
JOB LOCATION:
JOB DESCRIPTION:
JOB CONDITIONS:

WALKING/WORKING SURFACES:
TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT:
PHYSICAL HAZARDS:
MATERIALS AND OTHER
CHEMICAL EXPOSURES:

INJURIES OR ILLNESSES:
TREATMENT:
LOST WORKTIME:

AIR MONITORING AND RESULTS:
MEDICAL EXAMS (TESTS) AND RESULT!
TRAINING AND INFORMATION ON HA

DATE:

JO COND1TiON

Waknhjwokig sfaces
Nd tooldeWuil

Pykal hazIrds

Mafterils and oter
chemial e u

Always note all job conditions.

Indicate te condition of g s ces, l1ae and scaffd,
and tools provided foryourjob. Are adequate protections such as railings, guards,
grounds, lifelines, or hole covers provided? Are hand-held and power tools and
equipment in good repair and well-maintained? Are you provided with fire ex-
tinguishers and a means of safely storing sharp tools such as saws and knives? (See
Section 3:111-SAFETY HAZARDS for possible hazards and protections.)

Include ph l h s such as noise, vibration, radiation, and heat or cold
extremes. Doesyour employerdo anything to control these exposures, forexample
allowyou to take adequate rest-breaks in hazard-free areas? Areyou providedwith
ear plugs? Are tools and equipment equipped with special noise or vibration-
damping materials? Are you allowed enough time to acclimatize to hot environ-
ments? Are you provided with adequate drinking water and wash facilities? (See
Section 2:11-PHYSICAL HAZARDS for possible hazards and protections.)

AJso note down chemicd i -wethr job is exceptionally dusty, orwhe-
ther you notice visible fumes or mists. Are you exposed to invisible gases and
vapors? Do any of these irritate skin, eyes, nose, or lungs? (See Sections 2:1-
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CHEMICAL HAZARDS and 3:1-IDENTIMFYNG AND CONTROLUNG ACTUAL HEALTH
HAZARDS IN YOUR WORKPLACE for possible hazards and protections.)

What chemkal materals do you use, and are you provided with necessary
protective clothing or equipment such as respirators? What other protections does
your employer provide? Include materials' brand nares, chemical contents, recom-
mended use, and information from labels. If there aren't any labels or if labels don't
list chemical contents or hazards, ask your employer to find out what you're using
by writing the manufacturer for safety data sheets. Include this information in your
records.

Records of ocuatinl us and Ille , as well as job-related health
sYmptoms, may be your only means to document work-related medical problems
for compensation. In addition such records may also identify hazardous work
processes and conditions.

Your records should also list what your employers do to fulfill their legal responsi-
bilities under the OSHAct. Has your employer ever trained you in safe work
practices, and when? Does your employer Inform you about all hazards on your
job, including chemical ones, and how tey can affect your health? Does your
employer post a summaryof all accidents and illnesses fortheyeardurng the entire
month of February? These are all employer responsibilities. So be sure to include
this information in your records. (See Section 4:1-OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY AND
HEALTH LEGISLATION for what these responsibilities are.)

In addition, OSHA standards and some collective bargaining agreements require
training programs such as employer tailgate meetings or special training in the use
of respirators. Keeping a record of such training is also a way to discover potential
hazard areas. And where such training is required, for example by the asbestos
standard or those listed below, failure to do so is a standard's violation and can be
cited. (Again, see Section 4:1-OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY AND HEALTH LEGISLA-
TION.)

Besides the asbestos standard, a number of others require employers to train
wowkers. Among these are the standards for powder-actuated tools, respiratory
protection, and fire protection. These are found in the Federal Construction Safety
and Health Regulations. For a free copy, write to the nearest OSHA Area Office.

Your records should also include rewsults of any air measuremtstaken of the
workplace air. Your exposures to many chemical materials used on construction
sites are regulated by OSHA standards. And most of these standards are for
airbome levels.

It is particularly important to keep track of pre-employment and other medikal
examinations and tets. These records may be your only clue that a job-related
illness is developing. Results of both air measurements and medical tests will help
you identify possible hazard areas or document an illness-causing exposure. They
will also help you keep track of any changes in your health.

INMUES, IUNESSES, AND
SYMTOMS

TRAING AND
INFORMATION

What aw som eampks
of sta requiring
training?

RESULTS OF AI
MON1OIG TESTS

RESLTS OF MEDICAL
EXAMS AND TESTS
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REMEMBR: YOU (THAT IS, THOUGH YUR PESOA PHM CIA) HAVE
THE RIGHT THE RESULTS OF ANY EXA, EVE IF PROVDED BY

YOUR EMPLOVE

Workers such as operating engineers, drillers, or riveterswho are regularly exposed
to high noise levels on their jobs might want to arrange for annual hearing tests
(called audiograms). This could even be a bargaining point in contract negotiations.
And some standards require such tests.

What are some examples
of requiring
medical tests?

A revised noise standard proposed in 1977, if promulgated, would require em-
ployers to provide such tests for employees regularly exposed to high noise levels.
And the current Federal stos standard requires employers of workers ex-
posed to levels above the standard to take regular air measurements and provide
yearly medical examinations including lung function tests.

REMEMBR: ALTHOUGH ASBESTOS MAY NO LONGER BE WIDELY USED AS A
BULDING MATERL, BUILDING TRADESWO MAY STILL BE EXPOSED
10 THIS HAZA DEAXIGOAND WWL0 WHILE SANDING

CERTAIN VINYL FLOORINGS.

RESULTS OF REQUESTS
FOR OSHA INSPECTIONS

Keping a sepaate
dcmkal 11g

You will also want to keep records of complaints to OSHA by yourself or fellow
workers, of any resulting inspections, and whether hazards were cited and abated.
(See Section 4:-1OCCUPATIONAL SAFErY AND HEALTH LEGISLATION for em-
ployees' legal rights under the law.)You can also fileOSHA complaints if discrimin-
ated against for exercising yourOSHA rights or if a state program has not adequately
protected you. You will want to document the results of these efforts, as well as any
request for a NIOSH Health Hazard Evaluation.

You might also want to record information about chemical exposures for each job
in a chemkal l. The sample form below could be used to document chemical
exposures created by your own as well as other jobs nearby. This log would be
especially helpful when giving your doctor a medical job history or when docu-
menting a workers' compensation claim.

When filling out the log, be sure to give as much detail as possible about materials,
chemical contents, label information, and power tools and equipment used by
yourself and others nearby.

LOG OF CHEMICAL EXPOSURES
JOB: NAME: _

LOCATION: _ DUTIES:
DATES: _ MATERIALS:
A. MY JOB PROCESSES AND THOSE NEARBY THAT MIGHT CREATE HEALTH HAZARDS
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1. SOLDERING OR WELDING:
EQUIPMENT OR PROCESS
METALS
FLUXES, SOLDERS
"BRIGHT" DIP OR METAL CLEANERS
SOLVENTS OR DEGREASERS USED NEARBY

2. SPRAYING:
PAINTS, FORM RELEASES, INSULATION, INSECTICIDES, OR PESTICIDES

3. MIXING:
CEMENT, CONCRETE, MUD, EPOXY RESINS, INSULATION, PAINTS

4. CUTTING, SAWING, DRILLING, SANDING:
METALS, FIBERGLASS, PARTICLEBOARD, FIBERBOARD, WOOD, BRICK, TILES,
PLASTICS, CEMENT, MUD, TAPING COMPOUNDS

5. SANDBLASTING, ROCK DRILLING OR TUNNELING, EXCAVATION:
PROCESS
MATERIAL

6. DEMOLITION AND REMODEL:
BUILDING'S AGE
ASBESTOS
LEAD (FROM OLD PIPING, PAINT)
SANDBLASTING

7. RADIATION:
ARC WELDING
LASER TEST EQUIPMENT
X-RAY TEST EQUIPMENT

8. SOLVENTS, RESINS, ADHESIVES, PAJNTS, COAL TAR PITCH, ASPHALT
9. PAINTS, VARNISHES, LACQUERS, THINNERS, REMOVERS, TURPENTINE

10. WOOD PRESERVATIVES, FUNGICIDES, PESTICIDES, INSECTICIDES
1 1. EXHAUST FROM GASOLINE AND OTHER FUEL-POWERED TOOLSAND EQUIPMENT

B. PROTECTIVE MEASURES PROVIDED BY MY EMPLOYER
1. VENTILATION
2. RESPIRATORS
3. GLOVES
4. CLOTHING
5. OTHER
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Keeping a separate Keeping a separate Injury/llness log may be useful later for documenting health
Injwy/illness lg problems for compensation claims. You might also want to document recurring

job-related symptoms such as headaches that occur everytime you work with a
certain material. (See also Section 3:1-4DENTIFY1NG AND CONTROLUNG ACTUAL
HEALTH HAZARDS IN YOUR WORKPLACE for how to determine if symptoms are
job-related.)

LOG OF ILLNESSES AND INJURIES

DATE: NAME:
JOB: TRADE:
LOCATION

1. INJURY, ILLNESS, OR SYMPTOM:
2. WORK PROCESS, EQUIPMENT INVOLVED:
3. MATERLALS INVOLVED:
4. JOB CONDITIONS:
5. DIAGNOSIS AND TREATMENT (FIRST AID, HOSPITALIZATION):
6. LOST WORKTIME:
7. MEDICAL RESTRICTIONS FOR RETURNING TO WORK:
8. DATE RETURNED TO WORK:
9. FILED FOR STATE COMPENSATION?

A. AWARD
B. REHABILITATIVE TRAINING
C. TEMPORARY DISABILITY PAYMENTS
D. PERMANENT DISABILIlY PAYMENTS

10. CONTINUING MEDICAL PROBLEMS AFTER RETURN TO WORK:
11. CO-WORKERS INJURED OR MADE ILL AT SAME TIME:
12. CO-WORKERS INJURED OR MADE ILL BY SAME CAUSE, EITHER EARLIER OR

LATER:
13. EMPLOYER'S CORRECTIVE ACTION:
14. COMPLAINT FILED WITH FEDERAL OR STATE OSHA PROGRAMS?

A. RESULTS OF INSPECTION
B. DID EMPLOYER ABATE HAZARD?
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HOW CAN YOU USE HEALTH AND SAFETY IRECORDS?

Besides documenting job-related conditions and injuries and illnesses, health and
safety records will help you get better medical care, as well as a better response to
your requests for OSHA inspections, NIOSH Health Hazard Evaluations, or State
Workers' Compensation benefits.

Too few doctors in the United States are as yet trained to recognize occupational D u ti job
disease. Even fewer have been to job sites orare familiar with job conditions. So it 0 fr your
is up to you to tell your doctor about any job exposure or condition that might doCtor

affect your health.

Wheneveryou seea newdoctor,whetheryourownorpaid forbytecomparry, be WHAT JOB IORMATON
sure to give him/herthe following information (yourvarous logswill come in handy SHOUD YOU GIE YOUR
here): DOCTOR?

INFORMATlON FOR YOUR DOCTR

1. WHERE YOUVE WORKED DURING THE PAST 10 YEARS, AND HOW LONG AT
EACH JOB OR LOCATION:

2. YOUR AGE FOR EACH:
3. TYPE OF JOB OR INDUSTRY:
4. TYPES OF (CHEMICAL) PRODUCTS MANUFACTURED OR USED:
5. WHETHER YOU WERE EXPOSED TO ANY DUSTS, GASES, FUMES, MISTS, OR

VAPORS ON YOUR JOB (SEE SECTION 2:1-CHEMICAL HAZARDS FOR MORE
INFORMATION ON THESE):

6. DESCRIPTION OF YOUR DUTIES AT EACH JOB:
7. TYPES OF PROTECTIVE MEASURES, CLOTHING, AND EQUIPMENT PROVIDED:
8. ANY TRAINING OR INFORMATION ON JOB HAZARDS PROVIDED BY YOUR

EMPLOYER OR UNION:_
9. ANY INJURIES FOR EACH JOB AND TREATMENT:

10. ANY SYMPTOMS OR ILLNESS FOR EACH JOB AND TREATMENT:
1 1 . WHETHER YOU APPLIED FOR STATE WORKERS' COMPENSATION, IF YOU GOT IT,

REHABILITATION, TEMPORARY OR PERMANENT DISABILITY RATINGS, AND
RESTRICTIONS FOR RETURNING TO WORK:
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Discuss wheheryou've in fact noticed any symptoms that might be related to ajob
exposure.

Documentng an Following a mait (See Section 4:1-OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY AND HEALTH
OSHA co laint LEGISLATION), OSHAwiII decidewhetror not to inspect a wrkplace based on

how well the complaint is documented. This documentation will also insure that
the compliance officer comes out when the problem is greatest and inspects the
proper operations and wok area. In addition, such records may also help the
employee respresentative justify a request for review or clarification of any OSHA
decision, and prepare a possible appeal or Complaint Against the State Program
Administration (CASPA).

INFORMATION FOR AN OSHA COMPLAINT

1. BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE PROBLEM, WORK PROCESSES, AND JOBS
AFFECTED:

2. ARE YOU REQUESTING A THOROUGH WALL-TO-WALL INSPECTION?
3. LOCATION OF THE HAZARD:
4. IS THE PROBLEM A HEALTH OR SAFETY HAZARD?
5. NUMBER OF EXPOSED OR ENDANGERED WORKERS:
6. IS THE HAZARD "AN IMMEDIATE THREAT TO LIFE OR LIMB"?
7. SPECIFIC FEDERAL OR STATE STANDARD(S) BEING VlOLATED:
8. HAS EMPLOYER BEEN CITED BEFORE FOR THIS OR SIMILAR HAZARDS?
9. HAS THIS PARTICULAR OPERATION EVER BEEN SHUT DOWN BY THE EMPLOYER,

OR FEDERAL OR STATE AGENCY?
10. TIME PERIOD OR SHIFT DURING WHICH HAZARD EXISTS AND WHEN IT IS

MOST NOTICEABLE:__
11. HAS EMPLOYER BEEN NOTIFIED OF HAZARD, AND THE RESPONSE?
12. DO YOU WANT YOUR NAME KEPT CONFIDENTIAL?
13. DO YOU WANT AN EMPLOYEE REPRESENTATIVE TO ACCOMPANY THE

INSPECTOR?
14. DO YOU WANT A CLOSING CONFERENCE BETWEEN THE INSPECTOR AND THE

EMPLOYEE REPRESENTATIVE?
15. HAS ANY WORKER BEEN REPRIMANDED OR DISCRIMINATED AGAINST FOR

COMPLAINING ABOUT THE HAZARD?
16. IS THIS COMPLAINT GOING THROUGH ANY INTERNAL GRIEVANCE

PROCEDURES?
17. COPIES OF ALL WRITTEN CORRESPONDENCE AND SUMMARIES OF VERBAL

CONVERSATIONS WITH YOUR EMPLOYER RELATED TO THIS HAZARD
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18. NAMES, ADDRESSES, AND TELEPHONE NUMBERS OF ALL EMPLOYER
REPRESENTATIVES WHO HAVE KNOWLEDGE OF THE HAZARD:

IJ.S. DEPARTMEN'I' OF LABOR OMB No.44R1449 Although you can requestOCCUPATIONAL SAFhTY AND HAILTH ADMINISIRATION OuH requestan OSHA inspection by
letter or phone call, using
this special complaint

Fo, Official U.. Only form may get quicker
results.

OSHA.7 R.9i0n Rn...-d By
COMPLAINT

This form is provided for the assistance of any complainant and is not intended to consEtiule (he exclusive means
by which a complaint may be registered with the U.S. Department of Labor.

The undersigned (check one)

I-] Employee [] Representative of employees D Other (specify))
believes that a violation at the following place of employment of an occupational safety or health standard exists
which is a job safety or health hazard.
Does this hazard(s) immediately threaten Veath or serious physical harm? C Yes E] No

Employer's Name

(Street Telephone
Address

(City State Zip Code

1. Kind of business

2. Specify the particular building or worksite where the alleged violation is located, including address.

1. Specify the name and phone number of employer's agent(s) in charge.

4. Describe btiefly the hazard which exists there including the approximate number of employees exposed to or threatelled bysuch hazard.

((Conivuc vs,r id, 1fve..-.c-

Sec. 8(f)f 1) of the Williams-.Steiger Occupational Safety and Health Act, 29 U.S.t 651, providrs as follows: Any em-
ployees or representnatine of employees who beliene that a niolation of a safety or health standard exist that ihyratins
physical harmmordhat an imminent dangereexists,wayrequestianinspection hvgiving noticectn the Secretar.y orhi,author-

shall he provided the employer orhis agentnonlatreethan at rthe timeof inspection,yecpt thtf poeustof tuprwgiingasuch notice, hisnnameand the namesofnindiviual employeesreferred totherein shall notappeartinsuchcopyorn
tion the Secretary determnines there are reasonable grnunds to beliene that such violation or danger mxist-, hr shall maki- a

or danger exitsr. If the Secretary determines thereeare no reasonahle grounds to believe that a violation at danger exists hr-shall notify the employees oreepreesentative of the emrployees in writing ofsuch determinoation.

c
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Documens a
complaint against
the state program
(CASPA)

If you have filed a state program complaint and feel the response wasn't satisfac-
tojy, you can file a Complaint Against the State Program Administration or CASPA.
Mail your complaint to the nearest OSHA Area Office.

INFORMATION FORA CASPA

1. DESCRIPTION OF YOUR ATTEMPTS TO GET ACTION FROM THE STATE, AND
THE JUSTIFICATION (For example, you would want to describe your attempts
to get a state inspection, and the hazard involved.):

2. THE STATE'S RESPONSE(S) OR ACTION(S) WHICH INDICATE INADEQUATE
ADMINISTRATION OF THE STATE-OSHA PROGRAM:

3. DATE OF INCIDENT(S):
4. WHERE INCIDENT TOOK PLACE-STATE, COUNTY, CITY, AND APPROPRlATE

ADDRESSES:
5. NAME OF EMPLOYER AND PLACE WHERE INCIDENT OCCURRED:
6. NAME(S) AND OCCUPATION(S) OF PERSON(S) INVOLVED IN INCIDENT:
7. DESCRIPTION OF THE INCIDENT WHICH CAUSED THE COMPLAINT:
8. NAME(S) OF PERSON(S) SUBMITTING COMPLAINT:
9. WHETHER YOU INFORMED THE STATE-OSHA AGENCY YOU WERE SUBMITTING
A CASPA:

10. STATEMENT THAT YOUR NAME BE WITHHELD DURING INVESTIGATION, IF
DESIRED:

When filing a CASPA use this complaint form.
Complaint about State 18(B) Program Administration.
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COMPLAINT ABOUT STATE 18(B) PROGRAM ADMINISTRATION

1. This form is provided to assist you in the filing of your complaint about the
a*dinistration of the State's Occupational Safety and Health Program. Your
complaint, however, must be based on facts directly related to the following:

1. Action(s) which took place at a specific time and place.
2. Action(s) which you believe indicate inadequate adiinistration of the

State's Occupational Safety and Health Program.

2. Date of Incident 3. State 4. County 5. City

6.Street Address Where Incident Occurred

7. Nme of Employer or Nme of Place Where Incident Occurred, If Applicable

8. Name(s) and Occupation(s) of Persons Involved in Incident, If Applicable

9. Describe the Incident which caused your complaint.

10. Name(s) of Person(s) Submitting Comlaint (will be withheld upon request)

11. Telephone where you can be reached for information 12. Date This Form Completed
Area Code: No. Ext.

13. Address No., Street, City and State, Zip Code

14. [ J Do not Reveal My Name t ] You May Reveal My Name During Investigation

15. The State Agency [ ] Has ( J Has not been Furnished this Data

16. Signature of Person Filing Report

For complaints against the States of Arizona, California, Nevada, Hawaii, Guam,
Samoa or Trust Territories, mail this form to: U.S. Department of Labor, 450
Golden Gate Avenue, Box 36017, OSHA, San Francisco, California q4l(12.
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Documenting a
reques for a NIOSH
Health HazUd
Evaluation

Sometimes you are not able to identify the exact cause of disease symptoms,
although you still strongly suspect that they are due to ajob exposure to chemicals.
In such a situai, you maywant to request NIOSH do a lth Hazard E ltion
to find out what's causing the problems. Mail requests to: National Institute for
Occupational Safety and Health, Hazard Evaluation Services Branch, U.S. Depart-
ment of Health, Education, and Welfare, Cincinnati, Ohio 45202.

Any worker, authorized employee representative, or employer may request a
Health Hazard Evaluation when a potential health problem is suspected. Such a
request would be appropriate if: workers are complaining of breathing problems
due to a particular chemical, but there aren't any standards; or specific chemical
standards are being met but workers still experience harmful physical symptoms.

INFORMATION FOR NIOSH HEALTH HAZ EALUAWTION REQUESTS

1.
2.
3.

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF PROBLEMS:
PHYSICAL SYMPTOMS EXHIBITED BY AFFECTED WORKERS:
NAMES OF SUSPECTED SUBSTANCES (TRADE AND/OR CHEMICAL NAME) OR
DESCRIPTION OF SUSPECTED WORK PROCESS:
INFORMATION FROM ANY WARNING LABEL OR USAGE INSTRUCTIONS:
EXPOSURE TIME:
WHEN WORKERS EXPERIENCE SYMPTOMS:
HOW LONG MATERIAL HAS BEEN USED BY AFFECTED WORKERS:
PREVIOUS OCCURRENCES OF THE PROBLEM:
WHETHER A COMPLAINT HAS BEEN FILED WITH OSHA (OR EQUIVALENT STATE
AGENCIES) OR OTHER GOVERNMENTAL AGENCIES, WHICH ONES, AND
WHEN:

Use this form when requesting a NOISH Health Hazard Evaluation.
Form A Request for Health Hazard Evaluation.
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE
NATIONAL INSTITUTE FOR OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY AND HEALTH

REQUEST FOR HEALTH HAZARD EVALUATION

This form is provided to assist in registering a request for a health hazard evaluation with the U.S. Department
of Health, Education, and Welfare as provided in Section 20(a)(6) of the Occupational Safety and Health Act of
1970 and 42 CFR Part 85. (See Statement of Authority on Reverse Side).

Name of Establishment Where Alleged Hazard(s) Exist

Company Street Telephone
Address ) City State -Zip Code

1. Principal Company Activity _
(Manufacturring. Constructiol. t,irnsportation. services etc.)

2. Specify the particular building or worksite where the alleged hazard is located, including address

3. Specify the name and phone number of employer's agent(s! in charge.

4. Describe briefly the hazard(s) which exists by completing the following infornmation
Identification of Hazard or Toxic Substance(s)
Trade Nanme (If Applicable) Chemical Name
Manufacturer Does the material have a warning label?
If Yes, attach copy of label or a copy of the information contained on the label.

Physical Form: Dust ] Gas C Liquid [j Mist C]
Type of Exposure? Breathing [ 1 Swallowing E
Number Lf People Exposed Length of Exposure (Hours/Day)
Occupations of Exposed Enmployees

Yes No

Other F
Skin Contact g

5. Using the space below describe further the nature of the conditions or circumstances which prompted this re-
quest and other relevant aspects which you may consider important, such as the nature of the illness or symp-
toms of exposure, the concern for the potenitially toxic effects of a new chemical substance introduced into the
workplace, etc.

NIOSH-4 (Cmil)
9/72

FOfR APPROVED

OMB NO. 68-R1 236
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Documeng a State Each state has its own workers' compensation system. To be cmpenskb,
Workers' work-reated njuies and illneses must ise out of or In the courw of
Compensation Claim e n.

This means te injury or illness must occur while te worker is performing a job-
related service or function, or in the course of work that is while going to or from
work, travelling for the employer, in the workplace parking lot, leaving the work
premises, engaging in employer-provided recreational activities dunng breaks, or
performing acts of personal comfort or convenience during working hours, for
example, going to the restroom.

In addition the injury or illness doesn't have to be solely caused by the employ-
ment. Workers are eligible though the employment is only a contributing factor. We
call this apr cause of injury.

Thus it's very important to thoroughly document the situation and conditions
surrounding any work-related injury or illness.

INFORMATION FORA Workers who believe they have not received sufficient benefits to compensate
VRICElSt them for injury or illness should file a claim with the state workers' compensation
COMPENSATION CLAIA board. Aithough many claims are not disputed by employers, workers should be

prepared to provide baclkround and supporting information justifying their claims.

INFORMATION FOR WORKERS' COMPENSATION CLAiMS

1. EXPLAIN YOUR SPECIFIC OCCUPATION, THE DUTIES INVOLVED, AND THE SKILLS
REQUIRED. (THIS INFORMATION W1LL HELP DETERMINE YOUR COMPENSATION
RATE.):

2. INCLUDE COPIES OF RECORDS OFYOURANNUAL EARNINGS(W-2 FORMS)iFORAT
LEASTTHE PREVIOUS 3 YEARSANDANYADDITIONALWORK-RELATED EMPLOYER-
PAID EXPENSES SUCH AS MEALS, TRAVEL, PER DIEM, AND OVERTIME.
(ADDITIONAL EARNINGS MIGHT INCREASE THE HOURLY PAY RATE COMPUTED
FOR YOUR CLAIM.):

3. IFYOU AREA NEWOR RECENT EMPLOYEE, INCLUDE EVIDENCE THATYOU WOULD
HAVE CONTINUED WORKING, AND THAT THERE WERE NO INDICATIONS OF
POSSIBLE TERMINATION OR LAY-OFF. (YOUR UNION BUSINESS AGENT MAY
ATTEST TO THE WORK'S PROJECTED AVAILABILIIY.):

4. EXPLAJN THE DATE AND NATURE OF THE INJURY OR ILLNESS, AND HOW IT
OCCURRED:

5. INCLUDE EVIDENCE FROMYOUR PERSONAL HEALTHAND SAFETY RECORDS OF ALL
PREVIOUS JOB-RELATED INJURIES AND ILLNESSES, AND PREVIOUS WORKERS'
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COMPENSATION CLAIMS (PREVIOUS INJURIES OR ILLNESSES CONTRIBUTING TO
YOUR PRESENT DISABILIlY MAY INCREASE YOUR CLAIM.):

6. INCLUDE COPIES OF INFORMATION IN YOUR PERSONNEL FILE, ESPECIALLY
REPORTS ABOUT GOOD WORK HABITS OR PREVIOUS INJURIES OR ILLNESSES:

7. INDICATE WHETHER ANOTHER PARTY'S NEGLIGENCE CAUSED OR CONTRIBUTED
TOYOUR INJURYOR ILLNESS. (IF SO,ATHIRD PARTYORMALPRACTICE SUITMAY BE
POSSIBLE IN ADDITION TO A WORKERS' COMPENSATION CLAIM.):

8. INCLUDE A RECORD OF ALL EMPLOYER-MADE PAYMENTS RELATED TO YOUR
ILLNESS OR INJURY. EMPLOYERS MAY BE ADDITIONALLY PENALIZED FOR
UNREASONABLE DELAY IN FURNISHING SUCH BENEFITS AS:
A. PRESCRIPTION AND MEDICAL BILLS
B. MILEAGE TO AND FROM PHYSICIANS' OFFICES AND DRUG STORES, _
C. TEMPORARYAND PERMANENT DISABILITY PAYMENTS BASEDON THE CORRECT

RATE.
9. INCLUDE EVIDENCE OF ANY INJURIES AND ILLNESSES SUSTAINED SINCE YOU

HAVE RETURNED TO WORK.
THESE SHOULD INCLUDE:
A. HOW LONG YOU WERE OFF THE JOB
B. HOW MANY DAYS YOU WERE UNPAID _
C. THE DATE YOU RETURNED TO WORK
D. WHETHER YOU WERE PENALIZED WHEN YOU RETURNED TO WORK

10. EXPLAINYOURCLAWM'SMAJN OBJECTIVE(S)TO HELPYOURADVISORS DETERMINE
THE MOST EFFECTIVE METHOD TO PURSUE YOUR CASE.
DO YOU WANT:
A. MEDICAL TREATMENT
B. FINANCIAL COMPENSATION
C. VOCATIONAL REHABILITATION

The employer's compensation insurance comparny pays all medical costs directly BENEFffS
to those who provide services for the injured worker. These taufits can include:
physician charges; drug prescriptions; hospital costs (including rehabilitation ther-
apy); laboratory and x-ray fees; cost of glasses, crutches, and wheelchairs; and
travel expenses incurred getting to and from injury-related providers.

In addition, in some states, employers or their insurance companies are required to
pay all vocational rehabilitation retraining costs.
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Tmnpora,y disability

M_einnmit diailty

Tenapory Disbility payments help injured workers meet daily expenses while
they are recovering from an injury or until further improvement is not expected.
Usually, if injured workers are hospitalized, temporary disability payments start
immediately. If hospitalization is unnecessary, payments may be delayed from two
to seven days. Temporary disability payments also have a specific time limit after
which they will be automatically terminated.

Workers who are still unable to retum to the job after termination of temporary
benefits, orwhoare anentlydisabled, maybeented topim tdsilty
pants. Payrents usually begin when effects of the injury or illness become
stationary. That is, a decision is made that the injury or illness is not going to get any
better or worse. At that point, the disability is rated to determine the amount of
money to be received for permanent loss of working ability. The percent of
permanent disability determines the number of payment weeks.'

In some states, maximum time limits are set for receipt of permanent disability
benefits. Some states require that workers comply with certain disability percen-
tages (over 70 percent total disablement) before they are classified as totally
disabled. But in still other states, there are no such maximum time limitations or
disability percentage requirements. So it's important to know the particular regula-
tions in te state where you work.
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COLECTIVE BARGAINING FOR Section 4:111
HEALTH AND SAFETY

HOW DO CONTRACTS PROTECT WOKERS HEALTH?

Increasingly, unions are also bargaining specific health and safety language to
further protect their members' health.

Califomia building trades unions have bargained for general duty language as well
as specific requirement for: safety equipment; restricting hazards; health and safety
precautions; monitoring hazards; maintaining equipment; education and training;
crew size; and right to refuse towork in hazardous conditions. This section contains
samples of such clauses bargained in Califomia.

The Geerwal dutychue recognizes it's the employer's general duty to provide a
safe and healthful workplace.

Note that both examples below refer to Federal and state laws regulating work-
place health and safety. This increases the union's ability to introduce these regula-
tions at a fonnal grievance hearing. Some unions, for example Painters Local No. 38,
have also added the employers' responsibility to fumish safety equipment as part
of the general duty clause.

"In the performance of work covered by this agreement, the individual employer
and employees shall be govemed by the requirements of all federal and state
health and safety laws including without limitation the Federal Occupational Safety
and Health Act of 1971 and The Califomia Labor Code, and any and all regulations
issued pursuant thereto by any authority, state or federal."

"The contractor shall abide by all the health and safety provisions, rules and regula-
tions of those Municipal, State and Federal agencies having issued authority in the
pertinent field of work being performed by the signatory to this Agreement.
Employees shall also abide by all safety rules and regulations which have been
brought to their attention and shall wear all masks and other safety clothing or
equipment supplied to them by their employer. It shall be the duty of the employer
or his representative to fumish for use safety belts, hoods, masks, gloves, etc. when
and where required. Employees' failure to use the equipment provided shall be
subject to charges by the District Council No. 36."

Other union agreements have negotiated specific language for tvchg
and equIpment in addition to the general duty clause. These provisions are the
most common types of health and safety clauses found in building trades contracts.

What Is a Geeral
Duty Clause

WHAT ARE SOME
EXAMPLES OF GENEMA
DUWY CLAsUSS?

Artkk 9, Heat and Frost
sulat and A tos

Wo*ceun, No. 16 (ExpIed
July 7, 1977)

Artice 24, DitrIct Coundl
of Paite No.36 Los

Angeles County Paintig
and Decorator

As tin red June

30, 1977)

Personal PMtectlve
EquIp
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Usually, contract pravisions for protective equipmentand clothing specify types of
hazards for which the equipment is required as well as the equipment. And some
of these clauses may contain all language related to health and safety for that
contract, including first-aid provisions and compliance with govemment safety
standards.

HOW IS SUCH EQUJIPMENT
PROVIDED?

WHAT ARE SOME
EXAAPLES OF PERSONAL
RECTIVE EQUIPMENT
CLAUSES?
Artkk 34, District Council
of Painters No. 16
(ExpIed Januay 3, 1978)
PROTECTIVE DEVICES AND
CLOTHING REQUIRED BY
LAW.

PROTECTIVE GLOVES

SAFETY BELTS

GENERAL DUTY CLAUSE

Article A, United
A f
Journeymn and
Apprentices of Plumbing
and Pipefitting Industry of
United States (Expired
Mach 3, 1978)
ACIDS, CAUSTICS, AND
OTHER HAZARDOUS
CONDITIONS

GENERAL PROTECTIVE
DEVICES FOR ALL JOBS

These clauses also specify how the equipment is to be provided, whether the
employer purchases and maintains required equipment or the worker purchases
the equipment and is reimbursed by the employer. Rarely must workers purchase
required protective clothing or devices outright.

"(a) Employers shall fumish to all employees all protective apparels necessary to
safeguard painters from all health hazards, such as gloves, rubber pants, boots,
hoods, respirators and creams as prescribed for in the Safety and Health Orders by
the State of Califomia."

"(b) Employers shall fumish protective gloves to be used when washing brushes or
equipment where solvents or chemicals are used that may be injurious to the skin."

"'(c) Individual employers shall supply safety belts approved by the State of
Califomia Division of Industrial Safety to all employees on suspended scaffolds
from four (4) stories up. It shall be mandatory for all employees to use safety belts
on work 4 stories and up."

"(d) The Safety Orders of the Division of Industrial Safety are incorporated herein,
and made a part hereof as if set forth in full."

"(a) Members required to work in any area where they are exposed to acids and
caustics or any other hazardous conditions shall be supplied with protective
clothing and equipment by the employer."

"(b) On all jobs there shall be provided by the employer (1) Brazing and safety
goggles; (2) Hard hats; (3)New hat bands; (4) Sturdyand adequate scaffolding and
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ladders; (5) Adequate ventilation equipment for welding galvanized pipe; (6)
Temporary water and toilet facilities sufficient to maintain proper sanitary condi-
tions."

"The Contractors agree to take the accepted steps necessary (in accordance with
State Health Codes) to protect employeesworkingwith coal tar pitch, enameling or
protective coating. These steps include supplying of safety goggles, masks for
nose, protective cream, etc.; all are to be kept in a sanitary condition."

"Any special equipment or clothing, including safety steel-toe shoes, that is re-
quired by the employer, Federal or State safety regulations, to be used by the
employee in the performance of his duties or for safety reasons shall be furnished
by the Employer or in the altemative the Employeer shall reimburse the Employee
for the cost of such items. The payment on safety steel-toe shoes with a maximum
Employer payment of fifteen ($15.00) dollars, limit one pair of shoes per year."

Building trades contract language has typicalty included provisions which restrkt
or ban cetain d procu or the use of toxk materba. Such
clauses may identify specific hazards or they may require workers at nsk such as
shot blasters to be specialty trained.

"No materials of any kind shall be carried up or down any ladder at any time.
Derricks or hand lines or other equipment must be used for hoisting or lowerng all
materials. The employer agrees to furnish and maintain equipment, ladders, hoists,
buckets, etc., that will pass inspection of the State of Califomia Safety Commission
and comply with current applicable State of Califomia Safety Orders including any

Section 14, UnIed Slate,
Timk Compostn
Rofes Damp ad
WKatepro Woer
A t Local 27
(Expired Augut 15, 1977)
COAL TAR PITCH,
ENAMELING, PROTECTIVE
COATINGS

Section 17.3, Painters and
Nied Trades, No. 1399
( re Setmber 30,
1979)
STEEL TOE SAFETY SHOES

Special Hazard
Rst ctkons

WHATAE SOME
EXAMPLES OF SPECIAL
HAZARtD RESTRICTIN
CLAUSES?
Section J, Sate, TIlk aN
Composition Roofers,
Damp and Wateirp
Worker Asoito,
Local 27 (Expd Augt
15, 1977)
MATERLALS HOISTING AND
LOWERING EQUIPMENT
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Federally enacted construction safety orders tat may be in effect; and recommen-
dations thereof."

SectIon I, Orge Beft
Distrct Council of
Pantes, No. 4 (Exd
JUn 30, 1977)
SPRAY1NG OF TOXJC
MATERIALS

TESTING OF MATERLALS

TEST RESULTS TO UNION

Section 3, Ditrkt Coundl
of Pante 1016 (Expired
JUn30, 1977)
NOTIFICATION TO UNION

PERMIT POSTED AT JOB SITE

CERTIFICATION

AJTC TRAJNING ON SPEClAL
COATINGS

Secton 7.07,
kies! Iotiwio~od
of Eectical Workers,
Local (Exped Ju
30, 1977)
POWDER-ACTIVATED
(ACTUATED) TOOLS

"Any material that may be proven injurious to the health of the men will not be
allowed to be sprayed on ary surface under any conditions that do not guarantee
absolute health and safety to the joumeyman. This applies to all spray sections of
this Agreement Where the ingredients are in doubt, the Administrative Office shall
have an analysis made byan independenttesting laboratory, and such analysis shall
be kept on file by the Administrative Office. The Administrative Office shal bear
the cost of such analysis and a copy of the analysis shall be forwarded to the office
of the District Council of Painters and AJlied Trades No. 48 and signatory associa-
tions."

"Employers must notify the Union of the location of thejob to be sprayed or rolled,
the approximate starting date, the surfaces to be sprayed or rolled, and the
materials to be used before any such spraying or rolling is started ... the employer
signatory is responsible for all the terms of the Spray Regulations listed in this
Article, and, if in doubt as to the surfaces to be sprayed or rolled orthe materials to
be used, he shall request a permit from the Union.

(a) No spraying of any toxic materials without spray permit posted on job site; a
qualified journeyman shall be assigned to do the work.

(b) Employees, who spray special coatings such as epoxies which require special
safety and health regulations by the State of California, shall be required to have a
certification card.

The Apprentice & Journeyran Training Committee shall establish a course on
Health and Safety in application of special coatings. Arvy employeewho is found in
violation of this section shall not be allowed to spray for a period of one year."

"Employers signatory to this Agreement shall be allowed the use of Powder-
activated Tools subject to the following conditions:

(a) No worker shall be discriminated against by reason of the individual's refusal to
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use, work with, or be in the vicinity where such a tool is being used.

(b) AJI provisions of the Califomia State Division of Industrial Safety and Cal/OSHA
pertaining to the use of such Tool shall apply.

(c) AJl Qualified operators shall be registered with the Union before they operate
such Tool on the job."

These contract clauses also recognlzeda r nheent In such a task. They are,
hawever, more general than the special hazard restrictions. They can, for example,
limit the amount of weight a worker can hold overead. Such clauses can also
prescribe the kind of equipment required to lift a certain weight, or the number of
workers required to lift that weight if there isn't ary machinery. And some can
specify the number of workers required to perform certain tasks. Others may
require only that a worker serve as watchperson during a particularly dangerous
task.

"The parties hereto recognize that a lighted kettle constitutes a safety hazard to
persons and property; and, therefore, agree and promise to effect all the safety
measures required by law and the customs, rules and standards of the trade or
craft; and agree that, the kettle is in operation when the motor of a pumper kettle is
running. When same is in operation one (1) Journeyrnan or qualified apprentice
shall seMce it at all times and be on the same level as the kettle. No apprentice shall
be allowed toworkon the kettle until he has been placed in the fourth (4) period of
his training and then only for the hours as set on the Apprenticeship Standards. He
shall not be assigned to other duties distant therefrom so long as the kettle is not
extinguished. In case of emergency other classifications may be used on the kettle
and such men shall receive Journeyman's pay. The contractor agrees to fumish fire
extinguishers as may be required by the proper authority."

"All scaffolding used must complywith minimum State SafetyOrder requirements.
However, on all exterior work, a minimum of twenty-inch (20") wide platform

Special Haz
Pecm

WHATAE SOME
EXMLE OF SPECLAL
H AZ ARID N?

Section J, United Slate,
Tlk and Co tin

Roofers, Dmp and

WaterrOf%W es

A Local 4,

61, 121 (Exped t

1,17W7)
WORKJNG AROUND LIGHTED
KETTLES

APPRENTICES

FIRE EXTINGUISHERS

Section "9, Operative
Plsterers and Cemnt
Mason's Inte1ration
hnasscat,oLocal 2,

U9, 343, 739, 6U
(Expired April 30, 1977)
SCAFFOLDING
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(double plank) shall be required. On all interir work, where the paform scaffold is
thirty inches (30") or higher, a minimum of twenty-inch (20")wide platform (doub-
le plank) shall be required. On all interior scaffolds eighteen inches (18") or higher,
a step-up shall be provided."

Note: Federal and state standards for scaffold construction are less strict.

Secton 4, United Slat
Tik and Co n
Roofers,Dp and
WaterW,oofWors'
AssocIation, Local 40,
81, 121 (EpdhAugut
1, 1977)
WEIGHT LIMITS
For holding materials

For handling materials

For lifting materials

Section H, United
AssoiatIon of
Jouneyenand

Apipsntlces of PlumbIns
mnd Ppei ng t,
Local 38 ( ed Mach
31, 1978)
CREW SIZE FOR PIPE
HANDLING

"(a) No employee shall be required to hold in suspension, while in the act of
applying the same, any roll of roofing material weighing in excess of fifty-five (55)
pounds, except thirty (30) pound felt in two(2) square rolls. Fifteen (15) pound felt
in four (4) square rolls may not be used on a roof.

(b) No employee shall be required to handle any roll of roofing material, gravel,
rock or granules in bag, package or parcel, weighing in excess of eighty (80)
pounds, except on a flat roof and then onlywhen a power hoist is used and at least
two (2) employees are assigned to the work of loading and unloading such rolls,
bags, packages or parcels.

(c) No employee shall be required to lift material manually by himself to a height
over his head from the level from which the material is being lifted."

"On all utility work, including work involving all sizes of transit steel, concrete steel
and cast iron pipe, all services and laterals connecting with mains, fire hydrants,
relief vatves, and all appurtenances thereto, the following conditions shall be
obtained:

(1) When pipe handling equipment is used on the job site, journeymen shall work
in crews of three. One journeyman shall hook the sling on and off pipe.

(2) At all times there shall be at least two joumeymen in a crew.

(3) When a welder is used, a fitter shall work with him."
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"When workmen are required to work on voltages of 750 volts or over, there shall
be at least two (2)journeymen; one (1 )journeyman shall 'stand by within reaching
distance, not working, but wearing rubber gloves while this work is being done."

"No two men shall work on different phases of the primaries at the same time while
such primaries are energized. There must be at all times a workman covered by this
Agreement on the ground. A line of not less than one-half in diameter shall be on
the pole with the Lineman, and it must be of sufficient length to reach over the top
crossarm and down the other side to the ground, with at least ten feet additional on
each side of the pole; thus, in case a lineman is burned or injured, he can be
lowered to the ground."

Building trades contracts always includep for clwnp and tolet
fcIlItks. Those requiring change room facilities separate from equipment and
materials storage recognize the danger of contaminating recreation clothing with
toxic materials and possibly exposing families and friends.

SectIon 20, hnitematknal
kotheihoo ofE Icl
Woker, Local 6 (ExpIrd
May31, 1978)
CREW SIZE FOR ELECTRICAL
WORK

ENERGIZED PRIMARIES

Sanitation facilitis

Sanitation provisions may also require daily change of protective equipment to
prevent their contamination.

"(1) The Contractor shall make available reasonable sanitary and wash-up facilities
including drinking water, clean rags and suitable waterless soap-type hand cleanser
for his workmen. Facilities for personal clean-up and for changing clothes are to be
separate from ary equipment and/or materials, paints; thinners, etc., on job site.

(2) An approved respiratory device shall be fumished by the employer to all
employees engaged in drywall finishing. Respiratory device filters shall be fum-
ished daily."

A closely related area to sanitary facilities is monItorn. These contract provisions
require employers to make sure equipment, materials, and toxic substances are not
endangering workers. Under such provisions employers may be required to take
regular air samples of theworksite air, inspect protective equipment such as gloves
and respirators, or inspect equipment and tools to make sure they are not pro-
ducing too much noise or toxic fumes, gases, or vapors.

These contrac provisions may also state haw often monitoring is to be done,
methods, and how records are to be kept.

But ifyour contract includes such provisions, it mightalso indicate howworkers can

WHAT ARE SOME
EXMtLE OF
SANITATION FACILMES

Secton 91, Orae kBe
Dtrict Coundl of
Pakuters, No. 4 (Expired
June 30, 1977)

RESPIRATORS FOR SANDING
DRYWALL

Monitoring of toxk
mateials
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find out about the results. According to some contracts, the results are to be kept in
files usable by workers. And in others, they go to the union.

For example, Section 11, Orange Belt District Council of Painters, No. 48 (under
discussion of special hazard restrictions earlier in this section) requires the employ-
er to have ary potentially harmful material tested by an indepedxent laboratory,
with a copy of the results going to the union.

WHAT ARE SOME
EXUJLS OF
MOSNNRNG CLAUSES?
Section 26, hbitematonal
mthuehood of E-L-2ct_Ica

Workas, Local 6 (Expired
May31, 1978)
REGULAR TESTING OF
RUBBER GOODS

Sction 7.06,

of ElectIcal Wodssrs,
Local 438(E edJu
30, 1977)
RADlATION MONITORING
AND DECONTAMINATION

Job Injurks and
Illnes and

Disability

"The Employer shall be responsible for periodic testing at intervals not to exceed
oneweek of all rubber goodswhen being used. The date of each such testing shall
be plainly indicated on the equipment so tested. Antiseptic powder for use in
rubber gloves is to be available at all times when such gloves are in use. AJl such
equipment shall be kept in first-class condition in containers provided by the
Employer."

"(a) On anyjob where workers are exposed to radioactive materials and/or radia-
tion in excess of one-tenth of the Maximum Permissible Limits (MPL), as established
bythe International Commission on Radiation Protection, the Employershall employ
a qualified Joumeyman Radiation Monitor working under the terms of this Agree-
ment.

(b) Radiation Monitors shall determine the location of hazardous zones and shall be
responsible for the radiation hazards therein.

(c) Radiation Monitors shall maintain permanent and accurate time checks on all
workers entering and leaving such zones, including radiation dosages of all person-
nel emerging from the radiation zone. The Radiation Monitor shall also be in charge
of any decontamination of personnel, their tools, materials or equipment.

(d) The Radiation Monitor shall report to and be subject to the Steward and to the
supervising Electrician on the job."

These contract clauses may provide for I ae medical ce, follw -up
treatment, and wage replament if injury causes lost time. These clauses can
require the employer to compensate injured (or ill) workers for time lost. Marny
entitle workers to a full day's pay for any injury or scheduled physician's visit.
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In addition building tades agreements have taditionally provided that workers
handicapped as a result of a job condition continue to be paid a minimum
percentage of the prevailing wage scale.

Marry such clauses also restrict discrimination against current or formerly injured
workers.

"117.1 If an employee suffers an industrial injury durng te whorkdaywhile emppbyed
by the Individual Employer, he shall be compensated for the full day even though
he may have to leave work to visit a doctor. Furthemore, such employees shall be
compensated by the Individual Employer for time lost on not more than two (2)
additional visits to the doctor, provided that the empkoee in time of question is
still working forthe same Individual Empkyerat thetime ofthetwo additional visits
to Fe doctor, and provided further that the Individual Employer shall schedule the
time of the two additional visits to the doctor.

17.2 The Employer shall not discharge or discriminate against ary employee under
this Agreement because of arny industrial injury incurred during employrment as
long as no disabilityexists, orbased on an employee filing of a claim forWorkmen's
Compensation Benefits."

"(a) Handicapped workers whose earning capacity is limited because of age,
physical disability or other infirmity, may be employed at a wage below the
minimum established by this Agreement, but they shall not be employed for lesser
wages than seventy-five percent (75%) of the prevailing wage scale per day.

(b) For a worker to be classified as a handicapped worker he shall apply to the
District Council by letter requesting to be so classified. When approved, his work
card shall be so stamped."

Some building trades unions have also bargained the to stopWk If the
situton Is tooha , usually defined as a condition that is dangerous to life
or limb.

WHAT ARE SOME
EXMILES OFINY,
IMBSS, ANDDADT

Sectons 17.1 Nd 17.2,
Paner n Allied

Trades, No. 13"9 (EpIe
September 30, 1979)
COMPENSATION

DISCRIMINATION

SectIon 9, Piters
Dist Coucl, No. 36
(ExpId Jun 30,1977)
HANDKAPPED WORKERS

stop
c=Wntlon
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WHAT ARE SOME
EXAMPLES OF RIGHT TO
STOP WOK CLAUSES?
SeCtIon 3, United Slate,
TIlead C p-t
Roofe, Damp and
WaterprOf Wo-ke
Association, Locab 40,
81, 121 (Expired Aug. 1,
1977)
RIGHT TO PROTEST
HAZARDOUS CONDITIONS

Miscellaneous
Prohsions

TNLGATE MEETINGS

CONTINUOUS PAYMENT
OF WAGES

HAZRD PAY

"No employee shall be required to work under conditions or use any materal or
equipment that is or are unsafe, dangerous or injurious to human life, health or limb.
In the event of a dispute as to the requirements of this Section no employee shall be
required to work under protested conditions orwith protested material or equip-
ment until fe dispute shall have been resolved byan Inspector from the Division of
Industrial Safetyofthe Department of Industrial Relations ofthe State of California, or
corresponding agency of the Federal Gvernment, or through the grievance pro-
cedures of this Agreement"

A variety of othe health and safetyp n also appear in building trades
contracts. Some of these include: informing employees about hazardous condi-
tions and results of medical orairmeasurement tests; and regular medical screening
programs, such as yearly hearing tests for workers exposed to high noise levels or
lung function tests for workers exposed to asbestos.

Many building trades contracts, especially in Califomia, require that regular tailgate
meetings or oter training programs be held on health and safety issues.

And when equipment or processes must be shut down because of hazardous
conditions, contract language can require c u paymet of wage. This
provision especially demonstrates a strong commitment to worker protection.

Finally, some unions negotiate extra "haard" pay for jobs which expose workers
to particularly hazardous conditions. This extra hazard pay may be appropriate if it
can be reasonably demonsated that the danger cannot be eliminated.

For example, iron workers have to "walk the steel" without lifelines in order to tie off
a beam. Using a lifeline would be more dangerous than being without it. So for this
worker group, "hazard" pay is "necessary" because work is considered essential,
and there's no safer way to accomplish it.

Such provisions have the added advantage ofdocuwmeng that thejob is inherently
dangerous, and may also identify areas requiring new engineering controls or
administrative changes. Howeve, hazwd pay should not beco a sotn,
especially If the hazard could be ed by administrative oreI
contbols.
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'On Monday of each week between the hours of 8.00 a.m. to 8:30 a.m. there shall
be a safety meeting on the job, devoted to safety discussions and pole top
resuscitation, prone pressure resuscitation and general safety procedures. These
meetings shall apply to all line crews working under this Agreement. A record of
this meeting shall be kept by the Steward and a report of this meeting, including all
matters discussed, shall be sent to the Union Office and to the Chapter Office."

"(a) On jobs where employees are required to work from trusses, swinging scaf-
folds, open ladders, scaffolds (not multiple-enclosed or platform-enclosed), bos-
un's chairs, stacks or towers, a distance of forty (40) feet or more from the ground
floor or supporting structure, or where employees are required to work under
compressed air, or in areas where injurious gases, dust or fumes are present in
amounts necessitating use of gas masks, they shall be paid a bonus of straight time
pay. This shall be at a minimum of one hour, and thereafter each hour or fraction
thereof, shall constitute an hour at the bonus rate.

WHAT ARE SOME
EXAMIE OF
MISCELANEOUS
PROVSIS?
SeCtion 111.22(F),
dtmMio o

of EicalW ,
Loca 498 (ExpIre May
30, 1977)
TAILGATE MEETINGS AND
RECORDS

Section 3.14,
b-eMaml _rthold

of I Workars,
Local 49 ( Ired May
30, 1977)
HAZARD PAY

(b) Passing through hazardous areas in order to arrive at work site shall be at the
bonus rate and shall be paid for the time actually involved. This shall be at a
minimum of one hour or it may be included in the time worked in the hazard area."
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GLOSSARY OF MEDICAL AND
SCIENTFIC TERMS

AILE-GIC SENSITIZATION: A condition that usually affects the lungs or skin.
Certain people's exposure to a substance will cause a reaction such as
itching, wheezing, runry nose, or a more severe response. Once sensitized,
a person will always react to even small exposures to the substance(s).

ANEMIA: Arny condition in which the number of red blood cells, the amount of
hemoglobin, or the volume of packed red blood cells per 100 milliliters of
blood is less than normal.

ANOREXIA: Loss of appetite.

ANOSMIA: Loss of the sense of smell.

ASPHYXIATION: Suffocation because of lack of oxygen in the blood.

ASTWA: A disease (usually an allergic reaction) that causes rapid breathing.

BONE R : The soft substance which fills bones. Blood cells are formed in
the marrow of some bones.

BRONCHIA: Large air tubes, one going into each lung.

BRONCHITIS: Inflammation (swelling) in the bronchia (air tubes) of the mem-
branes which produce mucus.

CAR EO L IN (CoHb): Hemoglobin (normally the oxygen carrier of
the blood) bonded to carbon monoxide.

CERHOSIS: Liver disease with breakdown and inflammation of parts of the liver.
Interferes with liver function.

CONJUNCTIVIIS: Swelling of the mucous membrane that surrounds te front
surface of the eyeball and lines the eyelids.

CORNEA: The transparent outer coating of the eyeball.

CORROSIVE: A material such as an acid that causes the wearing away of another
material such as the skin.

CYANOSIS: Blue or purple skin color due to lack of oxygen in the blood, or to a
great reduction in the amount of blood passing through the blood vessels.
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DEUROIM: A condition where the person is excited, often confused, and may
hallucinate.

DERMATNIS: Swelling, reddening, cracking of the skin.

DYSPNEA: Difficulty in breathing, usually rapid breathing, that goes along with
diseases of the heart and lungs.

EDEMA Filling of the body tissues with fluid, causing swelling.

GANGRENE: A condition where cells in certain parts of the body such as feet,
legs, or hands die, and the area rots.

GASIROENTERII: Inflammation of the lining of gtomach and intestines.

HE1GLOUN: A protein, found in red blood cells, which carries oxygen.

HEILYTIC: Causing breakage in red blood cells, which liberates hemoglobin.

HEPATNITS: Inflammation of the liver usually from a viral agent. Can also be caused
by a toxic substance such as arsenic (toxic hepatitis).

HfPRIGMENTATION: An excess of pigment on different parts of the skin.
Usually dark spots on fair-skinned people.

I1:ri11EKMA. A condition in which the bodytemperature drops belawnorrnal
(98.0°F or 370C).

HYPOXIA: Decrease in the amount of oxygen in tissues and organs.

JAUNDICE: A yellow appearance to the eyes and/or skin.

LARYNX: Voice box.

LEUKEMA: A cancer which is characterized by production of abnormally large
numbers of white blood cells.

USIDO: Sexual desire.

LVS1S: Breakage or destrction of red blood cells.

METHEMOGLOSNEMIA: A condition in which hemoglobin combined with
oxygen is changed so that oxygen is bound to iron and can't be released to
the body.

MUCOUS MEMIRANE: Moist lining of mouth, nose, throat, and eyes.

MUCUS: Moist material produced by mucous membranes.
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MOCARDIT: Inflamation of the heart muscles.

NARCOSS: A feeling of dizziness or intoxication.

NEPHRmS: Inflammation of the kidneys.

NEUITIS: Inflammation of a nerve.

PARESThESI: An abnormal spontneous sensation such as burning, numbness.

ANEOUS: Absorbed through unbroken skin.

PHOTOENSITIZATION: An allergic reaction-of the skin to sunlight that usually
results afterexposure to some chemicals such as coal tarpitch oraftertaking
certain drugs.

PNEL 0NCON iOSIS: Chronic lung disease caused by inhalation of dusts such
as asbestos, silica, and coal dust.

PROTEINURIA Protein in urine.

PUIN Y EDEMAA. Filling of the lungs with fluid.

RIMNITIS: Inflammation of the mucous membrane in the nose.

SEROSIS: A dust disease due to iron particles in the lungs.

SQUAMOUS-CELL E WffHELOMA: A form of skin cancer.

TINNMIS: Noises in the ear, for example, ringing, whistling, or booming.

ULCERATION: Formation of an ulcer (opening, hole) on the skin or other body
surface.

VERTIGO: Dizziness.
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GLOSSARY OF ABBREVIATONS

A number of abbreviations are used in the Manual and accomparrying slide shows:

AMENC OF V EAINDUSTRIAL HYGIENISTS ACGIH
This group coined fte term TLVs (Threshold Umit Values), which are recommended
8-hour average exposure limits. When th OSHAct passed in 1970 most of these
limits were incorporated into the standards. There are currently about 500 TLVs
recommended by ACGIH (not standards under OSHA).

A C NATIONAL STANDARDS INSTITUTE ANS
An organization which sets standards in mary areas affecting safety and health on
the job (for example: respirators, welding equipment). Many standards adopted
by ANSI have been adopted by OSHA as OSHA standards.

THE MINE ENFORCEMENT SAFETY ADMINISTRATION MESA
This agency, housed in the Department of the Interior had responsibility for enforc-
ing the Federal Coal Mine Health & Safety Act of 1969, and the Federal Metal and
Nonmetallic Mine SafetyAct until establishment ofMSHA in 1977.Among its duties
were testing and certification of respiratory protective equipment.

THE MINE SAFETYAND HEALTH ADINISTRATON MSHA
This newv administration was created in 1977, when the functions ofthe Secretary of
the Interior related to mine safety and health were transferred to the Department of
Labor.

THE OCCUPATHONAL SAFETY AND HEALTH AWMNWItATION NIOSH
This is the enforcement agency established by the Occupational Safety and Health
Act of 1970, and administered under the Federal Department of Labor (DOL). (See
Section 4:1-OCCUPATIONAL SAFETYAND HEALTH LEGISLATION fora description
of responsibilities and duties.)

THE NATIONAL INSTIUTE OF OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY AND HEALTH OSHA
This is the research agency established by the Occupational Safety and Health Act
(OSHA) of 1970, and administered under the Federal Depabrment of Health, Ed-
ucation and Welfare (HEW). Headquarters are located in Cincinnati, Ohio and
Washington D.C., and 9 regional offices are located throughout the U.S. (See
Section 4:1-OCCUPATIONAL SAFETYAND HEALTH LEGISLATION fora description
of responsibilities and duties.)

THE OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY AND HEALTH REVEW IOSHRC
This agency is a three-member indeperndent commission which was set up by the
Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970 to review appeals of citations, penal-
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ties, or abatement periods. (See Section 4:1-CCUPATKMAL SAFETY AND
HEALTH LEGISLATION for a description of responsibilities and duties.)
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HAZARDS OF WELDING AND Appendix A.
SOLDERING

Welding is a process that irrvolves appling intense heat to two metals making ajoin
or weld as sbtong as the original metals. Less heat is needed for soldering which
results in fte joining of metals by using a fusible allay such as lead-tin solder. If
temperatures used in soldering are above 800 degrees F., the process is called
brazing.

WHAT ARE TM HEALTH HAZARDS?

Common types ofwelding are: arc welding; resistance welding; and oxy-acetylene
welding, a form of gas welding. The lth haza produced during these
operations may differ with the type of process. But marry hazards, common to all,
are due to the high temperatures used and their effecs on the surrounding air and
metals being welded. Use of compressed gas cylinders, solders, fluxes, and elec-
trodes as well as fumes produced by metals or metal coatings and gases produced
during the heating process all contribute to th hazards associated with welding,
and soldering. Anty mary of these can seriously damage the lungs, blood, skin, and
nermvus system, as well as other parts of the body.

One of the most obvious products of welding and soldering is bright visible light Radiation
which may cause the eyes to tear or tire out if twhy are not properly protected. This
light is actually radiation of certain wavelengths. Welding also produces tw other
forms of radiation that can't be seen, ultraviolet (uv) and infrared (ir). Both forms are
also produced by the sun.

Both ultraviolet and infrared radiation can damage the skin and eyes. HOW DOES RADIATION
AFFECT THE BODY?

UltrVIot (UV) radItIon may bum eoposed parts of the body, so vvodng The sidn
around welding operations without enough protective clothing might result in
sunbum. Long-term exposure, whether from the sun or welding operations, has
also been linked to a certain type of skin cancer. This cancer usually occurs in
people over the age of forty, and more often in fair-skinned persons.

Looking at the welding arc without protective tinted goggles may cause "welder's The e
arc eye," also known as eye flash. This condition is caused by ultrolt radIa-
tbn. The outer surface of the eye (cornea) swells up, often resulting in a gritty or
sandy feeling in your eye. Persons suffering from this condition often find it painful
to look at light. 'Welder's arc eye" usually lasts about 24 to 48 hours, and doesn't
seem to have any long-term effects.
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Infrwd (IR) radiation may penetrate the outer skin layers, causing bums. Long-
term exposure can also cause changes in skin pigmentation (skin color).

Inf'red raditn may cause serious eye bums, or cause cataractswith long-term
exposure. The cataract actually makes the lens of te eye cloudy, and can only be
corrected by surgery.

HOW DO YOU PROTECT
A T THE

EFFECS OF RATION?
The skin

The eyes

The best way to prevent these effects on the skin and eyes is to wear adequate
protective clothing and goggles.

To protect your skdn against the buming effects of both UV and IR radiation, wear
protective clothing such as long-sleeved shirts, long cuffiess pants, and gauntlet-
type gloves. And when temperatures are very high, also wear leather aprons.

The best way to protect your against both these forms of radiation is to wear

full face shields or helmets with the appropriate filter shade. The face shield also
protects your skin from radiation and flying metal sparks.

When e, goggles with the correct tint may be enough protection.

Chemical hazards

GASES

Welding and soldering also produce a number of harmful chemicals.

The welding cycle diagrammed here shows that gas are produced as a normal
part of the cycle.

The gases produced maycome from the arc, the buming process, or from changes
in surrounding air.

This table indicates possible harmful gases that are produced by welding opera-

tions and their sources.
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WELDERS MAY BE EXPOSED TO HZAARU GASES

Gas Souw

Acetylene

Arsine

Carbon monoxide

From acetylene not completely used up
in oxy-acetylene welding

Possible contaminant of commercial
acetylene

Welding arc changes carbon dioxide in
the air to carbon monoxide

In very high concentrations, usually in
confined spaces, replaces oxygen in the
air, possibly causing suffocation

Anemia (from brealing up of red blood
cells), jaundice, pulmonary edema

Headache, dizziress, concentration
problems, and in high enough
concentrations, coma and death

Incomplete burning from welding or
soldering

Welding arc changes nitrogen in air to
nitrogen dioxide

Welding arc changes oxygen in air to
another form of oxyen, called ozone

Ultraviolet radiaion from welding arc
decomposes chlorinated sohents
(degreasers) such as trichloroetrylene
and perchlorotlene

Possible contaminant of commercial
acetylene

Phosphine

lIritant, pulmonary edema (delayed
onset)

Irritant to eyes, nose, and throat, chest
pains, wheezing, can lead to pulmonary
edema

Irritant, chest pains, pulmonary edema,
death if concentrations are high enough

Fatigue, tnms, coma, convulsions,
pulmonary edema, and with long term
exposure, anemia, problems with the
G.l. system

The welding arc may change carbon dioxide (CC2), normally found in te air we
breathe, into cwbon mono-ide (CO). Carbon monoxide is also produced in any
process where there is incomplete buming of a carbon-containing material, for
example, gasoline or wood.

When carbon monoxide is breathed in, it combines with hemoglobin, the oxygen
carrier of the blood. Because hemoglobin will combine more readily with carbon
monoxide than with oxygen, the amount of oxygen in the body is reduced. Carbon
monoxide literally "robs" the body of oxygen by reducing the amount of oxygen
carried by the blood. The first signs of cabon noxide poinI are head-
ache, dizziness, and irritability. In high concentrations carbon monoxide can cause
you to pass out and may lead to death.

Welding can also change other gases that are normally part of the air we breathe
into ozone and nitrogen dioxide. Ozone irritates the eyes and mucous mem-

Cbon monoxide

Ozone ad nitrogen
dioxie
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branes, and may also causewheezing, coughing, and chest pains. Both ozone and
tIn dloadd in even higher concentatio can cause pulmorey edena,

where the lungs fill with fluid. This condition can cause you to literally "drown" on
dry land.

M--,1-
-6 , sk Acetylene, used in oxy-acetylene welding, is an asphyxiant in very high concentra-

tions. That is, it may replace the oxygen in the air so that in confined spaces, there is
not enough oxygen to sustain life. Acetylne may also be contaminated with gases
such as arsine and phosphine. Ane can break up red blood cells, causing
anemia. Exposure may also lead to kidney damage. Arsine is also knawn to cause
cancer. Exposure to posphine may lead to tiredness and tremors, and in severe
cases, convulsions and coma.

Welders may also be exsed to ph _se produced bya reaction between the
welding arc (UV radiation)and certain chlorinated solventvapors such as trichloro-
efylene.

MTAL FUMES Marrytes ofmetl hme may be produced during welding and soldering from
te mnetal being velded, the electrode used, arty coating on the metal, from the
flux, or filler metals.

While some metal fumes may only be irritants, others can cause long-term damage
to the exposed welder or solderer.

"Ma. Nmefeve This is a fairly common illness which affects workers exposed to certain metal
fumes. "Met Am fevet is an acute condition that usually affects workers who
are newly exposed to metal fumes, or are re-eposed after being away from fumes
for awhile. The most common cause is fumes of zinc from welding or cutting on
galvanized metal. But welding on brass, magnesium, copper, and iron can also
result in this condition.

"Metal fume fever" resembles the flu with symptomsuch as dry cough, nausea,
headache, shivering, and aching limbs. An affected worker usually recovers com-
pletely in 24 to 48 hours. There don't seem to be arny long-term effects.

Th lungs When iron or steel are welded, iron oxide fumes are formed. Theymay be breathed
in and lodge in the hns, like asbestos or silica. This condition is called siderosis.
But unlike asbestos or silica, the iron oxide particles do not seem to cause arny long-
term lung disease or interfere with your ability to breathe.

The sdn Metal fumes may also affect other parts of the body, particularly the skin. Chrom-
ium, brass, copper, and cadmium fumes may produce itchy red patches or bumps
on the skin. We call this condition dermatitis. Chromium and zinc chloride (in some
fluxes) are both very corrosrve and can eat away the skin, causing holes or ulcers.

Ote health effec Welders and solderers might also experience oe effect from exposures to
metal fumes. The following table lists not only possible exposures, but also their
sources and effects on the body.
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METAL FUMES THAT CAN E ODUCEDDU WELDING OR SOLDEING

Antimorny-tin solder

Some silver solders

Chromium

Copper materials,
such as wire and pipes

Cast iron, steel

Coatings on metal, lead materials such
as pipe, lead-tin solder

Magnesium metal or alloys

Galvanized steel, zinc-coated metals

Stomach and intestinal problems,
irritability

Eye irritation, coughing, dizziness,
vomiting, diarrhea, bone disease, loss of
weight, lung and kidney disease

Contact dermatis (itchy red patches on
the skin), holes (ulcers) in the skin and
wall beten the nasal passges,
cancer (for one form of chromium)

Contact dermtitis

"Metal fume fe'er"

Siderosis (a lung disease which does
not cause disability)
Stomach problems, anemia, and
damage to kidneys, nervous system,
rproductive system, and liver

"Metal fume feer"

"Zinc chills" (a form of "metal fume
fever"), skin ulcers, irritation of the
respiratory tract, chemical preruonia

Hazards may also be created by materials used in fluxes, by "bright dip" acids, and
by solvents used to clean metals (beforewelding or soldering) or for other cleaning
and degreasing operations in nearby areas.

Materials found in fluxes can also be harmful. Fluorides for example may cause
bone changes after long-term exposure. They can also combine with moisture in
te air and lungs to form hydrofluoric acid. This acid can bum the lungs, possibly
causing pulmonary edema. Similar effects can be produced by hydrochloric acid
(also in some fluxes), and sulfuric acid (in some fluxes and used to "bright dip"
some metals before soldering). Another flux material, decaborane, may cause
excitability, headaches, and dizziness.

Sodvents such as trichloroethylene which are used to degrease and clean metals
before welding or soldering can also be hazardous. In addition some chlorinated
solvents such as perchloroethylene and trichloroeir>ylene can be broken down by
ultraviolet radiation from the welding arc to form a potent nerve gas phosgene

WHAT OTHR HA L

CHEMICALS ARE
ROUCED BY WELDING?

bMatelial In flues

ts
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which could cause death (see gases for other effects) if concentrations are high
enough.

WELDERS MAY BE EXPOSED TO HA L SOLVENT VAPORS

Vapo Sowsce Ekcts

Mehyl Chloroform

Perchloroethylene
tetrachloroethylene

Toluene

Degreaser, metal cleaner

Degreaser, metal clearner

Degreaser
Gereral solvent

Tdchloroethylene Degreaser, mnetal cleaner

Headache, lightheadedness, dizziness

Headache, dizziness, and with long-
term exposures, liver and nervou
system damage

Skin imtation, headache, dizziness,
drunkenness

Headache, drowvsiness, dizziness, and
in high concentrations, collapse - after
long-term exposure, liver damage,
possibility of cancer

HOW CAN CEIKWCA1
HAADS BE
CONTROLLED?

Protcti cltIng

Ventilation

Fumeextratig welding
gun

Reirators

WHAT TYPE OF RESPIRATOR
SHOULD YOU USE?

Air-purifying

In most cases chemical exposures from welding can be controlled enough to
protect your health. (See recommended controls listed for each hazard in Section
2:1-CHEMICAL HAZARDS and general control principles in Section 3:1I-DENTIFY-
ING AND CONTROLLING ACTUAL HEALTH HAZAR1DS IN YOUR WORKPLACE.)

The effects of these materials on your skin and eyes can be fairlyeasitycontrolled by
wearing the lothing and ee potection recommended for controlling radia-
tion and bum exposures.

But most harmful chemicals produced in welding and soldering operations can
also cause damage when they are breathed in. The bestway to reduce this danger
is through a wentiltn system. On construction sites, however, such systems may
be difficult to set up or impracticable.

But there are f exrang welding guns commercially available that might be
useable in such situations. Ask your employer to find out about them.

When ventilation systems are impossible and fume-exracting welding guns are not
in use, you should at least be provided with adeut .praty protectn
suited for the particular chemical exposure. This is your employer's responsibility.

There are mary types of spiratos available.

Some are air-puring. That is, they remove dusts and fumes by trapping tem in a
filter.
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Gas masks and canniste actually purify the air by pulling it over a chemical
cartridge. This type of respirator may be used to remove hazardous gases orvapors
from breathed-in air.

Finally, air-supikd respirators may be used, especially in confined areas, where
oxygen is limited, where extremely toxic materials are being used, or where the
concentration of the hazardous materials is not knwn. This type of respirator
supplies clean air from an outside source or from a tank worn by the welder. But if
the source of clean air is compressed from environment air, make sure it is free of
possible toxic chemicals.

Whatever type of respirator you wear, you should check that it is the right one for
the hazards you are being exposed to, and that it has been approved by NIOSH
(National Institute of Occupational Safety and Health) and MESA (Mine Enforce-
ment SafetyAdministration)orMSHA(Mine Safetyand Health Administration). (For
more information on respirators, see Section 3:1-4DENTIFYNGANDCONTROWNG
ACTUAL HEALTH HAZARDS IN YOUR WORKPLACE.)

Gas masks and cannisters

Air-supplied

HOW DO YOU CHOOSE A
RESPIRATOR?

R: WELDERS ANDSO MAYK EXPOSED TOANU OF
HA ASES, ES, D VAORS. SO IF VO WE O L AS
PART OFYOU JOB, MA SUE YO HELTH Is DEQUA mYROECE.

Know what you're working with. Make sure you use adequate protective clothing
and ventilation or respirators where necessary. And avoid certain materials entirely.
There's no reason to use cadmium-containing silver solders or trichloroethylene.
"Safer" substitutes are available. And never arc weld around an area where you've
been using chlorinated solvents or metal cleaners such as perchloroethylene. The
resulting decomposition product, phosgene, could cause death.

WHAT ARE THE SAFETY HAZAR ?

Many safety hazads may occur during welding and soldering operations. They
include: flying sparks of molten metal; fire; electric shock from improperty ground-
ed equipment; and explosion of pressurized gas cylinders. These hazards can be
eliminated or reduced if welders and their supervisors follow certain basic safety
rules.

By following these safty ruks welders can reduce the risk of injury or other harm:

1) Only use equipment you have ben trained to opate
Your employer should not assume that knowledge of one type of welding makes
you capable of safety performing others.

2) You should not be epcted to perfom weling, cuttig, or brazig In
ara whe am or ees a used or stored

3) Weld on hollow containes only if they have an opening or vnt to
releep
Your employer or supervisor should make sure there is such a vent.

What are some bask
saety mls?
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4) Mme sm cont n dot have held toxdc or fimab material have
bee tru0lpuedor cendbeforle welng

~~~~~~-tn _ n prefW
5) Wew s cit p o to pr t bus yg

AJso wear the rght type of tinted goggles for the particular type of welding
process, or preferaby a full face shield.

6) kfore usin g_ sys , check cylind vdle, an hoe for damage
And make sure gas systems have checkvalves to prevent backflaw into the fittings,
and that couplings are secure.

PrI cautmins for
f

sA__M
YPW'

ElECThC AC WELDING

A oFpmtct mI

uwNNem

Other safety precautions will vary with the type of welding. A qualified welding
instructor should familiarize you with the appropriate rules for each type ofweld-
ing you leam.

Other precautions are necessarywwhen you do elecI ac eIng. For example,
the frame or case of the welding machine should be properly grounded, and all
connectis or leads should be in place before welding. The leads should also be
shielded. YourempkWrmustreplaceaanyworn out leads ore trodesbeforeyou
start to weld.

In addition, the risk to otherworkers in te area can be controlled. To do so, isolate
the welding operatio with shields or screens. Not only will these measures
protect nearby workers from the danger of bums, but will also cut down the
radiation levels and chemical exposures to which they will be exposed.
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"DEAR DOCTOR" Appendix B.

APPENDIX B "DEAR TOR"

PAT A DIRECTORY OF TRADES AND HAZARDOUS MATERIALS AND OPERA-
TIONS

PART - TOXJCOLOGY (SUBSTANCES BUILDING TRADES WORKERS MIGHT
ENCOUNTER AND POSSIBLE EFFECTS)

HOW DO YOU USE THIS SECTION?

The following two charts have been designed to help you identify possible job
exposures fat might result in health problems, eith immediately or after marry
years of exposure.

REMEMIER: NOT ALL 'ES TO POYENTIALLY HRUL AS

W1IL RESULT THE ME EFFECTS.

So, it's important to not only kInow what you're being exposed to and how it can
affect the body, but also whether or not there's adequate ventilation or other
controls to protect your health and whether or not you or your co-workers are
experiencing arry effects.

PartA- DIRECTORYOFTRADESAND HAZARDOUS MATERIALSAND OPERATIONS
lists hazardous chemicals (hazards) you might be exposed to in the materials you
use or from certain work processes (such as drilling).

To use Part A, refer to your trde and the hazardos materasa operaon
listed for it. Decide which of these materials you use or operations you're involved
in. If the ha listed for those operations or materials are cued with a single
asterix (*), look up the hazard in Section 2:1-CHEMICAL HAZARDS. Ifthey have two
asterixs(**), then look them up under CHEMICAL in Part B.

Using the dcat

HOW DO YOU USE
PAT A?

HOW DO YOU USE
PAT B?

(Some of the hazards listed are not as serious as others, and have therefore not
been included in Part B. AJso the hazards of brader categories of materials, for
example solvents and cement, are listed by individual chemical in Part B and by
material or category in Section 2:1.)

Part B- Toxicology (SUBSTANCES BUILDING TRADES WORKERS MIGHT ENCOUN-
TER AND POSSIBLE EFFECTS ON THE BODY) lists individual chemicals alphabe-
tically.

To use Part B, locate chemicals particular to your trade from the Hazards column in
PartA In Part B, note possible effects on the body. These effects have been broken
dawn into four categories: acute (short-term); chronic (long-term); cancer; and
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reproductive. These effects are also broken down by the parts of the body or
system they affect for example NERVOUS SYSTEM or SKIN, EYES, and MUCOUS
MEMBRANES. (See Section 2:1-CHEMICAL HAZARDS, Introduction, for an explan-
ation of these categocies and G. HOWTHE BODY FUNCTIONSAND DEFENDS ITSELF
to get some idea about how various chemicals can damage different parts of the
body.)

Part B also lists the 0SHApemIle eposue llmit (PEL) or standard for each
chemical, if there is one. Even if no PEL is listed, the chemical might still damage
your health. (See Section 3:1-WORKPLACE STANDARDS for an explanation of PELs
and measurement units, and for a discussion of the limitations of standards.)

geNting
potential health
hazads ad fec

%Fnos.ing your
doctorabout job

dtions

SHOW YOUR DOCTOR
PARTA

SHOW YOUR DOCTOR

PART B

You might want to use the charts for your own purposes, to add to or document
informnation found in Section 2:1. (See Section 4:11-DOCUMENTATION for ideas
about how to keep records of chemical exposures and howto most effectively use
these records.)

You might also want to show the accompanying letter and charts to your doctor,
and discuss with him/her any possible or actual health problems related to your
job exposures.

Show your doct Part A. Are you exposed to any of the hazards listed for your
trade? Are you exposed to any of those listed for trades that commonly work near
you?

Show your doctor Part S. Have you noticed any health effects that might be
related to ajob exposure?Are you exposed to lead orcadmium? Doesyourdoctor
think that special blood or other tests might be necessary to detect any effects of
these or other chemicals? Are you experiencing any symptoms that might be
related to a job exposure?

WHAT ARE OTHER RELEVANT SECTIONS OF THE MANUAL?

You might also want to refer to or show your doctor other rklvat seCtion In
the manul. These include:
Section 1:1- HAZARDS OF INDIMDUAL TRADES
Section 1 :11-HAZARDS OF SPECIAL OPERATIONS
Section 2:1- CHEMICAL HAZARDS
Section 2:11-PHY51CAL HAZARDS (noise, vibration, radiation, and heat extremes

are also health hazards)
Section 3:1 - IDENTIFYING AND CONTROLLING ACTUAL HEALTH HAZARDS IN

YOUR WORKPLACE
Section 3:11 - WORKPLACE STANDARDS
Section 4:11- DOCUMENTATION
Appendix A- HAZARDS OF WELDING AND SOLDERING

In addition, you might want to refer to Section 4:1-OCCUPATIONAL SAFETYAND
HEALTH LEGISLATION for an outline of yours and your employer's rights and
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responsibilities under the law.

"DEAR DOCTOR" LETLER

This sample letter to your doctor explains how he/she could use the charts in this
section. Whenever you see a new doctor or get examined for arny health problem,
you might want to show the examining physician this letter and the two charts.

UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, BERKELEY

*ERKEKY* DAVIS * * LOS AGLERVG=I SVZN DE SAWI RANCIW S*NA MAREAA SANTA CEDE

LABOR OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH PROGRAM BERKELEY, CALIFORNIA 9720
INSTITUTE OF INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS
(41S) 62-SS07

May, 1978

Dear Doctor:

During 1977-78 the University of Cal:ifornia has been involved in a study of
occupational health and safety hazrds in the construction industry. Part
of this program has been to develop an educational progrem for workers (ap-
prentices) from various trades in the industry.

We have prepared a sumnary of the hazards and associated health risks that
might be encotmtered by each trade. Although this information is nme general
than we would have wished, it still reveals the potentially most hazadous
operations and materials in use.

This section is broken down into two charts. The first, Part A - DIRECTORY
OF TRADES AND HAZARDCUS MATERIAIS AND OPERATIONS, outlines possible toxic
chemicals to which each trade might be exposed (see column-entitled HAZARDS).
The second chart, Part B - TOXICOLOGY (ClIEMICA1S BUILDING TRADES WORXRS
IEGHT ENCOUNTER AND POSSIB EFFECTS), indicates target body system and how
the materials can affect these systems.

When using these charts, find out your patient's trade and the materials he/she
uses or the operations in which he/she is involved. You might also want to
discuss whether other trades work nearby, and whether they use hazardous materi-
als or are involved in hazard-creating operations. These, too, could be looked
up on the charts.

The enclosed listing of hazards, target body systems, and possible effects are
for your infornaticn. I hope they will be beneficial for you in the care of
your patient, and that they help you more easily identify possible health
problems.

Thank you.

Sincerely yours,

Do£ald ton, M.D. k4
Medical Director, LDW
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REMEMER: OUR DOIV MAY HAVE NO DAABOUT VOUR JOB CONDI-
TIONS. fE,IT MAY BE UP TO YOU 10 ELAIN AN
THAT MIGHT AFFECT YOUR HEALTH.

So aways be sure your doctor has a clear understanding of your job conditions
including any chemical exposures.
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FEDERAL OSHA REQUIREMENTS FOR
A MINIMAL ACCEPTABLE RESPIRATOR

PROGRAM

WHEN ARE RESPIRATORS NECESSAY?

A number of Federal OSHA standards require respiratory protection if exposures
are greaterthan the PEL prescribed by the standard (See Sections 3:1-IDENTIFYING
AND CONTROWNG ACTUAL HEALTH HAZARDS IN YOUR WORKPLACE and 3:11-
WORKPLACE STANDARDS for a discussion of when to use respirators and which
ones to use.)

For example, the asbestos standard requires respiratory protection if exposures
exceed (are greater than) the limit allowable by law (2 fibers/cubic centimeter of
air, with fibers more than 5 microns in length). Anyone sanding old asbestos-
backed floor tile or involved in demolition operations could be exposed to levels
that exceed this, and would then be required to use a respirator.

AE THERE REQUIREENTS FOR REIATOR USE?

But not only must respirators fit properly, be approved by NIOSH and MESA for
their particular use, and sufficiently reduce exposures to protect your health, tey
must also be properly stored and maintained, and users trained in their use. This
storage, training, and maintenance are part of what we call a respirator program.

WHAT IS THE FEDERAL OSHA MINIMAL ACCEPTABLE
PROGRAM FOR RESPIRTORS?

Therefore, included in Federal OSHA's Occupational Safety and Health Standards,
are the following requlements for minimalac ( io) p 9m,
adapted from The Federal egister, Volume 39, Number 25, Part 1910.134 (3Xb);
Occupational Safety and Health Standards, June 27,1974. (State programs, where
they exist, also have equivalent program requirements.)

Thus, the employer is required to:

1) Establish wrte standa opeatin procedures governg the seec-
tion and us of iratos

2) Selet rpirator on the basis of the h to which the e
aso ed

WI stard
operating
puocedu,es

SelectIon

Appendix C.
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3) houltnct -d b*. gm mamtnhe proper use of respiratoa th
MINo1

-dR

Storae

AR rm a

__ 4

W___O
nE-a-u-tio-

.- M

acMMed or

u

4) Whe -l, ai r ir s to I aloss for t h

5) Ibudwl' dean andldisioct esp
Those issued for the exclus.e use of one worker should be cleaned after each
day's use, ormore often if necessary. Those used by moreFan oneworker must be
thooughlycled and disinfected afte each use.

6) Store r a s ha c*uwent, dean, and santay loation

7) ket M s dwan-g
Worn or deteriorated parts must be r d. Respiators forem ny use such
as self-contined devices must be th uhly in ed at leastonce a month and
after each use.

8) a swH (mnitoig) of k ai d
Of mI eOue or
This is to insure that respiators are priat for particular exposures, and
continue to rduce hazard s gh to protect works' health.

9) Ther mus be a rela ins o an el Ion to deteine the
continued e ctv inof the w i

10) Not dpesons t u m rsu t h_ ~~~~~~~~~~. _ _t
theeupai
The local physician must detrnmine what health and physical conditions are rele-
vant The respirator users medical stus should be reviewd periodically (for
instane annually).

11) Mutuse appivad or d r s wlh th iblk
The respirator fumished must provide ad e respiatory prte against the
particular hazards forwwhich it is de d in accdaewith esblished
by oMpetent authrties.
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